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Résumé

Dans cette thèse on est intéressé à l’étude des catégories dérivées d’une variété lisse et projective sur

un corps.

En particulier on étude l’information géométrique et catégorielle d’une variété et sa catégorie dérivée

pour mieux comprendre l’ensemble de structures monöıdales on peut munir la catégorie dérivée.

La motivation de ce projet s’inspire en deux théorèmes. L’un c’est le théorème de réconstruction de

Bondal-Orlov qu’établit que la catégorie dérivée d’une variété avec diviseur (anti-)canonique ample,

c’est assez pour récupérer la variété. D’une autre côté, on a la construction du specturm de Balmer

qu’utilise le produit tensoriel dérivé pour récupérer un nombre plus grande de variétés à partir de sa

catégorie dérivée de complexes parfaits comme une categorie monöıdale.

L’existence de différentes structures monöıdales est par contre garanti par l’existence des variétés avec

des catégories dérivées équivalentes. On a pour but alors comprendre quel est-le rôle de les produits

tensoriels dans l’existence ( ou non existence ) de ces types de variétés. Les résultats principaux qu’on

a obtenu sont:

1. Si X est une variété avec diviseur (anti-)canonique ample, et b est une structure de catégorie

tensoriel triangulée sur DbpXq tel que le spectrum de Balmer SpcpDbpXq,bq est isomorphe à

X, alors pour tous F,G P DbpXq, on a F bG » F bL
X G.

2. On utilise le théorème de Morita pour les dg-catégories de Toën pour donner une caractérisation

d’une structure tronquée en termes de bimodules sur un produit des dg-algèbres, qu’induisent

une structure de catégorie tensoriel triangulée sur la catégorie homotopique.

3. On a étudie la théorie de déformation de cettes structures dans le sens de la cohomologie de

Davydov-Yetter. On montre que il existe une correspondence entre un des groupes de cohomologie

et l’ensemble de associateurs dont le produit tensoriel peut s’en déformer.

On utilise des techniques à un niveau des catégories triangulées et aussi des perspectives de la théorie

des catégories supérieurs comme des dg-catégories et quasi-catégories.

Mots-clés Catégories dérivées, géométrie algébrique dérivée non-commutative, catégorie tensoriel tri-

angulée, dg-catégorie, transformations de Fourier-Mukai.
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Abstract

In this thesis we are interested in studying derived categories of smooth projective varieties over a field.

Concretely, we study the geometric and categorical information from the variety and from it’s derived

category in order to understand the set of monoidal structures one can equip the derived category with.

The motivation for this project comes from two theorems. The first is Bondal-Orlov reconstruction

theorem which says that the derived category of a variety with ample (anti-)canonical bundle is enough

to recover the variety. On the other hand, we have Balmer’s spectrum construction which uses the

derived tensor product to recover a much larger number of varieties from it’s derived category of perfect

complexes as a monoidal category.

The existence of different monoidal structure is in turn guaranteed by the existence of varieties with

equivalent derived categories. We have as a goal then to understand the role of the tensor products in

the existence ( or not ) of these sort of varieties.

The main results we obtained are

1. If X is a variety with ample (anti-)canonical bundle, and b is a tensor triangulated category

on DbpXq such that the Balmer spectrum SpcpDbpXq,bq is isomorphic to X, then for any

F,G P DbpXq we have F bG » F bL
X G.

2. We have used Toën’s Morita theorem for dg-categories to give a characterization of a truncated

structure in terms of bimodules over a product of dg-algebras, which induces a tensor triangulated

category at the level of homotopy categories.

3. We studied the deformation theory of these structures in the sense of Davydov-Yetter cohomology,

concretely showing that there is a relationship between one of these cohomology groups and the

set of associators that the tensor product can deform into.

We utilise techniques at the level of triangulated categories and also perspectives from higher category

theory like dg-categories and quasi-categories.

Keywords: Derived categories, noncommutative derived algebraic geometry, tensor triangulated

category, dg-category, Fourier-Mukai transforms.
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Introduction

Conventions

Through the rest of this work and unless said otherwise we will be working exclusively over an alge-

braically closed field k of characteristic 0. Our grading is always cohomological, so that differentials

rise degree.

The goal of this work is to provide some results about monoidal category structures on the derived

category of a given variety X. The interest in this goal is broad as derived categories arise in connected

but still different corners of mathematics, and similarly the interest in studying the extra data of

monoidal structures on such a category can be motivated from different points of view.

Our adopted point of view in general is that of derived noncommutative geometry in the specific sense of

trying to understand spaces ( varieties, schemes, stacks, or higher versions of thereof ) through the lense

of their derived categories. This point of view can be traced back to the different duality phenomena

that pops in different branches of mathematics and we could perhaps trace it back to classical Stone

duality, and passing through a number of generalizations and analogue versions in different contexts

along many different branches of mathematics.

In the algebraic geometric case we can start the story by the Gabriel-Rosenberg reconstruction theorem

([Ros96, Bra18]), a celebrated result which says that for a large class of schemes it is enough to look

at the abelian category of coherent sheaves on it to completely determine the space, so that for such

a space X there exists a way to extract information from CohpXq in such a way that we can get back

X. We could then call a certain sort of Grothendieck categories noncommutative schemes keeping in

mind then that these categories must be in some way categories of coherent sheaves over some possibly

non-realizable space. This is perhaps too good of a result in the sense that while the equivalence

between categories and spaces can provide a fruitful difference in point of views, in practice the fact

9
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that this is a lossless correspondence means it is expected that studying these categories is at least as

complicated as studying the spaces themselves.

On the other hand, the use of homological methods in algebraic geometry has proven to be an extremely

useful tool since the introduction of derived categories and derived functors, just as in algebraic topology

one very potent tool in classification problems is to restrict our parameters in terms of homological

invariants. As such, one immediate question is whether these derived invariants and the derived category

from which they stem contains all the possible information about the space.

Let us briefly recall the different notions of derived category in our context,

Definition. Let A be an abelian category, the derived categoryDpA q is the localization of the category

of chain complexes on A by quasi-isomorphisms.

In the geometric context we should consider, for a scheme X the abelian category of coherent

sheaves on X, CohpXq and we can construct its derived category, which we denote by DpCohpXqq

( which we will often denote simply by DpXq ), as described above. In full generality this cate-

gory can be difficult to work with, and so in applications one would often run into the subcategories

D´pXq, D`pXq, DbpXq of bounded below, bounded above, and bounded coherent sheaves on X, re-

spectively, and of special interest for us the derived category PerfpXq of bounded perfect complexes

on X.

One of our interests is in understanding equivalences between these derived categories, to do so one has

to move to the more general notion of triangulated category introduced by Grothendieck and Verdier to

point out the relevant structure that we would like to conserve under a functor. Roughly, a triangulated

category consists of the data of a distinguished set of triples of morphisms which one calls triangles

and which we further require to satisfy a number of axioms. It is these triangles that we would like

to preserve under equivalences, and so when we deal with equivalences of derived categories one is

interested in these so-called triangulated functor which are in addition an equivalence of categories.

Now to answer our question from before, we know that CohpXq is able to recover the space X in a

wide class of situations but is the passing to DbpXq too much loss in information for this reconstruction

to be broken? The answer to this has been known for many years, originally it was Mukai who noticed

while studying abelian varieties that it is possible for two non isomorphic abelian varieties to have

isomorphic derived categories. Concretely in [Muk78], it is shown that if A is an abelian variety and Â

is its dual abelian variety, then DbpAq is equivalent to DbpÂq, while non-polarized abelian varieties are

not isomorphic to their duals.

Mukai named the equivalence between these derived categories a Fourier functor as they resemble a

categorification of the classical Fourier transform between spaces of functions. Nowadays two given

spaces with equivalent derived categories are said to be Fourier-Mukai partners. Despite these cate-

gories not being a complete invariant, it is still reasonable to wonder to which degree does the derived

category determine a space and if there are spaces X which are completely determined by DbpXq.

An answer to this latter question comes from the following celebrated result of Bondal and Orlov

([BO01])
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Theorem. Let X be a smooth projective variety and suppose that its (anti-)canonical sheaf ωX is

ample. If Y is another smooth projective variety such that there is an equivalence

F : DbpXq Ñ DbpY q

then there is an isomorphism X – Y .

Combined with the situation described by Mukai, the hypothesis of this theorem might hint that

properties of the canonical bundle ωX - or equivalently the associated divisor KX - play an interesting

role in how fine of an invariant is the derived category, on one side Calabi-Yau varieties might have

many different Fourier-Mukai partners while varieties with ample (anti-)canonical bundles however are

uniquely determined by the category.

These phenomena has been recognized in the following conjecture, appearing for example in [Kaw02]

Conjecture. (K-equivalence implies D-equivalence) Let X and Y be birationally equivalent smooth

projective varieties. Then the following are equivalent.

1. There exists an equivalence of triangulated categories DbpXq » DbpY q.

2. There exists a smooth projective variety Z and birational morphisms f : Z Ñ X and g : Z Ñ Y

such that f˚KX – g˚KY

In fact in the same work Kawamata shows the following

Theorem ([Kaw02], Theorem 1.4). LetX and Y be smooth projective varieties. Assume thatDbpXq »

DbpY q as triangulated categories. Then the following hold:

1. dimX “ dimY “ n.

2. If KX (resp. ´KX ) is nef, then KY (resp. ´KY ) is also nef, and the numerical Kodaira

dimensions νpXq, νpY q coincide (resp. νpX,´KXq “ νpY,´KY q).

3. If X is of general type, or if the Kodaira dimension κpX,´Kq is equal to n, then X and Y are

birationally equivalent. Moreover there exists birational morphisms f : Z Ñ X, g : Z Ñ Y from

a smooth projective variety Z such that f˚KX » g˚KY

We recall that a line bundle L is said to be nef if for every irreducible curve C then D ¨ C ě 0

where D is the divisor associated to L . Here νpX,L q (or νpXq in the case L “ ωX ) denotes the

numerical Kodaira dimension of the line bundle L , which is defined as the maximal integer m such

that there exists a proper morphism ϕ :W 99K X W of dimension m with prϕ˚pL qsm ¨W q “ 0.

What the theorem is telling us is that the birational geometry of spaces is captured to a certain degree in

the derived category at least in good enough situations, and it then would be interesting to understand
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to what extent does the categorical data know about the geometry in this sense.

Using the language of triangulated categories it is possible for example to answer the question of

whether it is possible to recover the space from the derived category if we add some extra structure.

This is the theme of Balmer’s tensor (triangulated) geometry when applied to derived categories of a

space. In [Bal02, Bal05] Balmer exploited the classification theorem of Thomason ([Tho97]) to show

the following

Theorem. Let PerfpXq be the derived category of perfect complexes on a noetherian scheme equipped

with the monoidal structure given by the derived tensor product, then the set SpcpPerfpXqq of thick

prime tensor ideals can be equipped with a topology and a locally ringed space structure such that

SpcpPerfpXqq – X.

Here by tensor thick ideal we mean a thick triangulated subcategory of PerfpXq such that it is

closed by taking derived tensor products by any object of PerfpXq and such that if x bL
X y is in this

subcategory, then either x or y were in the subcategory to begin with.

The topology that this Balmer spectrum carries is strikingly similar to the Zariski topology of affine

schemes defined for commutative rings, and the structure sheaf comes from choosing an appropriate

basis for the topology and defining on each of these opens a ring of endomorphisms of the unit object

for the derived tensor product.

In other words, Balmer showed that when the derived category of perfect complexes carries a given

monoidal structure then it is always possible to recover the space. The combination of the theorems

of Bondal-Orlov and Kawamata with this result leads to the question of the nature of the monoidal

structure on such derived category.

Balmer’s construction inputs a triangulated category equipped with a monoidal structure which is com-

patible with the given triangulated structure, i.e. a tensor triangulated category, and outputs a locally

ringed space. If we are able to completely classify all the possible tensor triangulated category structures

on a given derived category of perfect complexes of a space X, the classification of all Fourier-Mukai

partners must follow along as they will all correspond to different monoidal structure son the same

underlying triangulated category. It is entirely possible however that the derived category is able to be

equipped with tensor structures resulting -after passing through Balmer’s construction- in locally ringed

spaces which are not derived equivalent to the space X.

This is in fact the main motivation of our work, through this thesis we are mainly interested in under-

standing results like Bondal-Orlov through the lenses of tensor structures on a triangulated category

and what are the properties that the space X reflects on the derived category DbpXq such that it

admits ( or not ) different tensor structures.

We believe that this point of view can be of importance, for example as Balmer’s spectrum yields a

locally ringed space of which one can consider its abelian category of sheaves of modules, or under the

assumption this space is a scheme we obtain an abelian category of coherent sheaves. We would like

to draw the attention that similar things occurs when studying t-structures on triangulated categories,
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the heart of such structure is an abelian category one can construct out of the triangulated category

and in particular good situations we get a comparison between the derived category of the heart and

the derived category of the space, or more generally in a homotopy category of a different nature.

While the context of triangulated categories is enough for much of the work that has been done

about derived categories, it has been known from their inception that they are not always well-behaved.

For example, one limitation comes from the mapping cone construction.

Just as in the derived category case in any triangulated category T , given a morphism f : X Ñ Y ,

there is always an object conepfq such that

X Ñ Y Ñ conepfq Ñ Xr1s

is a distinguished triangle. This object is determined up to isomorphism but the construction is not

canonical in the sense that if we consider the category of arrows ArrpT q with objects given by mor-

phisms f : X Ñ Y in T and morphisms between arrows f : X Ñ Y and g : X 1 Ñ Y 1 are given by

commutative squares

X //

a

��

Y

b
��

X 1 // Y 1

.

And the mapping cone construction induces a morphism conepfq Ñ conepgq, resulting in a diagram:

X
f
//

a

��

Y

b

��

// conepfq

��

// Xr1s

��

X 1
g
// Y 1 // conepgq // X 1r1s

However this induced map is not in general functorial, if we give another morphism h : X2 Ñ Y 2 and

morphisms pa1, b1q

X
f
//

a

��

Y

b

��

// conepfq

��

// Xr1s

��

X 1
g
//

a1

��

Y 1 //

b1

��

conepgq

��

// X 1r1s

��

X2 h // Y 2 // conephq // X2r1s

Then the morphism conepfq Ñ conephq induced by the morphisms f, h, a1 ˝ a, and b1 ˝ b is not in

general the morphism conepfq Ñ conephq given by the composition conepfq Ñ conepgq Ñ conephq.

Another such aspect which is of importance to us in this work, is that the category of triangulated

functors between triangulated categories does not carry a canonical triangulated structure and so it is

complicated to use some of the existing tools to study general triangulated categories.

It was with the development of homotopy theory and keeping this and other problems in mind, that
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the notion of enhanced category was found and developed. From a pure homotopy theory perspective,

the notion of stable 8-category serves as a model for an object which contains the structure of a

triangulated category in its 1-categorical shadow along with extra data that doesn’t show up when

working classically. Another possible model for this, and the one we will be using, is that of dg-

categories, these are simply categories enriched over chain complexes and so they are easy to describe

and work with, and in the same fashion as their 8-categorical versions, they can be used to enhance

triangulated categories under the right conditions.

An important feature of dg-categories is that they can be equipped with model structures which can

then help us refine some of the behavior that was not showing up in full when working directly with

triangulated categories.

The key insight for us is that a tensor product b : T ˆ T Ñ T in a tensor triangulated structure is

among other things a triangulated functor on each variable and as such if we were able to work with a

space of such functors as an ambient space we would be able to work with more concrete description

of the objects we are looking for.

Indeed in full analogy with the classical Morita theory for rings and algebras, Toën showed the following

theorem for dg-categories of perfect complexes over smooth proper schemes:

Theorem (Thm 8.15, [Toë07]). Let X and Y be two smooth proper schemes over Speck. Then, there

exists an isomorphism in the homotopy category Hopdg ´ Catq

RHompPerfdgpXq, P erfdgpY qq » PerfdgpX ˆk Y q.

Where the homotopy category Hopdg´Catq is the homotopy category of one of the model struc-

tures we can equip the category of dg-categories with, and where PerfdgpXq denotes an enhancement

of the bounded derived category of perfect complexes on X.

What this theorem is essentially telling us is that the relevant functors in the homotopy theory of

dg-categories between these enhancements is parametrized by perfect complexes on the product of the

spaces. In other words functors come from a sort of generalized bimodules, the category of which has

a dg-category structure itself.

This interpretation has a direct relationship with the Fourier-Mukai side of things, in fact one important

feature of these sort of equivalences is that they are precisely given by functors of this form, where

one picks an object ( the kernel of the transform, following the integral transform nomenclature ) and

then the transform can be written as a tensor product of a pullback followed by a pushforward by the

projection morphisms X Ð X ˆk Y Ñ Y .

This context of dg-categories is then where we expect to be able to work with collections of structures,

as Toën’s Morita theorem allows us to work comfortably with them unlike the triangulated setting in

which one would have to keep track of whether each step preserves the structure we are working on.

To make use of this theory we have too to understand the theory of dg-enhancements for our derived

categories. This means that there exists dg-categories such that their homotopy categories are triangu-

lated equivalent to these derived categories of perfect complexes and they are in a certain sense unique.
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With the motivating background laid out, let us summarize the work developed in this thesis:

Organization of this work

In the first chapter we go over the basic theory of derived categories and review the necessary concepts

and results that would allow us to sketch Bondal and Orlov’s original proof of their reconstruction for

varieties with ample (anti-)canonical bundle, and similarly with Kawamata’s result. We introduce the

notions of exceptional collections, semi-orthogonal decompositions, Serre functors, and Fourier-Mukai

transforms along with some examples of known families of spaces where we have some knowledge on

the Fourier-Mukai partners.

In chapter two we go over general tensor triangulated categories and Balmer’s reconstruction theorem,

we give a brief overview of the developments of the theory and some general structural results about

the Balmer spectrum and tools used to understand it.

Chapter three introduces our first results, we approach Bondal-Orlov’s reconstruction and Kawamata’s

result from the point of view of tensor triangulated categories and develop some general ideas on the

collection of tensor triangulated structures we can impose on a derived category coming from a variety

with ample (anti-)canonical bundle, or in general a variety of general type. Concretely we have:

Corollary. (Corollary 3.0.11) Let X be a variety of general type and let b a tensor triangulated category

structure on DbpXq with unit OX . Then for any b-invertible object U such that U b IX˚ Ď IX˚ , the

equivalence U pb : DbpXq{IX˚ Ñ DbpXq{IX˚ induced by U b is equivalent to an equivalence given

by objects in the group PicpDbpXq{IX˚ , xbLq of invertible xbL-objects.

Here the proper ideal IX˚ is determined by the complement of the augmented base locus of the

canonical bundle ( Definition 3.0.3 ). Our corollary above follows from our definition of almost spanning

class relative to an ideal ( Definition 3.0.7 ) and its relationship with the hypothesis on the canonical

bundle.

Theorem 0.0.1. (Theorem 3.0.8) Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type. Then the

collection of tensor powers pωbi
X qiPZ forms an almost spanning class with respect to the thick tensor

ideal IX˚ in the tensor triangulated category pDbpXq,bL
Xq.

Here the ideal IX˚ might not be a b-ideal and so the Verdier quotient DbpXq{IX˚ might not

carry a tensor triangulated category structure, however any autoequivalence of the form U b , for

U P PicpDbpXq,bq such that U b IX˚ Ď IX˚ induces an autoequivalence functor DbpXq{IX˚ Ñ

DbpXq{IX˚ by the universal property of the Verdier quotient, and what this result is saying is that all

these induced equivalences of DbpXq{I are given by bL-invertible objects.

In case the ideal IX˚ happens to be a b-ideal too then what we obtain is that the Picard group
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PicpDbpXq{IX˚ , pbq is isomorphic to a subgroup of PicpDbpXq{IX˚ ,bLq.

The specialization to the case where the canonical bundle of the variety X is ample gives us that any

other tensor triangulated structure has a Picard group isomorphic to a subgroup of shifted line bundles

on X. This is because in that case the ideal IX˚ from the corollary above is the 0 ideal and so we

obtain PicpDbpXq,bq ă PicpDbpXq,bLq.

By the reasoning used for these results, we have a criterion for varieties with ample (anti-)canonical

bundle:

Corollary. (Corollary 3.0.14) Let X be a smooth projective variety over k with ample (anti-)canonical

bundle. If b is a tensor triangulated category structure on DbpXq such that ωX is b-invertible, then

we have that b coincides on objects with the derived tensor product bL
X .

Using this results we can give a proof of Bondal-Orlov reconstruction theorem (Theorem 3.0.20)

under some additional slightly stronger conditions.

Using the same reasoning, we see that if one has any tensor structure b with Balmer spectrum isomor-

phic to our variety X then b and bL
X have to coincide on objects. Concretely we have:

Theorem. (Theorem 3.0.23) Let X be a smooth projective variety with (anti-)canonical bundle. Con-

sider a tensor triangulated category structure b on DbpXq such that OX is its unit and Spcpbq is

isomorphic to X, then b and bL
X coincide on objects.

In chapter four we present the general theory of dg-categories and review the theory behind dg-

enhancements of derived categories, the model structure(s) on the category of dg-categories over a field

along with their derived tensor product and Toën’s homotopy Morita theory result.

We make use of this theorem in a strong way in chapter five to give a correspondence between tensor

triangulated category structures on a given derived category and the data of a certain bimodule and

coherent isomorphisms. This follows analogous results by Hovey in [Hov11] where the classical Morita

theory is used for the purposes of classifying symmetric closed monoidal structures on a category of

R-modules for a ring R. To be more precise, as our derived categories have generating objects and it is

known that one can show these derived categories are then homotopy equivalent to a category of dg-

modules over the dg-algebra of endomorhisms of a generator, then our result from the previous chapter

saying that a tensor triangulated structure corresponds roughly to the data of a 2-fold dg-bimodule

over such a dg-algebra together with coherent morphisms corresponding to the unit, associators, and

symmetry isomorphisms.

We reproduce some structural results about the bimodule controlling the bifunctor of the tensor trian-

gulated structure and other conditions on the unit or the dg-algebra of coefficients.

Formally we introduce the definitions of pseudo dg-tensor structure (Definition 5.1.5), perfect pseudo

dg-tensor structure (Definition 5.1.6), and pseudo dg-tensor functor (Definition 5.1.8). We then see

that these structures indeed induce tensor triangulated structures at the homotopy category level.

Lemma (Lemma 5.1.7). A perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure Γ on a dg-category T induces a tensor
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triangulated category structure on H0pTpeq.

Using this lemma it is possible to reproduce a series of structural results about the objects involved

in this characterization of tensor triangulated structures. We show for example:

Corollary (Corollary 5.1.14). Let A be a dg-algebra and let Γ be a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure

on Ape. Then Γ is faithful as a H0pAq-module with either multiplication structure.

Here Ape denotes the dg-enhancement of perfect complexes over A, and we recall that a module

is faithful if its annihilator is the zero ideal.

Then, we dedicate some time to discuss symmetric monoidal dg-categories as commutative algebra

objects in the p8, 1q´-category of dg-categories induced from the model category structure we discussed

in chapter four. We show that our perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures are truncations of these structures

in Theorem 6.2.4.

In chapter seven we review the deformation theory of monoidal categories in the sense of Davydov-

Yetter. This is a cohomology theory developed for tensor categories which controls in lower cohomology

groups the deformation of some of the structural morphisms in the monoidal data. For example in degree

2 the cohomology parametrizes deformations of the coherent associators

α : pX b Y q b Z Ñ X b pY b Zq

We develop an analogous theory for our tensor triangulated structures exploiting the correspondence

from the previous chapter by constructing a double complex which contains information too about the

deformation of the associators in our derived context.

In concrete terms, we show that we can relate our generalized Davydov-Yetter cohomology HDY ˚
dg as

described in Definition 7.2.4 in lower degrees and deformations of the associator of a perfect pseudo

dg-tensor structure.

Theorem (Theorem 7.2.7). Let T be a dg-category and let Γ be a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure

on T . Then to any cocycle in HDY 3
dgpT q corresponds a first order infinitesimal deformation of the

associativity condition of Γ up to equivalence.

In this chapter we study in more depth the collection TTSpDbpXqq of tensor triangulated struc-

tures on DbpXq and we give some structural results, in particular we take interest in the subcollection

of such structures with a fixed tensor unit TTSpDbpXq,Oq.

After reviewing different moduli spaces and deformation problems relevant to our situation, we show

that the space of tensor triangulated structures with a fixed tensor bifunctor and unit has an affine

scheme structure

Theorem (Theorem 7.3.1). Let T be a dg-category, A a k-algebra, a perfect module U and Γ a 2-fold

dg-bimodule over T bLA. Then the set TTSApΓq of perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures over T bLA
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which has Γ as a 2-fold dg-bimodule and U as a unit, has a structure of a quotient of an affine scheme

by an algebraic affine variety.

In our final chapter we take time to pose a number of questions and conjectures that arose during

this work and investigation of tensor triangulated geometry from this point of view. We intend to mo-

tivate these conjectures and give partial answers and evidence for their validity as legitimate questions.

These include the interaction with invariants of the derived category such as t-structures or exceptional

collections and decompositions, and we go over some remarks on the nature of the Balmer spectrum

of higher homotopical spaces. We mention some results given in the literature we could not include

elsewhere.



Chapter 1

Derived categories

In this chapter we give a brief review of the use of derived categories in algebraic geometry. Most of

the material here explained is already classical and so we source our exposition from [Huy06]. Through

this chapter and unless said otherwise, a space or a variety ( often denoted by X or V ) will refer to a

smooth projective variety over k.

1.1 Generalities

Let us first start by recalling some basic definitions. If X is a variety we can associate to it its

abelian category CohpXq of coherent sheaves on X and its abelian category of quasi-coherent sheaves

QCohpXq.

Our main interest is in a localization of the category of chain complexes on CohpXq. We say that

the derived category DpXq of X as the localization of the category of chain complexes CpCohpXqq

by quasi-isomorphisms. That is, we will invert every chain complex morphism f : F˚ Ñ G˚ with the

property that Hnpfq is an isomorphism for every n P N.
This category while still important can be difficult to work with and we then restrict ourselves to the

better behaved bounded derived category DbpXq of X which consists of bounded chain complexes.

Similarly one can consider the bounded above and below derived categories, D´pXq and D`pXq

respectively.

It is a feature ofX being a smooth projective variety that in fact this bounded derived category coincides

with the even better behaved category of perfect complexes PerfpXq, the subcategory of bounded

complexes locally free of finite type.

19
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When we refer to the derived category of X we will be referring thus to this category of perfect

complexes, equivalent to the bounded derived category of X.

In general given an abelian category A we can consider its derived categories DpAq and DbpAq but the

category PerfpAq doesn’t have to be equivalent to the bounded derived category nor does it have to

share some of the good properties it has in the case where A is a category of coherent sheaves on a

space X. In the geometric case we also have the following very useful identification:

Theorem 1.1.1. Let X be a noetherian scheme ( in particular quasi-compact and quasi-separated

), then the natural functor DbpXq Ñ DbpQCohpXqq identifies DbpXq with the derived category

Db
cohpQCohpXqq of bounded complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves with coherent cohomology.

Proof. See [Huy06, Proposition 3.5]

Derived categories on their own are a great framework to study homological phenomena for a

given space X, but trying to deduce abstract general properties of derived categories require an axiom-

atizatiom of those in itself. One such attempt for putting derived categories in an abstract setting was

that of triangulated categories by Verdier and Grothendieck. Let us recall briefly that a triangulated

category is a k-linear category T equipped with a shift autoequivalence:

r s : T Ñ T

And a family of morphisms X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ Xr1s called distinguished triangles, satisfying a number

of axioms (cf. [May01]). In particular a derived category carries a triangulated category structure by

declaring distinguished triangles to be the induced triangles coming from exact sequences, and the shift

autoequivalence being the degree shift in chain complexes.

Among the axioms the structure must satisfy, let us single out that given a morphism f : X Ñ Y in a

triangulated category T there always exists an object Z such that the triangle

X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ Xr1s

is a distinguished triangle. We call Z the cone of f : X Ñ Y and often we denote it too by conepfq

or conepX Ñ Y q.

A full subcategory is a triangulated subcategory if it is triangulated and its triangulation coincides at

the larger category. Alternatively, if it is closed under cones and shifts.

A triangulated functor consists of the data pF , uq where F : T Ñ T 1 is a functor sending triangles

to triangles and u is an equivalence F ˝ rns » rns ˝ F for every n P N.
Similarly a full subcategory T 1 of a triangulated category T is a triangulated subcategory if the inclu-

sion functor T 1 Ñ T is exact.

Our goal through this section is to provide some exposition about the relationship between the formal

properties of a derived category DbpXq and the geometry of the space. For this we will sometimes

work with general triangulated categories and sometimes will provide concrete properties of derived
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categories.

Working directly with a triangulated or even with a derived category can be complicated without further

information, one important property that helps us manipulate the category is that of it being generated

by some object. Let us be more precise with the following series of definitions.

Definition 1.1.2. Let T be a triangulated category, and I Ď T a full triangulated subcategory, we

say that it is thick if it is closed under direct summands. So that if A‘B P I then A,B P I .

Definition 1.1.3. We will say that a thick subcategory I Ă T of a triangulated category admitting

coproducts, is dense if it is closed under coproducts.

It is perhaps interesting to mention that this is not the only characterization of a thick subcategory,

the previous definition is equivalent to asking for a full triangulated subcategory to be closed under

extensions of distinguished triangles. For a proof of this see [Ric89, Proposition 1.3].

If I Ď T is a class of objects of a triangulated category T , we denote by xIy the thick subcategory

generated by I, meaning the smallest thick subcategory of T containing I.
For two classes I1, I2 Ď T of objects, we denote by I1 ˚ I2 the full subcategory of objects E that sit

in a distinguished triangle

E1 Ñ E Ñ E2 Ñ E1r1s

with Ei P Ii.
We write I1♢I2 for the subcategory xI1 ˚ I2y, the smallest thick subcategory containing I1 ˚ I2.

Finally, for an object E P T , we put xEyi “ xEyi´1♢xEy1 where xEy1 “ xEy. This means for example

that given an object E P T , the subcategory xEy2 consists of all the objects F such that F is sitting

in a triangle

E1 Ñ F Ñ E2 Ñ E1

Where E1 and E2 are direct sums of shifts of direct summands of E.

Definition 1.1.4. We will say that T is classically generated by an object E P T if T “
Ť

kxEyk.

If there exist a k P Z such that T “ xEyk then we say in turn that T is strongly generated.

In [Orl09] Orlov introduced the following invariants for a triangulated category related to the

number of generators that are required to obtain the whole category.

Definition 1.1.5. For a triangulated category T , its Orlov spectrum is the subset of integers k P Z for

which there is an object E P T that generates T in k-many steps. That is xEyk`1 “ T .

Definition 1.1.6. The (Rickard) dimension of T , dimpT q, is the minimum integer appearing in its

Orlov spectrum.

As an example, a well known result for the derived category of X “ P1 says that DbpXq is strongly

generated by E “ O ‘ Op´1q, and does so in 1 step so that xEy2 “ DbpXq, which implies that the
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dimension of the category is 1. It is possible however that there might be other complexes in DbpXq

such that they generated DbpXq in more steps, for example if we take F “ O ‘Op for p P X a closed

point, then we have that F is a strong generator but instead generates the category in two steps.

In other words, the Orlov spectrum of the derived category DbpXq contains t1, 2u and what would be

left to see is that there are no other integers showing up in this set. But this follows from observing

that for any object F which strongly generates DbpXq in ě 2 steps there is a line bundle and a torsion

sheaf as a direct summand, and an extension of two such objects is a different line bundle contained in

xF y2 and as any two line bundles generate the category, we would have xF y3 “ DbpXq.

It is however still an open conjecture whether the dimension of the space coincides with the dimension

of the triangulated category in the case of smooth projective varieties, and whether the Orlov spectrum

forms a full integer interval for these derived categories.

We have however that the dimension must be finite.

Theorem 1.1.7. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme and let L be an ample line bundle, then E “
À

Li

is a classical generator for PerfpXq.

As generators in the case of a triangulated category relate directly to the triangulated structure

and how one can obtain every object as a sequence of cones of direct sums of shifts of direct summands

of the given object, there exists a general ( and in the case of triangulated categories, related ) notion

of spanning class:

Definition 1.1.8. A collection of objects tXiu Ď T of a triangulated category is called a spanning

class if:

1. If HompXi, Drjsq “ 0 for all i, j then D » 0

2. If HompDrjs, Xiq “ 0 for all i, j then D » 0

Before giving out examples, we point that it’s possible to cut down the work by half if the derived

category has good duality properties.

Definition 1.1.9. Let T be a triangulated category an autoequivalence S : T Ñ T satisfying

HompA,Bq – HompB,SpAqq˚ for all objects A,B P T , is called a Serre functor.

Example 1.1.1. Specifically if for example the triangulated category is a derived category of a smooth

projective scheme of dimension n, we have Grothendieck-Verdier duality which implies that for every

pair of objects M,N P DpXq, HompM,Nq “ HompN,M b ωX rnsq˚ where ωX is the canonical

bundle of X.

We will come back to the general study of Serre functors later, but for now let us observe that

if T has such a functor, then a collection of objects tXiu satisfying any of the two conditions of
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spanning classes satisfies the other automatically, indeed if for example it satisfies the first one and

HompDrjs, Xiq “ 0 for all i, j, then

HompDrjs, Xiq “ HompXi, SpDrjsqq˚ “ 0

implies SpDq » 0 which implies D » 0.

Proposition 1.1.10. [Huy06, 3.17] Let X be a smooth projective variety. The collection tOx | x P

X for x a closed pointu forms a spanning class on DbpXq.

Proof. For F P DbpXq we pick a maximal m such that HmpFq “ 0 and x P SupppHmpFq. Then

there then a nontrivial morphism HmpFqq Ñ Ox, by shifting by m and composing with the morphism

F ÞÑ HmpFqrms we see that HommpF ,Oxq “ 0

There are some relationships between the generators of a triangulated category, specially with the

existence of Serre functors. We have,

Definition 1.1.11. An object E P T of a triangulated category is called a weak generator if for any

non-zero object D, there is j with HompE,Drjsq “ 0.

In other words, an one-object spanning class is a weak generator. The notion of classical generator

and weak generator are related in one direction in general:

Lemma 1.1.12. If E P T is a classical generator then it is a weak generator.

Proof. If E1 P T is such that HompE,E1rksq “ 0 for all k P Z, implies that for any E2 P xEyn we

have HompE2, E1q “ 0, in particular HompE1, E1q “ 0 which is not possible unless E1 “ 0.

The converse of this lemma is not in general true, however it is known in some concrete situations

for derived categories as we will see by using the following Brown representation theorem for triangulated

categories due to Neeman.

Theorem 1.1.13. [Nee96] Let T be a triangulated category with small coproducts, if E P T c is a

compact object, the following are equivalent:

1. E is a classical generator of T c and T is compactly generated

2. E is a weak generator

We should begin first by formally introducing the terms we have yet not defined that appear in

the statement of the previous theorem
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Definition 1.1.14. Let T be a triangulated category admitting coproducts, an object X P T is called

compact if for every collection of objects Yi we have

HompX,
à

Yiq –
à

HompX,Yiq

The full subcategory of compact objects of a triangulated category T will be denoted by T c. We

will also say that T is triangulated category compactly generated if there is a collection of compact

objects Xi P T c such that ‘Xi is a weak generator.

Definition 1.1.15. Given a sequence of objects in a triangulated category,

X0 Ñ X1 Ñ . . .

with transitions fn : Xn Ñ Xn`1, we define the homotopy colimit HocolimXn of the sequence as the

object that fits in a distinguished triangle

‘Xi Ñ ‘Xi Ñ HocolimXi Ñ ‘Xir1s

Where the map ‘Xi Ñ ‘Xi is the map 1 ´ fn.

We will need a few more lemmas:

Lemma 1.1.16. [Sta22, Tag 09SN] Let T be a triangulated category with coproducts, such that

‘Ei is a weak generator T with Ei compact objects, then every object M P T can be written as

X “ HocolimXn.

Where X1 P xEiy1 for some ni P Z, and there is a distinguished triangle

Yn Ñ Xn Ñ Xn`1 Ñ Ynr1s

And where Yn P xEiy1

Proof. Let X1 be the direct sum ‘pi,m,ϕqEirms where m P Z and ϕ : Eirms Ñ X, and let us consider

the canonical morphism X1 Ñ X. Inductively if we are given a morphism Xn Ñ X, construct Yn as

a sum ‘Eirnis such that the composition of morphisms Ei Ñ Xn Ñ X is zero. Thus there exists a

triangle Yn Ñ Xn Ñ Xn`1 Ñ Ynr1s and it’s possible to pick Xn Ñ Xn`1 Ñ X in such a way that

these compositions are the morphisms Xn Ñ X.

This gives us a morphism HocolimXn Ñ X that we can fit in a triangle

C Ñ HocolimXn Ñ X Ñ Cr1s

Compactness of the Ei and the way we constructed the Yn show that any morphism Enrnis Ñ C Ñ

HocolimXn must compose to zero. This in turn means any such morphism Enrnis Ñ C must be

zero, as it factorizes as Enrnis Ñ Xr´1s Ñ C Ñ HocolimXn. Since ‘Ei is a weak generator, C » 0

and so X » HocolimXn.
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Lemma 1.1.17. If C Ñ X P T is a morphism from a compact object, it can be factorized as

C Ñ E Ñ X with E P xEr1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Erky for some indices r1, . . . , rk.

Proof. Proceeding by induction on n. For n “ 1 nothing needs to be done. If n ą 1 then given a

morphism C Ñ Xn, as we have the triangle C Ñ Xn Ñ Yn´1r1s, since Yn´1r1s is in x‘Eiy1 then we

can factor the morphism through C Ñ Er1s Ñ Yn´1r1s with E P xEr1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Erky.

This produces a morphism of triangles pE,C 1, Cq Ñ pYn´1, Xn´1, Xnq. Using the induction hypothesis

we see that we can factor C 1 Ñ Xn´1 in a similar fashion by C 1 Ñ E1 Ñ Xn´1. This in turn gives us

another morphism of triangles pE,C 1, Cq Ñ pE,E1,‘Eiq Ñ pYn´1, Xn´1, Xnq. Then all that remains

is to show that it is possible to show the existence of E2 such that the vertical morphisms compose

correctly, but this can be done again by induction hypothesis and we obtain E2 ‘ E1 Ñ Xn.

With these two lemmas in hand, we can proceed to the proof of Neeman’s Brown representability

theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.1.13. One direction was shown before, we then assume that E is a weak generator

of T , then we write any compact object as X “ HocolimXn, however compactness implies X Ñ

HocolimXn factors through Xn for some n. By the previous lemma this factors as X Ñ E1 Ñ Xn

and by construction this means X P xEy.

As a consequence of this theorem we can now give a proof of Theorem 1.1.7. Let us first point

out the important properties we will use about ample line bundles.

Definition 1.1.18. We call a collection of objects of an abelian category A, tLiu Ă A an ample

sequence if the following conditions are met: For i ăă 0, and all A P A

1. HompLi, Aq bk Li Ñ A is surjective.

2. HompA,Liq “ 0

3. ExtjpLi, Aq “ 0, j “ 0

The canonical example of such sequence is of course a family of ample line bundles on a scheme

X.

In general ample sequences are very useful and we will make partially use of this concept in the future.

To illustrate this let us mention the following useful theorem of Bondal and Orlov which makes use of an

ample sequence to fully determine the nature of an autoequivalence. We give the theorem without proof.

Theorem 1.1.19. [BO01, Prop. A.3] Let F : DpAq Ñ DpAq be a an exact autoequivalence between

the derived category of an abelian category A of finite homological dimension, and let tLiu be an
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ample sequence of A, if there is an isomorphism id |Li
– F |Li

of functors on the full subcategory of

tLiu Ď DpAq then it can be extended to an isomorphism idDpAq – F

To continue with our proof of theorem 1.1.7, we need the following lemma showing an ample

sequence in an abelian category with finite homological dimension forms a spanning class. As anticipated

we also have the following result:

Lemma 1.1.20. Let A be an abelian category of finite homological dimension and let tLiu be an

ample sequence, then the collection tLiu seen as objects of DpAq form a spanning class

Proof. We will assume DpAq has a Serre functor and so will only show that HompLi, Drjsq “ 0 for

all i, j implies D » 0. For the proof that doesn’t assume the existence of the Serre functor see [Huy06,

Proposition 2.73].

Suppose HompLi, Drjsq “ 0 for all i, j, then D is quasi-isomorphic to a complex

D1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ 0 Ñ Dn Ñ Dn`1 Ñ . . .

with HnpD1q “ 0 and so HompLi, H
npD1qq embeds in HompLi, D

1rnsq “ 0 for every i, however as

tLiu is an ample sequence HompLi, H
npD1qq bk Li Ñ HnpD1q is surjective for some i, so it can’t be

that D fi 0.

Combining Lemma 1.1.20 and Theorem 1.1.13 by picking as weak generator the direct sum of

the spanning class formed from the induced objects from the ample sequence, we obtain the proof of

theorem 1.1.7.

1.1.1 Decomposition of triangulated categories

Besides the study of generators as seen previously, one very important tool for the study of derived

categories is their decompositions. Roughly speaking the idea is that one is able to study the category

in pieces that don’t interact much with each other, or if they do we ought to be able to understand

the nature of their gluing. Using the language of dg-categories and enhancements we will see in later

chapters, this idea of gluing can be put into a more formal language.

In our geometric setting, it is precisely the information of the space that will reflect on the structure of

its derived category and will inform us about these decompositions.

Definition 1.1.21. An object E P T of a triangulated category is called exceptional ifHompE,Errsq “

0 for all r “ 0 and HompE,Eq “ k.
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Similarly this definition can be extended to an ordered sequence of objects

Definition 1.1.22. A collection E1, . . . , En P T is called an exceptional collection ifHompEi, Ejrrsq “

0 if i ą j and r “ 0, and HompEi, Ejrrsq “ k otherwise.

As an example there is the well known theorem of Beilinson of the resolution of the diagonal which

allows us to conclude that in Pn we have an exceptional collection given by line bundles. Namely:

Theorem 1.1.23. The collection tO, . . . ,Opnqu is an exceptional collection in the derived category

DbpPnq.

Definition 1.1.24. An exceptional collection in a triangulated category which generates the category

is called a full exceptional collection.

In particular we see that the collection tO, . . . ,Opnqu generates DbpP1q and so it is also full.

Definition 1.1.25. An exceptional collection such that HompEi, Ejrrsq “ 0 for all r “ 0 is called

strong.

We have talked about how an exceptional collection allows us to break down the category in

simpler pieces, what this means formally is that the inclusion functor from the subcategory of the

triangulated subcategory generated by the exceptional objects to the ambient category admits a right

adjoint. In general we have the following definition.

Definition 1.1.26. Let T be a triangulated category and T 1 a full triangulated subcategory of T , we

say that T 1 is an admissible subcategory of T if the inclusion functor T 1 Ñ T has a right adjoint.

In particular,

Lemma 1.1.27. Let T be a triangulated category such that dim
À

nHompA,Brnsq ă 8. If E P T

is an exceptional object then xEy is an admissible subcategory.

In this case when E is an exceptional object the category xEy is equivalent to the derived category

of Speck.

In general we see that in the presence of an exceptional collection we have a decomposition in terms

of the subcategories generated by the objects on the sequence, we can define

Definition 1.1.28. A sequence of admissible triangulated subcategories T1, . . . ,Tn Ă T is semi-

orthogonal if for i ą j, Tj Ď T K
i .

In addition this is semi-orthogonal decomposition if the subcategories Ti classically generate T
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From the lemma above we can deduce that in the presence of a full exceptional collection, we can

obtain a semi-orthogonal decomposition of our category by considering the triangulated subcategories

generated by each object.

Example 1.1.2. In DbpPnq the full exceptional collection tO, . . . ,Opnqu induces a semi-orthogonal

decomposition of the category.

It should be said that not every derived category accepts a full exceptional collection, in fact in

the presence of an exceptional collection we can always define the following:

Definition 1.1.29. Let tE1, . . . , Enu be an exceptional collection in a triangulated category T , then

the category pEK
1 X . . . EK

n q :“ tX P T | HompEi, Xrpsq “ 0 @i P t1, . . . , nu, p P Zu is called the

Kuznetsov component of the collection KpT q :“ tE1, . . . , Enu.

Let us remark that in the previous definition the component depends on the collection we pick.

By construction one sees that one has a semi-orthogonal decomposition xKpT q, E1, . . . , Eny.

Evidently if the component vanishes then the exceptional collection is full, but as this is rarely the case

then finding concrete descriptions for this component becomes an important task in understanding the

decomposition and the category itself.

As an illustration we will quickly list some known cases of decompositions for some varieties. First, a

general result for Fano varieties:

Theorem 1.1.30. [Kuz16, Example 2.11] Let X be a Fano variety of index r with ´KX “ rH. Then

the collection of line bundles tOXp1 ´ rqH, . . . ,OXp´Hq,OXu is an exceptional collection and we

have a semi-orthogonal decomposition

DbpXq “ xKpXq,OXp1 ´ rqH, . . . ,OXp´Hq,OXu.

remark is that these exceptional collections don’t need to be strong in general even in the Fano

case.

Example 1.1.3. Let Qn Ă Pn`1 be a smooth quadric with n odd. Then there is an exceptional

collection

DbpQnq “ xDbpkq,OXp1 ´ nq, . . . ,Oxp´1q,OXy.

When n is even the first component is in turn equivalent to Dbpk ˆ kq.

The case of Grassmanians was also studied by Kapranov in [Kap88], Kuznetsov has done a deep study

of exceptional collections for Fano 3-folds, a survey can be consulted on [Kuz16].

The following theorem will be explored in depth in more general contexts in the future, but for the

moment let us express it in these terms.
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Theorem 1.1.31. [Bon89, Theorem 6.2] Let E1, . . . , En P T be a full exceptional collection on the

derived category T of a smooth variety, then there exists an equivalence of triangulated categories

T Ñ DpEndp‘Eiq ´modq

Let us mention that the relevant functor here is Homp ,‘Eiq composed with a an assignment of

an injective resolution.

A perhaps important remark is that one way of justifying the notion that the study of these derived

categories is noncommutative in nature is precisely this sort of equivalence, as we have that at the level

of derived categories we are interested in categories of modules over a noncommutative dg-algebra.

This result can be thought as classical enough by interpreting this endomorphism algebra as correspond-

ing to the path algebra of a quiver which we can construct from the exceptional collection. Concretely if

tE1, . . . , Enu is a full strong exceptional collection, we construct the quiver with n vertices and between

vertices i and j we write n edges corresponding to the dimension of the vector space HompEi, Ejq.

Let us see with a concrete space.

Example 1.1.4. In the case of P1 for example the collection tO,Op1qu will gives us the Kronecker

quiver which is known to produce an equivalence between the derived category of P1 and the category

of modules over the path algebra of the quiver, or equivalently the derived category of quiver represen-

tations.

Concretely we have an endomorphism algebra

A “

¨

˝

k k2

0 k

˛

‚.

This behavior is another witness of the strong relationship between the derived and the geometric

world. To give another such example of the geometry influencing the properties of the derived category,

let us mention the relationship between the birational geometry of a space, and in particular the MMP

in birational geometry and properties about the decomposition of the derived category.

First let us define what it means for a category to be indecomposable:

Definition 1.1.32. We say a triangulated category T is indecomposable if for any pair of full subcat-

egories T1,T2 every object X P T decomposes as X1 ‘ X2 with Xi P Ti and if HommpTi,Tjq “ 0

for i “ j and n P Z, then either Ti “ 0 or Tj “ 0.

In ([Bri99]) Bridgeland proves the following result.

Theorem 1.1.33. Let X be a scheme, then DbpXq is indecomposable if and only if X is connected.

Proof. Suppose X is connected and we have subcategories T1,T2 Ă DbpXq. Let Y be an integral

subscheme of X then OY is indecomposable as an object of DbpXq, and so OY P T1, for example, for
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similar reasons the sheaves Oy are also in Ti for any point y P Y .

We then have X “ X1 YX2 for Xi the union of integral closed subschemes Y with OY in Ti. We see

that the intersection needs to be empty and thus as X is connected, one of X1, X2, say, X2, must be

empty and so for all points x P X we see that Ox P T1.

It follows by 1.1.10 that any object F P T2 must be zero.

For the converse see [Huy06, Proposition 3.10].

As a corollary of this theorem we have that Calabi-Yau varieties, which are minimal models under

the MMP, cannot be decomposed as a semiorthogonal decomposition. Indeed, for a Calabi-Yau variety

X of dimension n, it can be shown (see Example 1.1.1) that the Serre functor is given by shifting

F ÞÑ Frns.

This means that if DbpXq had a semiorthogonal decomposition ă T1,T2 ą, we would have

HomnpT1,T2q “ HompT2rns,T1q “ HompT1,T2q “ 0

which would mean DbpXq would be decomposable, which is not possible as X is connected.

Besides semiorthogonal decompositions induced by exceptional collections, the next two results due to

Orlov ([Orl92]) are an important tool to produce such decompositions in a number of general cases.

Theorem 1.1.35 in particular is another instance of the geometry having a direct role in the categorical

properties of DbpXq

Theorem 1.1.34. If V is a vector bundle of rank r over a projective variety Y , and if there exists

a full exceptional collection tE1, . . . , Enu in the derived category DbpY q then the derived category

DbpPpV qqq also possesses a full exceptional collection given by tp˚E0 b OPpV qp´r ` 1q, . . . , p˚En b

OPpV qp´r ` 1q, . . . , p˚E0, . . . , p
˚Enu. Where p : PpV q Ñ Y is the structure morphism.

We can use this theorem to give a full exceptional collection of DbpP1 ˆ P1q by considering

Beilinson’s full exceptional collection for P1, we obtain:

tO,Op1, 0q,Op1, 0q,Op1, 1qu.

Similarly it is possible to produce semi-orthogonal decompositions on the derived category of a blowup.

Theorem 1.1.35. Let X “ BlZpY q be the blowup of a smooth scheme Y along a smooth subscheme

Z of codimension m, if we put j : E Ñ X be the inclusion of the exceptional divisor and p : X Ñ Y

the blowup morphism, i : Z Ñ Y the inclusion of the subscheme and π : E Ñ Z, then there is a

semi-orthogonal decomposition

xRj˚pOEp1 ´mq b Lπ˚pDbpZqqq, . . . , Rj˚pOEp´1q b Lπ˚pDbpZqqq, Lp˚pDbpY qqy.
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The terms of the form Rp˚pF b Lq˚p qq turn out to be of central importance in this story of

derived equivalences, indeed these have appeared since the foundational findings of Mukai about abelian

varieties and thus bear the name of Fourier-Mukai transforms.

Definition 1.1.36. Let X,Y be two varieties and consider the projections X
p

Ð X ˆ Y
q

Ñ Y , an

object E P DbpX ˆ Y q is called the kernel the Fourier-Mukai transform ΦE
XÑY :“ Rq˚pE b Lp˚p qq.

It should be clear that having such a description for a functor is an strict improvement over the

abstract data that one can infer individually, hence the importance of the following nontrivial result by

Orlov:

Theorem 1.1.37. Let F : DbpXq Ñ DbpY q be an exact full and faithful functor with right adjoint,

then there exists an objet E P DbpX ˆ Y q such that F » ΦE
XÑY .

In particular autoequivalences are of this form, a fact that we will be using frequently. In fact we

are interested very particularly in such cases.

Mukai first found in [Muk78] found that for an abelian variety A there exists an equivalence between

the derived category of A and the derived category of its dual abelian variety Â and this equivalence is

given by a Fourier-Mukai transform whose kernel is the Poincaré bundle.

Two varieties with equivalent derived categories ( as triangulated categories ) are said to be Fourier-

Mukai partners and they are crucial to our current work.

A natural question light of Mukai’s transform for abelian varieties is whether every variety admits a

non-isomorphic Fourier-Mukai partner. Bondal and Orlov proved a theorem in which it is possible to

characterize by a geometric condition a class of varieties without such non-isomorphic partners. We

explore briefly the steps of their original proof. We remark that their original proof showed that it is

just the graded structure and not the triangulated one what is enough to fully characterize the variety

in question, we would also like to mention that as we will present more than one proof of the theorem (

with some flexibility in the hypothesis ) we will only give a rough sketch of their original proof and would

recommend the interested reader to refer to the source material [BO01] for a more detailed exposition.

1.1.2 The Bondal-Orlov reconstruction theorem

In this section we discuss the anticipated Bondal-Orlov reconstruction theorem, which establishes that

in the presence of an (anti-)canonical bundle, the variety is entirely determined by its derived category.

In fact it should be more precise to say that the variety depends only on the graded structure of the

derived category as we will see, since the distinguished triangles dont play an essential role. As a

consequence of the reconstruction theorem, we obtain a description of the group of autoequivalences

of the derived category in terms of autoequivalences of the variety X itself.

This section follows closely [BO01], a very precise treatment can also be found on [Huy06]. The proofs

of the results here will be only sketched without much detail but trying to maintain the essential ideas
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behind the arguments.

In the previous section we discussed very briefly the concept of Serre functors and how they play an

important role in the structure of the triangulated categories. Here we develop the theory further.

The immediate importance of the canonical or anticanonical bundle being ample is that they induce a

Serre functor by duality on the derived category DbpV q.

Lemma 1.1.38. [BVdB03] If T is a triangulated category and S : T Ñ T is a Serre functor then it

is an exact functor.

The main example of interest for us is the (anti-)canonical bundle

Example 1.1.5. Let V be a variety of dimension n over a field k, and let ωV be its canonical bundle,

then the functor S :“ ¨ b ωV rns : DbpV q Ñ DbpV q is a Serre functor. This is true since it commutes

with any shift rms by the nature of the derived tensor product, and by Serre duality we have the desired

isomorphisms Hompx, yq – Hompy, xb ωwrnsq˚.

The following couple of lemmas show that the Serre functor, when it exists, is part of the trian-

gulated category and is not an extra piece of data one needs to equip it with.

Lemma 1.1.39. Let T be a triangulated category with Serre functor S, and let ψ : T Ñ T be any

autoequivalence, then ψ ˝ S – S ˝ ψ

Proof. Combining ψ and the isomorphisms ϕx,y we get equivalences

Hompψpxq, ψpSpyqqq – Hompy, xq˚

– Hompψpxq, Spψpyqq

for any given x, y P T , hence ψ being essentially surjective gives us isomorphisms of representable

functors Homp¨, ψpSpyqqq – Homp¨, Spψpyqqq which implies the required equivalence.

Theorem 1.1.40. Let T be a triangulated category and let S be a Serre functor in T , then it is

unique up to graded isomorphism.

Proof. Suppose there exists another Serre functor S’ then there are isomorphisms Hompx, xq –

Hompx, Spxqq˚ – HompSpxq, S1pxqq, then the image of Idx P Hompx, xq in HompSpxq, S1pxqq

is a graded isomorphism S Ñ S1 that commutes with ϕx,y.

Now we can proceed to define the necessary terminology to sketch the proof of the reconstruction

theorem. From now on we assume our triangulated categories all have a Serre functor S.

Definition 1.1.41. An object p P T is called a point object of codimension s if
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1. Sppq – prss

2. Homipp, pq “ 0 for i ă 0

3. Hom0pp, pq “ kppq where kppq is a field depending on p.

Definition 1.1.42. An object L P T is called an invertible object if for any point p P K there is an

integer s such that HomspL, pq “ kppq, and HomipL, pq “ 0 for any i “ s.

The axiomatization of these two kind of objects correspond to what is expected in the case our

category T is the derived category of a variety V, when the (anti-)canonical bundle is ample.

Lemma 1.1.43. [BO01, 2.2] Let V be a variety with ample (anti-)canonical bundle, then p P DbpV q is

a point object if and only if it is isomorphic to the shift of a skyscraper sheaf over a closed point p P V

Proof. If p is a closed point of V, then it clearly satisfies the condition of a point object in DbpV q. On

the other hand if p is a point object, then there is a i, with Hippq “ 0. That s “ dimV follows from

taking i-th cohomology Hi on Sppq “ p b ωV rdimV s “ Hi`dimV ppq. The (anti-)ampleness of ωV

implies that the support of H ppq must be zero dimensional, this implies there is a sequence

prms Ñ Hmppq Ñ Hnppq Ñ prns

with m ą n, where m “ minti | Hippq “ 0u and n “ maxti | Hippq “ 0u, and then by the second

condition m “ n. The third condition then shows p “ Oprms.

Lemma 1.1.44. [BO01, 2.4] Let V be a smooth irreducible variety, and suppose all point objects

p P DbpV q are of the form OV,prss for some point p P V and some s P Z. Then L P DbpV q is invertible

if and only if it is isomorphic to a shift of an invertible sheaf.

Proof. If we start with a translated line bundle Lrrs then a simple computation shows that it is an

invertible object under the definition above.

On the other hand if L is an invertible object, letm “ maxti | HipLq “ 0u, then from HompL, kpxqrrsq “

HompHmpLq, kpxqrrsq “ 0 with x P V a closed point and r P Z we deduce s “ ´m.

The spectral sequence Ep,q
2 “ ExtppH´qpLq, kpxqq converges to Extp`qpL, kpxqq and the fact that

Ext1´mpL, kpxqq “ 0 imply that Ext1pHmpLq, kpxqq “ 0, which in turn gives us that HmpL, kpxqq

is locally free.

The fact that it has rank 1 follows from HompL, kpxqr´msq – HompHmpL, kpxqq which is k. Fur-

ther analysis of the spectral sequence above shows that L – HmpLqr´ms, as for any n ă m we

have HnpLq “ 0. We refer to the proof of [BO01, 2.4] or [Huy06, Proposition 4.9] for the explicit

details.

Finally the expected reconstruction theorem
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Theorem 1.1.45. [BO01, 2.5] Let V be an irreducible smooth projective variety with ample (anti-

)canonical bundle and if DpV q » DpV 1q for some other smooth algebraic variety V’, then V 1 – V .

Proof. We will very roughly sketch the steps to follow in the proof

Step 1: First we use Theorem 1.1.43 to establish an equivalence between the point objects in DpV q

and the ones in DpV 1q.

Step 2: Using Theorem 1.1.44 we see there is an equivalence between invertible objects in DpV q

and DpV 1q.

Step 3: By the previous step it is possible to pick and fix an invertible sheaf L P DpV q and real-

ize it as one in DpV 1q, and by the first step identify the points of V and V’ by comparing both sets to

the point objects p P DpV q such that HompL, pq “ kppq.

Step 4: For a subset L of invertible objects realized at the same time in both categories, a mor-

phism α : HompL1,L2q for Li P L, induces a morphism α˚
p : HompL2, pq Ñ HompL2, pq for each

point object p. This identifies the basis of the topology as the subsets of points Uα,L1,L2
for which

α˚
p “ 0.

Step 5: We notice that the codimension of the point objects imply the dimensions of V and V’

coincide. Additionally using the (anti-)ampleness of ωV we show that ωV 1 is (anti-)ample too. Bondal

and Orlov show this by appealing to [BGI77, Illusie Exposé II, Proposition 2.2.3] which characterizes

ample families in this context using the basis of the previous point.

In [Huy06] however we can find a more geometric argument for this, which goes by showing that ωV 1

separates points and tangent lines.

The graded algebra A‚ :“ HompL, S‚pLqq is isomorphic to canonical algebras of both V and V’. We

then can deduce the equivalence between V and V’.

Again we will refer to [BO01] and [Huy06] for the precise details of this proof.

The following theorem describes in detail the autoequivalences of the derived category of a variety

V as above. Additionally it will help us forward in identifying some of the ’rigidness’ of a derived

category.

Theorem 1.1.46. [BO01, 3.1] Let V be a smooth irreducible projective variety with ample (anti-

)canonical bundle, over a field k. Then the autoequivalences of DpV q are generated by automorphisms

of V, twists by invertible sheaves and translations.

Corollary 1.1.47. There is an exact sequence

0 Ñ PicV ‘ Z Ñ AutpDpV qq Ñ AutpV q Ñ 0 (1.1.1)
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And a decomposition AutpDpV qq – AutpV q ¸ pPicpV q ‘ Zq as PicpV q ‘ Z is normal in AutpDpV qq.

Let us just mention that the proof of this follows from a careful analysis of what the autoequiv-

alences of DbpV q with their isomorphisms. In particular it can be shown that we can suppose any

autoequivalence F : DbpV q Ñ DbpV q fixes OV and thus ωk
V for any k, as tensoring by invertible

sheaves and shifting is an autoequivalence. It can be shown that it’s possible to pick an isomorphic

autoequivalence that acts trivially on the canonical algebra, and with this in hand all that remains is

to show that we have an isomorphism of functors id |xωky– F |xωky and apply Theorem 1.1.19.

We have already touched a little bit on the interaction of derived and birational equivalences in the

Blowup decomposition formula (Theorem 1.1.35) but as it turns out the relationship runs deeper and

we are able to say more.

We will touch briefly on this by proving a theorem of Kawamata which generalizes Bondal and Orlov’s

reconstruction. It is important to mention too a result of Bridgeland and Maciocia as well as touch

briefly on flops and some known results about the converse implication, that is, wether birational equiv-

alence, or the stronger condition of K-equivalence, implies equivalences at the derived level.

We recall a standard definition of big bundles and then present a classical and very helpful characteri-

zation of such bundles by Kodaira.

Definition 1.1.48. A line bundle L on a variety X is big if there exists r such that X is birationally

equivalent to its image in PpH0pX,Lrqq under the map given by the sections of Lr.

Theorem 1.1.49. If X is a projective irreducible variety and ω is a big line bundle on X, then there

exists an ample bundle A and effective bundle E, such that ω is rationally equivalent to A` E.

We also will need the concept of nef-ness of a line bundle, and we would also like to recall the

notion of numerical Kodaira dimension.

Definition 1.1.50. Let L be a line bundle on X with associated divisor D we say it is nef if for every

irreducible curve C Ď X we have that D ¨ C ě 0.

And,

Definition 1.1.51. The numerical Kodaira dimension νpX,L q of a line bundle L on X is defined as

the maximal integer m such that there exists a proper morphism ϕ : W 99K X with W of dimension

m such that prϕ˚L sm ¨W q “ 0.

Using Theorems 1.1.49 and 1.1.37 Kawamata showed that

Theorem 1.1.52. Let X,Y be smooth projective varieties with F : DbpXq – DbpY q as triangulated

categories, then
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1. dim X = dim Y.

2. If the canonical divisor KX is nef, so is KY and there is an equality in the numerical Kodaira

dimensions νpXq and νpY q.

3. If X is of general type, then X and Y are birational and furthermore, there is a smooth projective

variety p : Z Ñ X, q : Z Ñ Y such that p˚KX » q˚KY .

Proof. From theorem 1.1.37 we know that F » ΦE for some object E P DbpX ˆ Y q. It can be shown

that the right and left adjoints of this Fourier-Mukai functor are of the form ΦE_
bπ˚

1 ωX rdimXs, and

ΦE_
bπ˚

2 ωY rdimY s, respectively, since this is an equivalence this means that the representing kernels are

isomorphic and so dimX “ dimY .

Now consider the support of E_, Z “
Ť

SupppHipE_q and consider its irreducible component de-

composition Z “ Z1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Zk.

Let vj : Z̃j Ñ Zj be the normalization morphism and assume Zj is an irreducible component of a

single HipE_q. We can then deduce from the fact that Z̃j that v˚
j π

˚
1ω

r
X – v˚

j π
˚
2ω

r
Y for some integer

r ( See [Huy06, Lemma 6.9] for details ).

On the other hand, if on an irreducible component Zj dominating Y via the projection π2 KX is nef

then so is rv˚
j π

˚
1KX and so is rv˚

j π
˚
2KY which in turn implies KY is nef.

Now for 3) we use theorem 1.1.49 and see that KX » A ` B with A ample and B effective, again

let us pick an irreducible component Z1 of Z that dominates X, the claim is that π2 |Z1 : Z1 Ñ Y is

quasifinite outside of SuppB. It’s possible to see this if we consider a curve C on Ẑj X π´1
2 pyq of a

point y P Y , as π2 contracts such curve then the degree of intersection with π˚
2ωY must be 0. If we

suppose that C is not contained entirely on SuppB then that the degree of intersection with π˚
1KX is

larger than that of the intersection with the ample divisor A, but by ampleness this is strictly greater

than zero and we have arrived to a contradiction, the fiber outside of SuppB is finite.

We deduce that dimZ1 “ dimX, from here we can deduce that the fibers of a point over x P X must

be connected. This is because we can write the fiber as a union of non-empty disjoint subsets Y1 Y Y2

which must be equal to the support of Fpkpxqq, and then it’s possible to write this as a direct sum

F1 ‘ F2, each with respective support on Yi, however k “ EndpFpkpxqqq “ Endpkpxqq which can’t

be EndpF1 ‘ F2q. This implies Z is the graph of a birational morphism.

The condition on the last part of the theorem is of interest,

Definition 1.1.53. We say two varieties X,Y are K-equivalent if they are birational and there exists

a smooth variety p : Z Ñ X, q : Z Ñ Y with p˚KX » q˚KY

Let us notice that theorem 1.1.52 generalizes Bondal and Orlov’s theorem as K-equivalent varieties

for which one of them has an ample canonical bundle implies the varieties are isomorphic.

Let us note too the following result by Bridgeland and Maciocia:
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Theorem 1.1.54. Let X be a minimal surface of general type. Then the only FM partner of X is X

itself.

An important conjecture is whether being derived equivalent is the same as being K-equivalent.

We have given some conditions for derived equivalence to imply K-equivalence, on the other direction

general results are more scarce, but we have an interesting concrete example ( taken from [Kaw02,

Example 5.2] ).

Example 1.1.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension 2m+1, Z a subvariety isomorphic

to Pm and suppose the normal bundle N is isomorphic to OPmp1qm`1. Let f : BlZX Ñ X be the

blowup along Z. Then exceptional divisor is isomorphic to Pm ˆ Pm and we can blow-down towards

X by contracting one of the copies of Pm but we could also do it on the other copy, so we have a

morphism g : BlZX Ñ Y . The composition h : g ˝ f´1 is called the standard flop.

Using a form of Theorem 1.1.19 described in [BKR01] it is possible to show that there exist a

derived equivalence given as a Fourier-Mukai functor with kernel OZ .

Before finishing let us give a brief summary of some of the known examples of Fourier-Mukai partners.

For abelian varieties Orlov showed the following:

Theorem 1.1.55. [Orl02] Let A,B be abelian varieties over k. Then there is an equivalence of

triangulated categories between the derived categories DbpAq and DbpBq if and only if there is an

isometric isomorphism between Aˆ Â and B ˆ B̂.

For K3 surfaces we have

Theorem 1.1.56. [Orl97] Let S1 and S2 be smooth projective K3 surfaces over C. Then the derived

categories DbpS1q, DbpS2q are equivalent if and only if there exists a Hodge isometry f : H̃pS1,Zq Ñ

H̃pS2,Zq between the Mukai lattices of S1 and S2.

The case of polarised K3 surfaces is treated in [HP13], extensions of Bondal-Orlov reconstruction

to relative, twisted and singular cases have been studied in [Cal18], and elliptic minimal surfaces in

[Ueh04] to name a few.

Along the interest for giving conditions for such derived equivalences to exist, one immediate question

is that of the cardinality of non-isomorphic Fourier-Mukai partners. Kawamata conjectured that the

number must be finite based on the relationship with birational geometry, however in [Les15] it was

shown that it is possible to blow-up P3 in countably infinite many configurations of 8 points producing

then a countably infinite number of non-isomorphic spaces with equivalent derived category.

This turns out to be an upper bound as indeed it was shown in [AT08] that there can only be countably

many non-isomorphic Fourier-Mukai partners for a given space.

We finish this chapter by reviewing the theory of t-structures on a derived category.
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1.1.3 t-structures on derived categories

Our interest in t-structures in this work is to put in precise terms what is the relationship between a

given derived category and the abelian category of coherent sheaves of all its non-isomorphic Fourier-

Mukai partners.

Let us start with some basic definitions.

Definition 1.1.57. Let T be a triangulated category, a t-structure on T is the data of two full

triangulated subcategories pT ď0,T ě0q satisfying:

1. HompT ď0,T ě0r´1sq “ 0

2. T ď0r1s Ď T ď0 and T ě0r´1s Ď T ě0

3. Any object X P T sits in a distinguished triangle X 1 Ñ X Ñ X2 Ñ X 1r1s where X 1 P T ď0,

X2 P T ě0r1s

As we mentioned above, the idea we can keep in mind is the situation in which T “ DbpXq and

then T ď0 is the full triangulated subcategory tX P T | HipXq “ 0 @i ą 0u and T ě0 “ tF P T |

HipF q “ 0 @i ă 0u. We are thus picking the two subcategories given by complexes with cohomology

on negative degrees, and complexes with cohomology on positive degrees respectively.

The main examples to keep in mind for this note are the structures coming from the situation in

which we have two smooth projective varieties and a triangulated equivalence DbpXq – DbpY q,

for a fixed variety X each of these derived equivalent varieties Y determine a t-structure on DbpXq

given by the so-called standard structures we mentioned above, that is, we consider the structures

T ď0
Y :“ tF P CohpY q | HipY q “ 0 @i ď 0u.

We will denote T ě0rns, respectively T ď0r´ns, as T ěn, resp T ďn.

Definition 1.1.58. We say that a t-structure on a triangulated category T , pT ď0,T ěq is bounded

if T “
Ť

i,j T ďi X T ěj , and it is non-degenerate if
Ş

T ďi “ T ěi “ 0. One could check easily

that the property of being bounded implies nondegeneracy as any object X P XT ďi must be in some

T ďn X T ěn`1 but these are orthogonal and so X should be 0.

The heart of a t-structure on T is just the intersection T ♡ “ T ď0XT ě0. We have the following

useful characterization of hearts of t-structures due to Bridgeland [Bri07].

Theorem 1.1.59. Let A Ď T be a full additive subcategory of a triangulated category. then A is the

heart of a bounded t-structure if and only if :

1. For all k1 ą k2, HompArk1s, Brk2sq “ 0 for any A,B P A
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2. For any E P T different from 0, there is a filtration

0 “ E0 Ñ E1 Ñ E2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ En “ E

such that ConepEi Ñ Ei`1q P Arki`1s for integers k1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą kn

Proof. Let T ď0 be the category generated by
Ť

iě0 Ar´is, so T ě0 is pT ď0qKr´1s. Clearly A “

T ď0 X T ě0.

On the other hand, by the second condition, for any object A P A there is a nonzero map to an object

An P Arkns for some integer kn ě 0, and then the distinguished triangle A1 Ñ A Ñ An must have

A1 P Arkms where km ď 0, by the first condition.

An important property of t-structures is that we have truncation functors, concretely we have

Lemma 1.1.60. Let T be a triangulated category with a bounded t-structure pT ď0,T ě0q, then for

any integer n the inclusion functors ιn : T ďn Ñ T and ιn : T ě0 Ñ T have right and left adjoints

τn, τ
n respectively.

Proof. If we pick X P T then by definition of t-structure there is a unique distinguished triangle

X 1 Ñ X Ñ X2 Ñ X 1r1s with X 1 P T ď0 and T ě1, let Y P T ď0, then we have a sequence

HompY,X2r´1sq Ñ HompY,X 1q Ñ HompY,Xq Ñ HompY,X2q

which becomes

0 Ñ HompY,X 1q Ñ HompY,Xq Ñ 0

as Y P T ď0 and X is any object in T , we see that we can pick τnpXq “ X 1. The description of τn

is analogous.

Given a t-structure on a triangulated category T we can talk about cohomology functors on T

which take values on the heart A of T with said t-structure. If X P T we set H0pXq “ τ0τ
0X and

HipXq “ H0pXrisq.

The important fact about the heart of a t-structure is that this is always an abelian category, the proof

can be consulted on [GM94], what we must show is that this category has kernels and cokernels, we

claim without proof that if X Ñ Y P T the kernel is given by Ker “ τ´1pConepX Ñ Y qq and

the cokernel is given by Coker “ τ0pConepX Ñ Y qq, with morphisms given by the compositions

Ker Ñ ConepX Ñ Y q Ñ Xr1s and Y Ñ ConepX Ñ Y q Ñ Coker. And it can be showed that any

morphism in A factors as one would want in an abelian category.

As A is abelian, we can wonder if it is true that DbpAq – T , however constructing a functor relating

the two categories is an obstruction that we will have to deal with later, but even given the existence

of such a functor we are not guaranteed to have an equivalence.

There is however a good criterion to see whether this happens
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Definition 1.1.61. A triangulated functor F : T Ñ T 1 between triangulated categories with t-

structures is said to be a left t-exact if F pT ě0q Ă T 1ě0, we have a similar notion of right t-exact

functor.

Remark 1.1.62. There is a graded algebra given by the Ext functors that we can define on the heart

of any t-structure, we simply set ExtipX,Y q “ HompX,Y risq and consider the composition between

i-th and j-th graded parts ExtipX,Y q ˆExtjpY, Zq Ñ Exti`jpX,Zq by composition of morphisms in

T . We denote this algebra as Ext˚pX,Y q.

Theorem 1.1.63. Let T a triangulated category with a bounded t-structure pT ď0,T ě0q with a

heart A “ T ď0 X T ě0. Suppose there is a t-functor F : DbpAq Ñ T , then F is an equivalence if

and only if for any two objects X,Y P T , Ext˚pX,Y q is generated by a sequence of elements αj in

ExtjpXj , Xj`1q for Xj P T and X1 “ X, Xi`1 “ Y .

Proof. [BBDG18]

One way to produce such equivalent derived categories by means of constructing derived cate-

gories of the heart of a t-structure on DbpXq is by tilting. The process consists on taking a torsion

pair of certain type and then constructing a new t-structure with cohomology objects taking values in

the torsion or torsion free class.

Definition 1.1.64. Let A be an abelian category, a torsion pair pT ,Fq is a pair of full subcategories

of A such that T ĎK F and such that for any X P A there is a short exact sequence

0 Ñ tpXq Ñ X Ñ X{tpXq Ñ 0

with tpXq P T and X{tpXq P F .

We say that pT ,Fq is cotilting if F is a generator, meaning that for any X P A there is an epimorphism

Y Ñ X with Y P F .

Given a t-structure and a torsion pair on its heart A, we can get a t-structure on DbpAq by defining

DbpAqď0 :“ tX P DbpAq | HipXq “ 0 @i ă 0 , H0pXq P T u

Which has as heart the objects of DbpAq with cohomology H1pXq P F , H0pXq P T and 0 otherwise.

The importance of these t-structures comes from a result due to Happel,Reiten and Smalo ([HRS96] )

Theorem 1.1.65. Let A be an abelian category and let us consider a t-structure on DbpAq with heart

B obtained by tilting by a cotilting torsion pair pT ,Fq as above.

If B has enough projective objects, then there exists an equivalence of derived categories DbpAq Ñ

DbpBq



Chapter 2

Tensor triangulated categories

After having studied the general properties of derived categories and having gone through some known

results about the reconstruction theorems from a derived category, we now dedicate this chapter to the

study of tensor triangulated categories.

As a first example, given a space X, the abelian category of coherent sheaves carries a tensor product

which can in turn be derived and thus equip the derived category DbpXq with a derived tensor product

bL
X .

As the tensor product is in fact a derived functor it is compatible, in a way we will explain shortly, with

the triangulated structure of the derived category.

In light of Bondal and Orlov’s reconstruction and the existence of non-isomorphic Fourier-Mukai part-

ners, one natural question to ask is whether the derived category could when equipped with some extra

structure, be capable of reconstructing the full space.

This was shown to be true by Balmer in [Bal02, Bal05] where it was shown that in the case of nice

enough spaces this derived tensor product is enough to produce back the space.

However this then implies that if for example a variety has more than one non-isomorphic Fourier-Mukai

partner then the derived category admits many different derived tensor structures. As the Balmer con-

struction works for general triangulated categories with compatible tensor structures, one of the main

motivating questions of this thesis is then the study of the space of all possible tensor triangulated

structures on a fixed derived category.

This chapter is then dedicated to the study of tensor triangulated structures and Balmer’s reconstruc-

tion theorem. We will go over some known examples, limitations and general theory.

We start with some general definitions:

Definition 2.0.1. A tensor triangulated category (TTC for short) T is a triangulated category together

with the following data:

41
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1. A closed symmetric monoidal structure given by a functor b : T ˆ T Ñ T additive and exact

( with respect to the k-linear structure ) on both entries.

2. The internal hom functor hom : T ˆ T Ñ T sends triangles to triangles ( up to a sign ).

3. Coherent natural isomorphisms for each n and m, r : xbpyrnsq – pxbyqrns and l : pxrnsqby –

pxb yqrns giving rise to the commutativity of the following diagrams:

xrns xrns b 1oo

l

��

pxb 1qrns

ee
xrns 1 b xrnsoo

r

��

p1 b xqrns

ee

Where 1 is the unit of the monoidal structure, and the horizontal and diagonal morphisms are given by

the unit multiplication morphisms λ : xb 1 Ñ x, ρ : xb 1 Ñ x respectively in each diagram.

We require also the following compatibility diagram between r and l :

xrns b yrms

��

r´1l´1
// pxb yqrn`ms

p´1q
n`m

��

yrms b xrns // pxb yqrn`ms

And finally compatibility with the associative morphism:

pxb yqrns b z

��

// ppxb yq b zqrns

))

pxb py b zqqrns

uu

pxrns b yq b z // xrns b py b zq

We will refer to a TTC by the triple that defines it pK ,b, 1q or simply by K interchangeably

when there is no risk of confusion.

Remark 2.0.2. It is important to mention that the precise definition of a tensor triangulated category

from author to author might slightly change depending on the intended use. Morally what we are

interested in is in a triangulated category with a monoidal structure such that the monoidal product b

is exact in each variable.

Some results and examples however will depend on some extra hypothesis and some conventions might

change, for example among the coherence conditions showed above.
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As usual structure preserving functors are of great importance:

Definition 2.0.3. An exact monoidal functor F : T Ñ T 1 between TTC’s pT ,bT , 1T q, pT 1,bT 1 , 1T 1 q

will be called a b-triangulated functor

With the above defined functors its possible to consider then the category TTC of essentially small

tensor triangulated categories.

An idea to keep in mind is that tensor triangulated categories are categorified algebra objects in a

category of triangulated categories. With this analogy then one can wonder if one can develop some

basic commutative algebra theory for TTC’s. For example:

Definition 2.0.4. Let pT ,bT , 1T q be a TTC. We will say that a thick subcategory I Ă K is

b ´ ideal if for every x P T we have xb I Ă I

As done in the previous chapter with derived categories one would like to relate the geometry

of the space with categorical properties, in this case with properties corresponding to the monoidal

structure.

In [Tho97] Thomason, went on to study some relationship between the topology of a variety and its

K0 group.

Before describing Balmer’s reconstruction, we will follow [Rou05] and give a sketch of a proof of Bondal-

Orlov’s result using the derived tensor structure.

Definition 2.0.5. Let X be a variety, then the 0th K-group of PerfpXq is the group generated by

isomorphism classes of objects M,N.P P PerfpXq modulo the equivalence M “ N ` P whenever

there is a distinguished triangle

N Ñ M Ñ P Ñ N r1s

It is denoted by K0pPerfpXqq

The immediate goal is to show the following result which already relates dense subcategories with

subgroups of K0pT q.

Lemma 2.0.6. An object D P T is in a dense triangulated subcategory A if and only if it is 0 in the

quotient group K0pT q{ImpK0pAqq

Proof. The proof is straight-forward, what needs to be shown explicitly is only that if D is 0 in

K0pT q{ImpK0pAqq then there are objects B,B1 P A such that D ‘ B – 0 ‘ B1 and so D ‘ B is in

A, as such there is a triangle B Ñ B ‘D Ñ B Ñ Dr1s in A which is triangulated, and then D P T .

Indeed the lemma follows as the quotient of isomorphism classes of objects of T modulo the rela-

tion A „ B iff A ‘ D – B ‘ D with D P D turn out to be isomorphic to the quotient group

K0pT q{ImpK0pAqq.
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Theorem 2.0.7. There exist a bijection between full dense triangulated subcategories of T and sub-

groups of the 0th K-group K0pT q. The correspondence is given by associating to a full dense tri-

angulated subcategory its own K-group and realize it as a subgroup via the inclusion. The inverse

correspondence associates a subgroup H to the full subcategory AH of objects whose isomorphism

class is in H.

Proof. The proof of this relies on Lemma 2.0.6.

One checks immediately that indeed the image is a subgroup of K0pT q and that the category AH is

full triangulated dense subcategory of T .

One uses the Lemma 2.0.6 to show that the assignment is inverse of one another.

If I Ă T is a full subcategory of a triangulated category, let us denote by Î the smallest

subcategory of T closed under infinite direct sums containing I .

Let us recall that given an object F P DbpXq for some space X, we can define the cohomological

support of F as
Ť

supppHipF qq which is a subset of X. If Z Ă X we denote by DZpQCohpXqq

the full subcategory of DpQCohpXqq of complexes with cohomology sheaves supported in Z. Similarly

PerfpXqZ is the subcategory of perfect complexes in DZpQCohpXqq.

We close this subsection by proving the following result, and then using it to reprove the Bondal-Orlov

reconstruction using the language of b-ideals. Mentally the original proofs of Bondal and Orlov and

the proof of Kawamata are very algebro-geometric in nature and they come from deep understanding of

the particularities of the geometry that results in the hypothesis of the theorem. The proof presented

here however relies heavily on the role of Thomason’s classification and paints the derived category

more as an affine object from our point of view.

Theorem 2.0.8. [Rou05, Theorem 3.6] Let X be a variety, then the assignment

Z Ñ PerfpXqZ

from closed subsets of X to the set of b-ideals generated by a single object, is a bijection.

The fact that an object F P PerfpXq supported in Z generates the whole ideal PerfpXqZ

is proved in [Rou05, Lemma 3.8] and follows from the following results by using Neeman’s Brown

representability Theorem (1.1.13).

Lemma 2.0.9. If Z Ă X is a closed subset then {PerfpXqZ “ DZpQCohpXqq

Proof. By Lemma 1.1.20 it is enough to show that PerfpXqK
Z “ 0.

The following is a key result describing the decomposition of the category by ideals through

subideals and quotients.
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Theorem 2.0.10. Let Z 1, Z Ă X closed subsets. Let U “ XzZ and j : U Ñ X the inclusion. Then

the functor j˚ induces a full and faithful functor PerfpXqZ{PerfpXqZXZ1 Ñ PerfpXqUXZ1 . An

object in PerfpXqUXZ1 is in the image if and only if its class in K0pPerfpUqUXZ1 q is the image of a

class in K0pPerfpXqZ1 q

Lemma 2.0.11. If Z Ă X is closed, then there exists a perfect complex M with support on Z.

Proof. On an open affine SpecpAq this can be seen by considering the perfect complex 0 Ñ An Ñ

An Ñ 0 where the map corresponds to the defining equations of Z, assuming Z is irreducible.

Globally if we have an open affine U , by the previous point there exists a perfect complex M with

support on U X Z such that M ‘M r1s is supported on Z.

If Z is no longer irreducible, the direct sum of the perfect complexes with support in each irreducible

component has support on the whole Z.

Proposition 2.0.12. [Tho97, Proposition 3.11] Let X be a quasi-compact quasi-separated scheme and

let tωiu be an ample sequence. Then a thick triangulated subcategory is an b´ideal if and only if

I b ωi for any i ăă 0.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 1.1.20. Indeed the sequence tωi
Xu forms an ample sequence and thus a

spanning class in the derived category.

The original proof of Thomason relies on a deep and non trivial analysis of this derived category.

The proof using Neeman’s Brown representability seems to save some steps and this is why we have

chosen to present it here instead of the original proof.

Rouquier goes to use theorem 2.0.8 to give an alternative proof of Bondal and Orlov reconstruction

just from understanding the bL
X -ideals in PerfpXq for some Fano variety. We echo Rouquier’s remark

that the result here does depend on the triangulated structure in contrast of the original proof which

utilizes only the graded structure.

Theorem 2.0.13. Let X,Y be smooth projective varieties such that X has ample (anti-)canonical

bundle and there is an equivalence DbpXq » DbpY q then X – Y .

Proof. We refer to [Rou05, Theorem 3.17] for the full details of the proof.

From Theorem 2.0.8 we can deduce that there is a bijection Φ between the closed subsets of Y and X

by noticing that, if F : DbpXq Ñ DbpY q is the given equivalence, then F´1pDb
ZpY qq is a subcategory

of DbpXq stable by the Serre functor and thus an ideal and so of the form Db
ΦpZq

pXq.

The assignment ϕ : Y Ñ X, defined by ϕpyq “ Φpŷq sends closed points to closed points, since

closed points correspond to minimal thick subcategories PerfpY qy, property that is preserved under

the equivalence, so PerfpXqϕpyq should be minimal and ϕpyq automatically closed.

Then ϕ must be bijective since the set of all skyscraper sheaves form a spanning class (Lemma
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1.1.10). So if there were a point x P X not in the image of ϕ, HompOx, Oϕpyqrisq “ 0, however

HompF pOxq,Oyrisq “ 0 for any i. Thus F pOxq “ 0 which is not possible.

We can see, finally, that ϕ is continuous as a point y P Y is in a closed Z if and only if PerfpY qy Ă

PerfpY qZ if and only if PerfpXqϕ´1pyq Ă PerfpXqΦpZq.

This says that there is an homeomorphism between the underlying topological spaces of X and Y ,

we recover the structure sheaves through the derived equivalence as there are isomorphisms ΓpUq –

ZpPerfpUqqred – ZpPerfpϕpUqqq – ΓpϕpUqq for any open U Ă X.

2.0.1 Balmer spectrum and reconstruction of schemes

As promised at the beginning of this chapter we will now dedicate this section to Balmer’s reconstruction

theorem and general construction of a locally ringed space from a given tensor triangulated category.

A thing to note is that this result goes well beyond algebraic geometry and the general theory of this

spectrum has found a place in both homotopy theory and representation theory. Indeed the general

theory of classifying tensor ideals on a given tensor triangulated category has turned out to be of great

importance as they correspond to certain thick ( and localizing subcategories ) which turn out to be of

great general interest.

Among those applications is for example the category of finite spectra with smash product is of great

interest as is the general classification problem for related categories in the so-called telescope conjec-

ture.

This latter result a witness of the deep connections to stable homotopy theory through the work of

Thomason and the well known telescope conjecture.

Let us start as usual with a number of definitions.

Definition 2.0.14. Let I Ă T be a subset of objects in a tensor triangulated category. Then xI yb

denotes the the b-ideal generated by I .

Mimicking the commutative algebra definition we are interested in localizations and quotients by

tensor triangulated ideals. Of great interest are prime b-ideals.

Definition 2.0.15. Let I be a b ´ ideal, we will say that it is prime if xby P I implies either x P I

or y P I .

The following implies that this construction yields a nonempty set for a given nonzero TTC T

Definition 2.0.16. Let S Ă T be a family of objects, it is b-multiplicative if 1 P §, and x, y P §
implies xb y P S.

Lemma 2.0.17. [Bal05, 2.2] Let T be a nonzero TTC, I Ă T a b-ideal and S Ă T a b-

multiplicative family of objects with S X I “ H, then there is a prime b-ideal p P SpcpT q with

I Ă p and p X S “ H
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Proof. Let F be the family of thick b´ ideals J with J XS “ H, I Ă J and such that for all s P S

and x P T such that s b x P J implies x P J . The set J0 “ tx P T | Ds P S with x b s P I u is

in F, then by Zorn there is a maximal element p which can be shown to be prime.

Corollary 2.0.18. If T is a nonzero TTC, then SpcpT q “ H

Proof. If we let for example S “ 1 and I “ 0, applying 2.0.17 guarantees the existence of a thick

prime b ´ ideal p.

Definition 2.0.19. Let I be a b-ideal of a tensor triangulated category T . The radical of I ,
?

I

is the set ta P T | Dn ě 1, abn P I u.

We say that a b-ideal is radical if it is equal to
?
I.

As remarked by Balmer, in practice most of the time all thick tensor ideals on a given tensor triangulated

category are in fact radical and so there is no need to make a distinction. We have for example the

following characterization of such situations.

Lemma 2.0.20. The following are equivalent for a TTC T :

1. Any thick b-ideal is radical

2. We have a P xab ayb for all objects a P T

Proof. If I is radical then so is I 1 “ xa b ayb and so a P I 1. On the other hand we can reason by

induction and see that for any abn P I since a P xab ayb.

In fact as soon as every object in our TTC is dualizable we get that every ideal is radical.

We will be then interested mainly in this case where every tensor ideal is radical, although for the rest

of the chapter we will keep the results as general as possible, in practice we will now work under the

assumption that in our TTC’s every object is dualizable. That is, the TTC is rigid as monoidal category.

We shall put another technical condition on our categories, let us recall that an idempotent complete

category is a category such that every idempotent e : A Ñ A splits. From now on we then assume

every tensor triangulated category is idempotent and rigid.

As we do in affine algebraic geometry, we are interested in the collection all prime b-ideals.

Definition 2.0.21. Let T be a tensor triangulated category, the set of all prime b-ideals will be

denoted by SpcpT q.

We are interested in giving this set a topology akin to the Zariski topology, for that we rely on

the concept of support data for tensor triangulated categories.
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Definition 2.0.22. Let pT ,b, 1q be a TTC and let X be a topological space, denote ClpXq the

category of closed subsets of X, a support data on T is a function σ : T Ñ ClpXq such that:

1. σp0q “ H

2. σp1q “ X

3. σpx‘ yq “ σpxq Y σpyq

4. σpxr1sq “ σpxq

5. For any distinguished triangle a Ñ b Ñ c Ñ ar1s, σpaq Ă σpbq Y σpcq

6. σpxb yq “ σpxq X σpyq

Additionally, a morphism of support data over T , f : pX,σq Ñ pY, τq is given by a continuous map

f : X Ñ Y such that σpxq “ f´1pτpxqq for all x P T .

A similar notion for commutative rings and distributive lattices were considered by Joyal in [Joy75],

to construct the usual Zariski spectrum as a initial object in an obvious way. We have an analogous

result for our support data:

Theorem 2.0.23. Let pT ,b, 1q be a TTC, then there exists an initial support data pSpcpT q, suppq.

To prove this we must first define the support function supp which we will use to generate a

topology on SpcpT q.

Definition 2.0.24. Let pT ,b, 1q be a TTC, the support of an object x P T , denoted supppxq, is the

set tp P SpcpT q | x R pu.

Lemma 2.0.25. The sets of the form ZpSq :“
Ş

xPS supphpxq, for a family of objects S Ă T , form

a basis for a topology on SpcpT q.

Proof. We observe first that ZpSq “ tp P SpcpT q | S X p “ Hu. From this it follows that ZpSq Y

ZpT q “ Zpts ‘ t | s P S, t P T u since prime b ´ idealsq are thick. Finally we observe Zp0q “ H and

Zp1q “ SpcpT q since the b ´ ideals are proper subcategories of T .

Lemma 2.0.26. For a TTC pT ,b, 1q, the pair (SpcpT q, suppq is a support data on T .

Proof. The remaining conditions to check follow from the fact that the b-ideals are all full triangulated

subcategories of T , and they are prime.
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The morphism of support data we are interested is the following: If pX,σq is another support

data, then we write f : X Ñ SpcpT q as the function

fpxq “ ta P T | x R au.

An important result regarding this topology is the following, which restricts the kind of spaces we

should be expecting from the construction.

Theorem 2.0.27. [Bal05, 2.15,2.18] For any TTC pT ,b, 1q, the space SpcpT q is a spectral space in

the sense of Hochster, meaning it is sober and has a basis of quasi-compact open subsets.

Before giving the proof of this theorem we need a few basic lemmas:

Lemma 2.0.28. If T is not zero, then it has minimal primes

Proof. If we are given a chain of primes in SpcpT q, we just need to pick the intersection
Ş

p which is

prime since the primeness of the factors assures the intersection is too.

Lemma 2.0.29. Let a P T and S Ď T , then Upaq :“ tp | a P pu Ă UpSq if and only if there are

b1, . . . , bk P S with b1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bk P xayb

Proof. We may assume S is a multiplicative set the result follows from 2.0.17

Lemma 2.0.30. An open Upaq is quasi-compact and all open quasi-compacts are of the form Upaq

for some a P T

Proof. By the previous lemma, if we cover Upaq by UpSiq then there are bi, . . . , bk such that b :“

bi b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bk P xayb, but then b is in some finite union of UpSiq. On the other hand if UpSq is

quasi-compact, it is of the form
Ť

Upaiq for a finite number of ai, hence of the form Upbaiq.

Let us recall that a subset Y Ă X of a topological space is called specialization closed if it is

a union of closed subsets. Alternatively, if whenever x P X is such that x P ŷ, the closure of some

element y P Y , then x P Y .

Definition 2.0.31. We say that a support data pX,σq for a tensor triangulated category T is a

classifying support data if the following holds:

1. The space X is noetherian and any non-empty irreducible closed subset Z Ă X has a unique

generic point.

2. There is a bijection between specialization closed subsets of X and the set of radical thick tensor

ideals of T defined by Y ÞÑ ta P T | σpaq Ă Y u.
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In our terms, Thomason’s classification theorem says the following

Theorem 2.0.32. Let X be a quasi-separated scheme, then pSpcpPerfpXqq, supphq is a classifying

support data for pPerfpXq,bL
X), where supph is the homological support.

Let us observe that this topology behaves well and expectedly with respect to b-triangulated

functors.

Lemma 2.0.33. If F : T Ñ T 1 is a b ´ triangulated functor, the functions SpcpF q : SpcpT 1q Ñ

SpcpT q defined by the assignment q ÞÑ F´1pqq, is continuous.

Proof. To start off, the function is well defined since F´1pqq is a thick prime b ´ ideal because q is.

IF x P T then SpcpF q´1psupppxqq “ tq P SpcpT 1q | F´1pqq P supppxqu, on the other hand

supphpF pxqq “ tq P SpcpT 1q | F pxq R qu, so SpcpF q´1psupppxqq “ supppF pxqq. The function is

then continuous as the basic closed sets are intersections of sets of the form supppxq for some x P T .

For a basic closed subset Z “
Ş

i supppxq for objects xi P T , SpcpF q´1.

Lemma 2.0.34. Let F : T Ñ T 1 is an essentially surjective tensor triangulated functor then the

induced map SpcpF q is injective.

We now recall the notion of localization of a triangulated category. Our interest is of course in

localizing along a tensor triangulated ideal.

Definition 2.0.35. Let T be a triangulated category and let T 1 Ă T full a triangulated subcategory,

the Verdier quotient T {T 1 is the localization of T with respect to morphisms f such that Conepfq is

isomorphic to an object in T 1. This category has a triangulated structure given by the triangles which

are images of the triangles in T under the localization functor. This localization comes equipped with

a localization functor π : T Ñ T {T 1

We now see Verdier localizations induce tensor triangulated functors.

Lemma 2.0.36. Let I Ă T be thick b-ideal, then the localization functor π : T Ñ T {I is a tensor

triangulated functor and induces an homeomorphism SpcpT {I q – tp P SpcpT q | I Ă pu.

Lemma 2.0.37. Let T 1 Ă T be a full tensor triangulated subcategory with the same units and such

that for every x P T there is x1 P T such that we have x ‘ x1 P T 1. Then SpcpT 1q Ñ SpcpT q is a

homeomorphism.

Now that the topology on SpcpT q has been chosen, the next step is to equip this space with

sheaf of rings which will act as the structure sheaf.

To a subset Y Ă SpcpT q we can assign a thick b-ideal denoted by IY and defined as the subcategory

supported on Y, meaning IY :“ tx P T | supppxq Ă Y u.
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Finally, with Y as above, we denote by 1TY
the image of the unit 1 of T under the localization functor

π : T Ñ T {IY .

Definition 2.0.38. Let T be a nonzero TTC and we define a structure sheaf OSpcpT q over SpcpK q

as the sheaffification of the assignment U ÞÑ Endp1TZ
q where Z “ SpcpT qzU .

In this particular situation where Z is the complement of an open subset let us denote 1TZ
by 1U

so to reduce the notation.

It is not hard to see the assignment SpcpF q respects composition of b-triangulated functors, so if

F : T Ñ T 1 is such a functor, we get a morphism of ringed spaces since for a closed Z “ SpcpT qzU

we have F pIZq Ă IZ1 where Z 1 “ SpcpT 1qzSpcpF q´1pUq which implies there is a morphism OT Ñ

SpcpF q˚OL and so Spc : TTC Ñ RS is a functor, and under nice conditions ( for example T being

rigid ) this can be shown to be a functor Spc : TTC Ñ LRS.

Indeed this construction recovers the structure sheaf of our schemes:

Theorem 2.0.39 ([Bal02]). Let X be a reduced, topologically noetherian scheme. There is an iso-

morhism OX – OSpcpPerfpXqq.

Proof. First let us see that for any tensor triangulated category, the endomorphism ring forms a commu-

tative ring. The key aspect here is in setting ourselves in the case where the two coherence morphisms

1 b 1 Ñ 1 coincide. In this situation then we see that for any two endomorphisms f, g P Endp1q we

have

f b Id1 ˝ Id1 b g “ Id1 b g ˝ f b Id1 “ f b g “ g b f.

As this endomorphism ring is commutative we see that for any affine open subset U Ă X the morphism

OU Ñ Endp1U q, which sends r P OXpUq to the multiplication by r endomorphism has an inverse given

by taking an endomorphism η and sending it to the image of the unit of 1U . As X is reduced and

affine opens form a subbasis this induces an isomorphism of sheaves OX Ñ Endp1q.

We have now Balmer’s main theorem in [Bal05].

Theorem 2.0.40 (Balmer’s reconstruction theorem). [Bal05, Theorem 6.3] The functor

X Ñ pPerfpXq,bL, 1q

between reduced topologically noetherian schemes and TTC’s is faithful and reflects isomorphisms.

Proof. We know from 2.0.32 that there exists a homeomorphism SpcpPerfpXqq – X. And from

Theorem 2.0.39 we have an isomorphism of structure sheaves.

Historically the reconstruction first appeared in [Bal02] where Balmer considered presheaves of

triangulated categories, in [Bal05] the construction was clarified and changed to the construction of
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the spectrum as we present here, while presenting a more systematic treatment of the general theory.

We would like to point out the reconstruction recreated for coherent schemes by Kock and Pitsch

in [KP17] where the relationship with Hochster duality was fully explored giving a nice conceptual

explanation in terms of frames and distributive lattices. In particular we can summarize that the Zariski

lattice of radical tensor ideals is the Hochster dual of the Zariski lattice of closed subsets of the original

space, and the Balmer spectrum serves as a nice way of encoding this duality in familiar terms.

The case for quasi-compact quasi-separated schemes was originally proved in [BKS07] under different

methods.

As we are mainly concerned with smooth projective varieties the generality presented above will suffice,

but it is important to mention some of the relevant general theory of Balmer’s spectra.

In general Balmer spectrum is tough to calculate, one very useful tool is the following comparison maps

studied in [Bal10].

Definition 2.0.41. An object u P T in a tensor triangulated category, is b-invertible if there exists

u´1 P T such that xb x´1 – 1T

We define the following objects.

Definition 2.0.42. Let u P T be a b-invertible object in T . Then for every pair of objects a, b P T

we denote by Hom˚
T pa, bq the graded abelian group ‘HomT pa, ubi b bq with composition defined, if

f P Homi
T pa, bq, g P Homj

T pa, bq, by

f ˝ g :“ f ˝ idju b g : a Ñ ubi`j b b P Homi`jpa, bq

Let us point out that in the case where we pick u “ 1T r1s, the unit of the tensor structure shifted

by 1, then the definition above coincides with the graded Ext algebra from Remark 1.1.62.

As in practice the invertible object u P T is understood or fixed permanently, it takes no part in the

notation but it is important to keep in mind that this graded group depends strongly on this choice.

The case of the endomorphisms of the unit is of special importance

Definition 2.0.43. Let T be a tensor triangulated category, let u P T be a b-invertible object. We

denote by R˚
T the graded ring Hom˚

T p1T , 1T q.

Recall that for a graded ring R˚ we can construct a scheme SpechpR˚q of homogeneous ideals

with points given by prime homogeneous ideals and a Zariski topology generated by those basic opens

defined as Dpsq :“ tp P R˚ | s P p˚u for those s P
Ş

R2i. As usual we have a structure sheaf of

graded rings defined on open sets by the rule O˚
XpDpsqq “ R˚r1{ss.

We are interested in the following map.

If p P SpcpT q is a prime tensor ideal in the Balmer spectrum of a tensor triangulated category, then

we have a continuous map ρ : SpcpT q Ñ SpechpR˚q

p ÞÑ tf P Rhom | conepfq R pu.
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Here Rhom denotes the subset of homogeneous elements.

In fact this map can be seen to extend to a morphism of locally ringed spaces and Balmer shows the

following theorem:

Theorem 2.0.44. Let T be a tensor triangulated category such that R˚ is coherent. Then the map

ρ : SpcpT q Ñ SpechpR˚
T q is surjective.

In general this map is not injective as can be easily seen when taking PerfpPnq and u “ OX ,

but locally for a commutative ring A we do have an homeomorphism when considering the homotopy

category KbpA´ projq.

This map is of great utility when wanting to understand some of the structure of SpcpT q, for example

Balmer gives a counterexample of a Balmer spectrum which is not a scheme by considering the tensor

triangulated category SHfin of finite spectra with smash product as the monoidal structure.

In fact in [Bal10, Corollary 9.5] Balmer shows that the Balmer spectrum SpcpSHfinq classifies Morava

K-theories and uses a topological argument to see that this locally ringed space cannot be a scheme.

Concretely, the category SHfin is local in the sense that xb y “ 0 implies that x “ 0 or y “ 0, which

in the spectrum means it has a unique local point.

On the algebraic-geometric side of things we also run into some complications, for example when

one wants to recover spaces more complicated than schemes. In fact it is shown in [Kri09] and in more

generality in [Hal16] that given a Deligne-Mumford stack, the Balmer spectrum of the derived category

of this space only recovers the coarse moduli space associated to the stack. It is observed too that as

a consequence of this as non-isomorphic algebraic spaces can have isomorphic moduli spaces, that the

Balmer spectrum described as we did cannot recover such higher spaces.

We should note that although computing SpcpT q for a tensor triangulated category can be compli-

cated in general, plenty of work has been done in this direction. For example in [Kel15] the spectrum

was constructed for a category of motives, and in [DT12] for noncommutative motives. In modular

representation theory we can mention for example that if we pick the stable category of modules over

a group algebra kG then the Balmer spectrum recovers ProjpH˚pG, kqq.

To finish this chapter we will give some definitions and basic results on Picard groups of tensor trian-

gulated categories that we will be using in the future.

Definition 2.0.45. Let T be a tensor triangulated category, the group PicpT q is the set of isomorphism

classes b-invertible objects in T equipped with b as group operation.

In the case of a derived category of a space, we have the following result:

Theorem 2.0.46. [BF07] Let X be a scheme, then there is a split short exact sequence

0 Ñ PicpXq Ñ PicpPerfpXqq Ñ CpX;Zq Ñ 0
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where CpX;Zq denotes the group of locally constant functions from X to Z.

In our case this says that given a smooth projective variety with the tensor triangulated structure

given by the derived tensor product, then the Picard group of the category is given by the Picard

group of the variety and a copy of Z, which corresponds to the shifting operator. We have seen

the description for automorphisms of the derived category of a Fano variety in Chapter 1 as given by

pPicpXq ˆ Zq ¸ AutpXq, in other words, it is just the Picard group of the category itself and the

automorphisms of the variety which act by direct pushforward.



Chapter 3

Tensor triangulated structures and

Picard groups

So far we have studied the basic theory of derived categories in algebraic geometry and the role that the

monoidal structure plays in the reconstruction problem for spaces via the Balmer spectrum. We have

seen how the geometry reflects on properties of the derived category but the derived tensor product in

Balmer’s reconstruction was assumed to be the one coming from the space X we started with.

As we mentioned before, the existence of non-isomorphic Fourier-Mukai partners immediately implies

that a given derived category can be equipped by a tensor triangulated structure in more than one way,

as any such partner would come with its own derived tensor product which by Balmer’s reconstruction

cannot produce an equivalence as monoidal categories.

The main object of interest in this thesis is then the set or space of all such tensor triangulated structures

one can equip a fixed derived category with. In this chapter we present our first results by giving an

alternative proof of Bondal-Orlov’s reconstruction theorem by using Balmer’s reconstruction. The idea

is to study the properties that a possible tensor triangulated structure the derived category of a variety

with ample (anti-)canonical can have in contrast with the derived tensor product. By deducing some

information about the Picard groups of such tensor triangulated structures we are then able to give

proof of the reconstruction under some mild extra hypothesis.

We are however still left with the question of whether there exists tensor triangulated categories which

produce extra spaces under Balmer’s spectrum. The answer is already known in the case of derived

categories equivalent to derived categories of quiver representations, as shown in [LS13] once the

derived category comes from representations of a Quiver, the vertex-wise tensor product of quiver

representations descends to a derived tensor product which is different than the one from the variety

X. The Balmer spectrum of such tensor product produces a discrete space and so it rarely is a Fourier-

Mukai partner.

55
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In light of this result we know that a derived category then can hold exotic tensor triangulated structures

and we could furthermore wonder if any such structure could potentially produce a locally ringed space

not equivalent to a scheme as we saw it possible from the Balmer spectrum of finite spectra in the

previous chapter.

Our goal in this chapter is to present these results and expand on the possibilities that the collection

of tensor triangulated structures on a given category could entail.

Let us start by looking at the following example extracted from [Sos].

Example 3.0.1. Let X be a connected smooth projective variety. Consider the derived category of

X >X. It can be shown that the category DbpX >Xq is not equivalent to the category DbpXq.

We will equip DbpX >Xq » DbpXq ‘DbpXq with the following tensor product b

pA,Bq b pC,Dq ÞÑ pAbL
X C,AbL

X D ‘B bL
X Cq.

We see that the unit of this product is pO, 0q under the identification DbpX >Xq » DbpXq ‘DbpXq.

This product can be directly shown to be symmetric and associative, similarly additivity and invariance

under the shift operator is a straightforward calculation.

To check that it is exact, as bL
X is exact, given a triangle

pA,Bq Ñ pC,Dq Ñ pE,F q

The first argument after tensoring by a pair pA1, B1q remains an exact triangle in DbpXq, and on the

second one it is simply a direct sum of tensoring the second argument with bLB1 and bL
XA

1 and thus

remains an exact triangle.

We want to show that SpcpDbpXq,bLq – SpcpDbpX>Xq,bq as topological spaces and in consequence

as schemes too.

Using the decompositionDbpX>Xq » DbpXq‘DbpXq we see that any prime b-ideal P of SpcpDbpX>

Xq,bq decomposes as a direct sum P1‘P2 of thick triangulated subcategories ofD
bpXq. As we suppose

P is b-prime, we immediately deduce P1 must be bL-prime in DbpXq.

On the other hand, P2 can also be deduced to be a bL-ideal, however if P2 is not a proper ideal, then

p0,Oq R P but p0,Oq b p0,Oq “ p0, 0q P P contradicting the fact that P is b-prime.

With this in mind the tensor triangulated functor

pA,Bq ÞÑ A

induces an homeomorphism SpcpDbpX >Xq – X. As the endomorphisms of O coincide with those of

pO, 0q P DbpX >Xq, we see that this extends to an isomorphism as varieties.

Another example we would like to present is the one coming from quiver representations we an-

ticipated before.

Recall that given a Quiver Q “ pV,Eq, a quiver representation P (over k ) is nothing but an assignment

to each vertex v P V a vector space P pvq and for each edge e “ v1 Ñ v2 P E a linear transformation
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P peq. These form a category reppQq which comes equipped with a tensor product given by, for two

representations P,R P reppQq the product P b R is the representation where for each vertex v P V ,

pP bRqpvq :“ P pvq bk Rpvq and pP bRqpeq :“ P peq bk Rpeq.

The category of representations is an abelian category and so we can derived it as usual. It can be

shown that the tensor product b descends to a derived tensor product bL in DbpreppQqq.

In Theorems 2.1.5.1 and 2.2.4.1 of [LS13] it is shown that if Q is a finite quiver then SpcpDbpreppQqq

is a discrete space with as many points as vertices in Q and such that OQpW q “ k‘W where

W Ă SpcpDbpreppQqq.

In particular if we have a variety such that its derived category contains a full strong exceptional col-

lection then as we have seen in Theorem 1.1.31 it can be shown that the derived category is equivalent

to the derived category of representations of a quiver formed from the Hom spaces between the ex-

ceptional objects which act themselves as vertices. For example DbpP1q is equivalent to the derived

category of representations of the Kronecker quiver of two vertices and two arrows between them both

in the same direction.

But from Balmer’s result the derived tensor product of DbpP1q recovers the space P1 which is not

isomorphic to a space of two points which we would recover from the Balmer spectrum of the quiver

presentation of the category.

In fact the main theorem of [LS13] allows for relations to be included in the quiver and so a large

number of spaces with full exceptional collections fall under this example.

We can conclude from these couple of examples that a derived category can admit tensor triangulated

structures producing spaces which are not Fourier-Mukai partners.

In general the behaviour of the dynamics of the Balmer spectrum and taking derived categories can be

complex. As we know that the Balmer spectrum is a locally ringed space it has an abelian category of

sheaves of modules which admits a tensor product then we can derive this category as usual, however

the category of sheaves of modules is in general much more complicated than a category of coherent

or even quasi-coherent sheaves. In particular one very important notion we have been exploiting is that

the category of perfect complexes which we remind that is equivalent to the bounded derived category

in our case, consists of those objects which are compact in the derived category of coherent sheaves.

Not only that, but they are also automatically dualizable under the derived tensor product and and

as such the theory of classification of thick and ideal subcategories is much better behaved than the

theory of so-called big tensor triangulated categories.

Having said that, let us look into the case of smooth projective varieties of general type. Recall a

variety is of general type if its canonical bundle is big. In particular varieties with ample canonical

bundle are big. One alternative characterization of bigness for a variety is the following,

Theorem 3.0.1. [Laz17, Example 2.2.9] A smooth projective variety is of general type if and only if,

for any sheaf F P CohpXq, there exists an integer i0 depending on F such that the sheaf F bX ωi
X

is generically globally generated for i ąą i0.
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As a consequence of the Kodaira lemma (cf. [Laz17, Prop 2.2.6]) we have the srollary:

Corollary 3.0.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type, then there exists an open

subvariety X˚ such that for any F P CohpXq, there exists a positive integer i0 such that for any

i ąą i0, the sheaf F |X˚ bXω
i
X˚ on X˚ is globally generated.

Let us explain the pervious corollary and the nature of the open subvariety X˚. We recall some

basic definitions.

Definition 3.0.3. Let X be a projective variety and L a line bundle on X, the augmented base locus

is the Zariski closed set

B`pL q :“
č

mPN
BpmL ´Aq

Where A is any ample line bundle, and for any line bundle L 1 the set BpL q is defined as the intersection

of the base loci of multiples of the line bundle, that is

BpL q :“
č

mPN
BspmL q

In [BCL14] the following theorem characterizing the complement of the augmented base focus is

proven:

Theorem 3.0.4. Let L be a big line bundle on a normal projective variety X over an algebraically

closed field. Then the complement XzB`pL q of the augmented base locus is the largest Zariski open

subset U Ď XzBpL q such that for all large and divisible mpL q P Z the restriction of the morphism

ϕm : XzBpL q 99K PH0pX,mL q

to U is an isomorphism onto its image.

The following couple important observations follow immediately from the definition, the fact

that the augmented base locus is independent of the choice of ample line bundle, and Kodaira’s

decomposition of big line bundles. See for example [DFEM14, Remark 1.5.14].

Remark 3.0.5. 1. B`pL q “ H if and only if L is ample.

2. B`pL q “ X if and only if L is big.

From the remarks above and using Thomason’s classification theorem we know that as there exists

a correspondence between closed subsets of the Balmer spectrum and radical tensor ideals in the tensor

triangulated category then there exists a radical thick tensor ideal corresponding to the augmented base

locus B`pL q for any given line bundle L . In particular the open subvariety X˚ from Corollary 3.0.2
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is the complement of the augmented base locus, XzB`pωXq and corresponds to a bL
X -ideal generated

by a single object ( using Theorem 2.0.8 ) whose cohomological support gives back the closed subset

B`pωXq.

Remark 3.0.6. Let us denote by IX˚ the thick tensor ideal corresponding to the open subvariety X˚.

By our previous Remark 3.0.5 we have that this ideal must be a proper ideal of DbpXq and is the ideal

0 precisely when the (anti-)canonical bundle is ample.

We would like to understand the effect of the positivity of the canonical bundle ( in this case the

fact that the variety is of general type ) on the tensor triangulated structure of the category. We know

from Theorem 1.1.40 that the Serre functor in a triangulated category is unique up to degree whenever

it exists and so it is a property of the category and not extra data. In our concrete case we know

furthermore that the Serre functor is isomorphic to bL
X bωX rns where n P N is the dimension of the

variety and ωX is the dualizing sheaf of X.

Let us start with a definition mimicking that of spanning class:

Definition 3.0.7. Let pT ,bq be a tensor triangulated category with Serre functor, and let I Ď T

be a thick tensor ideal. We say that a collection of objects Ω Ă T is an almost spanning class with

respect to I if for every X P T {I such that HomT {I pπpBq, Xrjsq “ 0 for all j P Z and for all

B P Ω, then X “ 0. Where π : T Ñ T {I is the localization functor.

It is immediate to see that the previous definition is equivalent to asking that the collection Ω

maps through π to a spanning class on the quotient T {I . When the ideal in question is the 0 ideal

then the definition reduces to that of a spanning class as in Definition 1.1.8.

We would like to generalize Theorem 1.1.20 but for a big canonical bundle instead of an ample one and

see that a big bundle induces an almost spanning class in the derived category with respect to an ideal I .

Theorem 3.0.8. Let X be a smooth projective variety of general type. Then the collection of tensor

powers pωbi
X qiPZ forms an almost spanning class with respect to the thick tensor ideal IX˚ in the tensor

triangulated category pDbpXq,bL
Xq.

Proof. We need to show that πptωbi
X uq forms a spanning class in the quotient DbpXq{IX˚ . As IX˚ is

the ideal corresponding to the open smooth subvariety X˚ then we know that there is an isomorphism

SpcpDbpXq{IX˚ q – X˚. Since ωX restricted to X˚ is ample by the characterization of Theorem

3.0.4, we get that tωX |X˚ ubi forms an spanning class by Lemma 1.1.20 of the derived category of

X˚ which coincides with the quotient category DbpXq{IX˚ .

It is thanks to this result that we are able to have some control over the possible tensor triangulated

structures on a given derived category. The key fact to keep in mind is that in this situations any object
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admits a resolution in the quotient DbpXq{IX˚ by direct sums of iterations of the Serre functor, that

is, tensor powers of the dualizing sheaf.

That is, for any A P DbpXq the object pA :“ πpAq P DbpXq{I has a resolution

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pωi0
X˚ q‘k0 Ñ pωi1

X˚ q‘k1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pωim
X˚ q‘km Ñ Â Ñ 0

for some m P N.
Let us now consider b a tensor triangulated structure on DbpXq (with unit OX). Then we have:

Lemma 3.0.9. Suppose X is a smooth projective variety of general type of dimension n. If b is

a tensor triangulated structure on DbpXq with unit OX , and U is a b-invertible object such that

U b IX˚ Ď IX˚ . Then there is a natural equivalence between the functors induced by U b and

U bL
X in DbpXq{IX˚ .

Proof. We know from Theorem 3.0.8 that the bL-powers of the canonical sheaf form an almost spanning

class with respect to IX˚ , and by our previous discussion we know that any object A P DbpXq has a

resolution in DbpXq{IX˚

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pωi0
X˚ q‘k0 Ñ pωi1

X˚ q‘k1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pωim
X˚ q‘km Ñ Â Ñ 0

where pA is the image of A in DbpXq{IX˚ and we will denote this resolution by ˜ωX˚
‚

Ñ pA Ñ 0.

As the Serre functor in DbpX˚q is given by bL
X ωX˚ rn1s, where n1 is the dimension of X˚ and we

know any exact equivalence must commute with it, if we let U pb and U xbL denote the autoequivalences

of DbpXq{IX˚ induced by Ub and UbL respectively then we have that for any object A P DbpXq,

pU pbÂq xbLωX˚ rn1s – U pbp pAxbLωX˚ rn1sq.

As OX is a unit for both bX and b, and after shifting by r´n1s we deduce

U xbLωX˚ – U pbωX˚ .

From this, the exactness of bL and b, and the resolutions in terms of ωi
X˚ , we obtain the isomorphisms

U xbL
pA – U pb pA.

Remark 3.0.10. Let us point out the slight abuse of notation of the autoequivalence U xbL. This functor

would formally be denoted by pUbL
DbpXq{IX˚

as it is induced by the object pU in the tensor triangulated

categories pDbpXq{IX˚ ,bL
DbpXq{IX˚

q, but as the only thick tensor ideal we are quotienting by in this

section is IX˚ , we believe our notation is lighter without losing sight of which functors they represent.

We have the following corollary:

Corollary 3.0.11. Let X be a variety of general type and let b a tensor triangulated category structure

on DbpXq with unit OX . Then for any b-invertible object U such that UbIX˚ Ď IX˚ , the equivalence

U pb : DbpXq{IX˚ Ñ DbpXq{IX˚ induced by U b is equivalent to an equivalence given by objects in

the group PicpDbpXq{IX˚ , xbLq of invertible xbL-objects.
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Proof. From Lemma 3.0.9 we have that if U´1 is such that U b U´1 – OX then in the quotient

DbpXq{IX˚ ,

U xbL yU´1 – U pb yU´1 – OX˚ .

As pDbpXq{IX˚ , xbLq is a tensor triangulated category, we have that pU P DbpXq{IX˚ is a xbL-invertible

objects.

In Lemma 3.0.9 and Corollary 3.0.11 above, the ideal IX˚ might not be a b-tensor ideal and thus

the quotient DbpXq{IX˚ does not necessarily carry a tensor triangulated category structure induced by

b. However, our result guarantees that after passing to the quotient, the equivalences induced by the

functors U b are equivalent to equivalences given by invertible objects in pDbpXq{IX˚ ,bL
Xq induced

by the same object, under the condition that IX˚ is stable by Ub.

In particular, we have:

Corollary 3.0.12. Let X be a variety of general type and b a tensor triangulated structure on DbpXq

with unit OX . If IX˚ is a b-ideal then the Picard group PicpDbpXq{IX˚ , pbq is a subgroup of the

Picard group PicpDbpXq{IX˚ ,ybL
Xq.

Proof. The proof is as in the previous two, if U is in PicpDbpXq{IX˚ , pbq then it induces an autoe-

quivalence of DbpXq{IX˚ and so it commutes with the Serre functor on DbpX˚q » DbpXq{IX˚ . As

by Theorem 3.0.8 iterations of ωX˚ form a spanning class in DbpXq{IX˚ then if A P DbpXq{IX˚ can

be written as a resolution given by ωX˚ .

Then by the same argument than in the proof of Lemma 3.0.9 we arrive at the isomorphisms

U xbLA – U pbA.

The case when our variety has an ample (anti-)canonical bundle allows us to relate the Picard

group of the full derived category to that of any other tensor triangulated category structure on it.

The following result follows from the previous argument.

Corollary 3.0.13. Let X be a variety with ample (anti-)canonical bundle. Then if b is a tensor

triangulated category structure on DbpXq with unit OX , the Picard group PicpDbpXq,bq is isomorphic

to a subgroup of PicpDbpXq,bXq.

Proof. We just need to notice that in this case the thick bX -ideal from Corollary 3.0.2 is the 0 ideal

and thus we can resolve any object A P DbpXq by a sequence of powers of the Serre functor. By the

same reasoning as above we see that

U bL A – U bA.
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One thing to note here is that although Bondal and Orlov had already classified the group of

autoequivalences of a derived category of a variety with ample (anti-)canonical bundle, we are working

without the condition of an equivalence between the derived category of the Balmer spectrum of b and

the derived category DbpXq, and as such it is not immediate from their result that the Picard group

of b must involve invertible sheaves over X.

In other words, as Spcpbq is not necessarily isomorphic to X then understanding the autoequivalences

of DbpXq alone does not give us an immediate relationship to the Picard group of b.

The following two corollaries follow directly from our discussion above.

Corollary 3.0.14. Let X be as above, then if ωX rns is an invertible object for a tensor triangulated

structure b on DbpXq with unit OX then b and bL
X coincide on objects.

Proof. Suppose ωX rns is b-invertible and let A,B P DbpXq. Then we know that both A and B have

resolutions by powers of ωX .

In particular we know that ωX bA – ωX bL
X A. But as b is exact on both variables we have

. . . ωbi0
X bA Ñ . . . ωbim

X bA Ñ AbB Ñ 0

And so B bA – B bL
X A.

Corollary 3.0.15. Let X be a variety with ample (anti-)canonical bundle, suppose pOX ,bq is a tensor

triangulated structure on DbpXq such that Picpbq – PicpDbpXqq via the assignment U ÞÑ U then b

coincides with bL
X on objects.

Proof. In this case if this morphism is an isomorphism, then ωX is b-invertible and the result follows

from the previous corollary.

In fact if we are under the same hypothesis for X then as soon as we are able to show that

the generators of PicpDbpXq,bLq are b-invertible then by the previous corollary there must be an

equivalence between b and bL
X .

Example 3.0.2. Let X “ Pn be the projective space, in this case we know that PicpDbpXqq “ Z‘Z
corresponding to the line bundles plus their shifts. The result above then says that whenever there is a

tensor triangulated structure b on DbpXq with unit OX then the Picard group of this tensor structure

must necessarily be a subgroup of Z ‘ Z.
If ωX “ OXp´n ´ 1q is b-invertible then we get that b coincides with bL

X . Similarly if OXp´1q is

b-invertible.

Again under the hypothesis of X having an ample (anti-)canonical bundle, by using Theorem

2.0.46 we see that if Spcpbq is a scheme then the Picard group of Spcpbq must be a subgroup of the
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Picard group of X. So a line bundle in Spcpbq has to be a line bundle of X.

From Bondal-Orlov’s reconstruction original proof we know that it is actually possible to fully char-

acterize line bundles up to a shift from purely categorical properties, and so one possible question is

whether one can obtain the derived tensor product directly from the category without passing through

a reconstruction result.

Remark 3.0.16. In [ha] Antieau sketches a construction in which by considering invertible objects (

in the sense of Bondal and Orlov ) one can define the derived tensor product bL
X by exploiting the

resolution by powers ( compositions ) of the Serre functor Sp q.

The idea is as follows: Let U be an invertible object in the sense of Bondal-Orlov, which we know must

be of the form L rrs for L a line bundle on X and r an integer. For any object F P DbpXq we have

a resolution

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pωX bL
X Uqbi0 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pωX bL

X Uqbim Ñ F Ñ 0

by iterations of the composition of the Serre functor with U , which forms a spanning class since powers

of the canonical sheaf is, and the fact that U “ L rrs.

We define then for any other object G P DbpXq the product bU , by setting pωX bL
XUqibU G :“ SipG q,

the composition of the Serre functor with G i-times.

We can extend this then to a full product F bU G which forms a tensor triangulated structure on

DbpXq with unit U .

We have now justified enough the following definition:

Definition 3.0.17. Let T be a triangulated category, denote by TTSpT q the collection of equivalence

classes of tensor triangulated category structures on T . Where we consider two tensor triangulated

category structures to be equivalent if there is a monoidal equivalence between the two of them.

Let us recall that by tensor triangulated structure we mean a rigid, closed, symmetric monoidal

structure on the idempotent-complete triangulated category T with biexact tensor product functor,

although as pointed out before the hypothesis of rigid and idempotent-complete are not a big imped-

iment as we can always idempotent-complete a triangulated category and the rigidity only simplifies

the theory in the known cases, but in general the tensor triangulated structures can consist of closed

symmetric monoidal category structures on T with biexact product.

In general for a triangulated category T we have an action by AutpT q on the collection TTSpT q.

If b P TTSpT q and ϕ P AutpT q we have a tensor structure defined by

X bϕ Y :“ ϕ´1pϕpXq b ϕpY qq.

By this reasoning we are interested then in the quotient TTSpT q{AutpT q which identifies tensor

triangulated structures on T coming from an autoequivalence.
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It is not hard to see that two tensor triangulated structures related by an autoequivalence must produce

the same space under Balmer’s spectrum.

As in general autoequivalences of a derived category are more complicated than in the ample canonical

( or anti-canonical ) bundle case which as we saw consists of autoequivalences of the space and shifts

of line bundles, then a useful thing to do is to consider tensor triangulated structures with a fixed unit

as we did for example in the theorems above.

Let us define then

Definition 3.0.18. Let T be a triangulated category and U P T an object. Then the set TTSU pT q

is the set of equivalence classes of tensor triangulated structures on T where U is the unit.

But after taking the quotient space by autoequivalences, there is still a question of whether there

might be more tensor structures on a given derived category which might produce an exotic locally

ringed space which does not correspond to a Fourier-Mukai partner.

Let us explore briefly the case for P1.

Example 3.0.3. LetX “ P1. We will be interested in understanding the set TTSpDbpXqq{AutpDbpXqqq,

in particular let us fix the unit to be OX and we would like to see if there are any tensor triangulated

structures b non equivalent to the canonical bL
X .

We can exploit the fact that the derived category DbpP1q is generated by the exceptional collection

tO,Op1qu and furthermore it has dimension 1 as a triangulated category, which means that any object

can be expressed as a cone of a morphism

à

Ornis
à

Op1qrnjs Ñ
à

Ormis
à

Op1qrmjs.

In addition to this we have for example known distinguished triangles

Opiq Ñ Opi` 1q‘2 Ñ Opi` 2q Ñ Opiqr1s. (3.0.1)

Using this fact combined with Corollary 3.0.11 we can discard certain assignments from ever forming

a tensor triangulated structure. For example, let us suppose b is a tensor triangulated structure on

DbpP1q such that O is the unit.

As the assignment pF,Gq ÞÑ F b G is completely determined by the value of Op1q b O – Op1q,

Op1q b Op1q and the value at the morphisms

HompO,Oq “ k,HompO,Op1qqq “ k ‘ k,HompOp1q,Oq “ k,HompOp1q,Op1qq “ k.

Then we can quickly discard the assignments Op1q b Op1q “ O as this would give us a Picard group

b not isomorphic to a subgroup of Z ˆ Z.
To investigate whether there could be products b such that Picpbq Ă ZˆZ as a proper subgroup, let
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us see what happens for example if we suppose Op2q was invertible but not necessarily Op1q .

Using the distinguished triangles obtained from (3.0.1):

Op´2q Ñ Op´1q‘2 Ñ O Ñ Op´2qr1s

O Ñ Op1q‘2 Ñ Op2q Ñ Or1s

Tensoring them with each other produces a diagram

O b Op´4q //

��

Op1q‘2 b Op´4q

��

// Op2q b Op´4q

��

O b Op´3q‘2 //

��

Op1q‘2 b Op´3q‘2 //

��

Op2q b Op´3q‘2

��

O b Op´2q // Op1q‘2 b Op´2q // Op2q b Op´2q

(3.0.2)

As we require O to be the unit and we look for Op2q b Op´2q to be isomorphic to O, then we get

Op´4q //

��

Op1q‘2 b Op´4q

��

// Op2q b Op´4q

��

Op´3q‘2 //

��

Op1q‘2 b Op´3q‘2 //

��

Op2q b Op´3q‘2

��

Op´2q // Op1q‘2 b Op´2q // O

(3.0.3)

Using again the triangle (3.0.1) we can calculate the value of Op1q‘2 bOp´2q as to be Op´1q‘2 since

Op´2q b Op2q – O. Again from the triangle

Op´2q Ñ Op´1q‘2 Ñ O Ñ Op´2qr1s.

We get

Op´1q Ñ Op´1q‘2 b Op1q Ñ Op1q Ñ Op´1qr1s

by operating with Op1qb.

This tells us that Op1q b Op´1q – O and from this we deduce that the assignment b must match the

usual derived tensor product bL of P1.

Using a similar argument, suppose Opnq, n ě 2 is an invertible object for an exact tensor product

bifunctor which coincides with the assignment b, then it automatically implies that every object Opiq

is invertible and so the Picard groups of this tensor product and bL must in fact coincide. Let us

summarize this in a proposition.

Proposition 3.0.19. Suppose b is a tensor triangulated category structure on the derived category

DbpP1q such that O is a unit for b. Suppose furthermore that there exists nontrivial invertible objects.

Then every object Opnq, n P Z is invertible and b coincides with the derived tensor product bL of P1

on objects.
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What this is telling us that it is enough to check for one object to be invertible under our new

tensor product provided we have O as a unit. On the other hand we still have the possibility of having

a Picard group equivalent to 0.

In the arguments presented above we have to be very careful when computing the grid of products

resulting from tensoring two distinguished triangles. It is well known that the cone although determined

up to isomorphism is not a functorial construction and so we cannot really reason about the vertical

maps at the level of the cones.

In our case however we can be only interested in the objects produced by the computation and not on

the morphisms. A similar computation for a space such that its derived category has higher dimension

is not possible without getting over this impediment, here we exploit the fact that the dimension of the

derived category of P1 is equal to 1 and so everything is simply a cone of the objects generated by the

exceptional objects and there is no need to calculate additional cones for the produced triangles.

The previous result for P1 is not surprising in light of Bondal-Orlov’s reconstruction, the derived cate-

gory seems to reflect strongly the properties of the space in all known cases.

In fact we can give an alternate proof of a weakened form of Bondal-Orlov’s reconstruction.

Theorem 3.0.20. Let X be a variety with ample (anti-)canonical divisor, and let b be a tensor

triangulated structure on DbpXq with unit OX . Suppose Spcpbq is a smooth projective space with

ample (anti-)canonical bundle and that there is an equivalence DbpXq » DbpSpcpbqq, then X –

Spcpbq

Proof. In fact the only thing to note here is that as Spcpbq has ample (anti-)canonical bundle then

ωX has to be b-invertible. fo, by applying Corollary 3.0.13 to Spcpbq we obtain that PicpbL
Xq has

to isomorphic, via the assignment L ÞÑ L , to a subgroup of Picpbq. Since ωX is b-invertible, by

Corollary 3.0.14 we obtain our result.

Remark 3.0.21. We need to explain our choice of hypothesis here. On the first hand the assumption

that Spcpbq is a smooth projective variety is necessary just as in the original Bondal-Orlov theorem

formulation. We have added a couple more assumptions, however. We suppose that the (anti-)canonical

bundle of Spcpbq is also ample to highlight the use of the monoidal structures in the theorem. This

hypothesis is however not necessary as we have seen in the original proof of the theorem it is possible

and not hard to conclude that this holds true as soon as we have the equivalence between the derived

categories. Alternatively, we can formulate the theorem as follows:

Theorem 3.0.22. Let X be a variety with ample (anti-)canonical divisor, and let b be a tensor

triangulated structure on DbpXq with unit OX . Suppose Spcpbq is a smooth projective space, and

that we have an equivalence DbpXq » DbpSpcpbqq, then X – Spcpbq.
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The proof of which is exactly as in Theorem 3.0.20 except we invoke the argument in the proof

of Theorem 1.1.45 only to show that the (anti-)canonical bundle is ample.

Of more importance is the choice of unit. We know from our discussion in the introduction of this

chapter, that there exist ( for example for P1 ) tensor triangulated structures on the derived category

DbpXq of smooth projective variety X which don’t produce spaces isomorphic to X under the Balmer

spectrum. We might recover more control on the variety Spcpbq by the existence of the equivalence

DbpXq » DbpSpcpbqq, but from our discussion in Remark 3.0.16 we know that automorphisms of

DbpXq will produce nonequivalent tensor triangulated structures which produce X by the Balmer spec-

trum. By fixing the choice of the unit to be OX we are fixing one of these automorphisms and discarding

spaces Spcpbq which we already know cannot satisfy the conclusion of the theorem.

We can summarize our discussion with the following theorem

Theorem 3.0.23. Let X be a smooth projective variety with (anti-)canonical bundle. Consider a tensor

triangulated category structure b on DbpXq such that OX is its unit and Spcpbq is isomorphic to X,

then b and bL
X coincide on objects.

This however does not fully classify TTSpDbpXqq{AutpDbpXqq as we require Balmer’s spectrum

to be a Fourier-Mukai partner, but there is no reason to expect in general a relationship between the

derived category of the Balmer spectrum and the original triangulated category.

The lack of morphism between a spaceX and the Balmer spectrum Spcpbq for some tensor triangulated

structure, and thus of functors between the derived categories of these two spaces is one of the obstacles

to being able to understand the possible structures b.
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Chapter 4

DG-categories

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present a brief overview of the theory of differential graded categories, dg-

categories for short, from their basic properties to the derived Morita theory of Toën and their relation-

ship with stable 8-categories. The entirety of the work presented here is expository but is presented

with a focus on the applications we have in mind and so the absence of any material is of course only

due to us. Most of the material here is taken from [Dri04, Kel06, Tab05b, Toë07, Toë11] and we

recommend going to the source material for full details of the whole theory.

While the general theory of dg-categories have possibly many different origins, it is in the context of

triangulated categories where it has seen its biggest use. It is common knowledge among practitioners of

homological algebra and more generally homotopical algebra that the theory of triangulated categories

developed by Verdier and Grothendieck carries certain difficulties when trying to perform geometric or

algebraic reasoning in the same way that one usually does for categories of modules. These issues were

identified from the genesis of the theory and so it has been conjectured and now well understood that

a notion of enhancement of a triangulated category is required for some arguments to take hold.

This is of course not to say that the theory of triangulated categories requires in all of its instances of

an enhancement treatment, but it often offers an explanation for the awkwardness that one can witness

by working directly with the axioms that define triangulated categories.

Different notions of enhancements have been proposed and it is possible to consider them in some way

to be equivalent for appropriate notions of equivalence. We in particular will deal mostly with the theory

of dg-categories for its relatively simpler language. The drawback in comparison with for example the

theory of stable 8-categories is that it is harder to put it in the context with other sort of homotopical

categories of different nature.

We begin this chapter by presenting the generalities of dg-categories and the (2-)category of dg-

69
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categories along with some of its properties. Next we approach the lifting problem. This is the question

of whether a given triangulated category or a triangulated functor between two has a corresponding

dg-categorical version which enhances it. The answer is negative in general but we will present condi-

tions under which it will be possible to have an enhancement.

Next we deal with homotopical nature of the theory, we present a model category structure on the

collection of dg-categories and study the basic properties of its homotopy category. We recall one of

the main results of [Toë07] on the closed monoidal structure on this homotopy category by describing

both the derived tensor product and the derived internal hom object. With all of this at hand we are

now in a position to go over the derived Morita theory. Our main goal for this section is to give a

detailed treatment of Theorem 7.2 of [Toë07] in the case of perfect complexes over dg-algebras relating

dg-functors in the homotopy category with bimodules over this same algebra.

4.2 General facts about dg-categories

As we mentioned in the introduction, our main interest in the theory of dg-categories lies in their

relationship with triangulated categories. The main idea behind their relationships as dg-categories

enhancing triangulated ones is that a dg-category contain strictly more information than the triangulated

one but we are always able to keep in sight how the triangulated category lies within the dg-enhancement.

Here we adopt a cohomological notation, differentials increase the degree in the category of cochain

complexes Cpkq over a commutative ring k. If there is no confusion we denote by b the usual tensor

product of complexes defined on objects by

pM bNqn :“
à

n“i`j

M i bk Nj

A sizable part of the theory presented here follows from the more general theory of enriched categories

and many results could be stated in greater generality. We choose to stick with the case at hand so to

keep the notation and the flavor of the arguments consistent across the whole chapter and thesis.

Definition 4.2.1. A dg-category T is a category enriched over the closed monoidal category C pkq,

the category of cochain complexes over k. More precisely a dg-category T consists of the data:

1. A collection of objects ObpT q.

2. For any pair of objects x, y P T , a cochain complex Hompx, yq.

3. An identity morphism 1x, from the cochain complex concentrated in 0, k to any cochain complex

Hom of the form Hompx, xq.
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4. For any triple x, y, z P T , there is a composition rule µy,z,x : Hompy, zq b Hompx, yq Ñ

Hompx, zq.

For this to form an enriched category it must be that the following conditions must be satisfied, The

following unit diagram commutes.

Hompx, yq
Idb1x //

Id

))

Hompx, yq bHompx, xq

µx,y,x

��

Hompx, yq

Similarly, there is a commutative diagram

Hompx, yq
1ybId

//

Id

))

Hompy, yq bHompx, yq

µy,y,x

��

Hompx, yq

Is the identity morphism of Hompx, yq

For every four objects x, y, z, w P T the following diagram commutes

Hompz, wq bHompy, zq bHompx, yq
idbµy,z,x

//

µz,w,ybid

��

Hompz, wq bHompx, zq

µz,w,x

��

Hompy, wq bHompx, yq
µy,w,x

// Hompx,wq

Let us mention a few important and immediate examples

Example 4.2.1. 1. An important source of examples of dg-categories, crucial for our purposes,

is that of dg-algebras. If A is a dg-algebra then there exists a dg-category with exactly one

object t˚u and such that the Hom complex Homp˚, ˚q is the underlying dg-algebra seen as a

complex. Indeed, the multiplication of A serves as our composition morphisms µ : Homp˚, ˚q b

Homp˚, ˚q “ A b A Ñ A. In this way the theory of dg-categories can be considered as a

generalized theory of dg-algebras with many objects.

2. By a similar argument we can consider any k-linear category as a dg-category. If C is such a

category then for any pair of objects x, y P C , the Hom set carries by definition a k-vector space

structure which we can consider as a complex concentrated in degree 0. In other words the

cochain complex defined as Hompx, yqi :“ 0 if i “ 0 and HomC px, yq otherwise, can be used

to enrich our category C so that this forms a dg-category.
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3. The category of cochain complexes itself if we are to use the internal Hom cochain complex.

Recall that for two complexes E ,F P C pkq there exists a cochain complex HompE ,F q given by

HompE ,F qn :“ Πj´i“nHompE i,F jq

Using these complexes as the Hom in C pkq, we get a dg-category.

We have mentioned already a few times that a dg-category must be thought as an enhancement of

a triangulated category. As triangulated categories are by definition regular 1-categories, we would like

to be able to always point towards an underlying 1-category that comes within any given dg-category.

Let us define:

Definition 4.2.2. Let T be a dg-category. The homotopy category H0pT q of T is the category with

the same class of objects as T and, if x, y P H0pT q we let the Hom sets be given as

HomH0pT qpx, yq :“ H0pHomT px, yqq

For this to actually form a category we need at the least a composition rule and an identity

morphism induced from that of the one in T . This follows directly from recalling that the composition

and unit morphism are morphisms of complexes. As k is concentrated in degree 0, we immediately

have that dp1xq “ 0 for all x P T .

Recall that the differential of the tensor product of complexes is given by

dpg b fq “ dpgq b f ` p´1q|g|g b dpfq

If f P Z0pHompy, zqq and g P Z0px, yq then dpg b fq and so µy,z,x ˝ d “ 0, thus µy,z,xpg b fq P

H0pHompx, zqq.

Just as in regular category theory the next step and one of great importance is to describe ways in

which we can compare different dg-categories. Structure preserving functors can be described in our

case as the collection of the following data

Definition 4.2.3. Let T ,T 1 be dg-categories, a dg-functor F : T Ñ T 1 is a functor enriched over

C pkq, in other words:

1. An assignment x P T ÞÑ F pxq P T 1

2. For every pair of objects x, y P T , a morphism of cochain complexes ϕx,y : Hompx, yq Ñ

HomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq

3. For every three objects x, y, z P F we require the commutativity of the diagram:

Hompy, zq bHompx, yq
ϕy,zbϕx,y

//

µy,z,x

��

HomT 1 pF pyq,F pzqq bHomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq

µFpyq,Fpzq,Fpxq

��

Hompx, zq
ϕx,z

// HomT 1 pF pxq,F pzqq
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4. For every element x P T , an assignment ex : 1x ÞÑ 1Fpxq

5. For every pair of objects x, y P T , we have commutative diagrams:

Hompx, yq b k

ϕx,y

++

ϕx,yb1Fpxq
// HomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq bHomT 1 pF pxq,F pxqq

µFpxq,Fpyq,Fpxq

��

HomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq

k bHompx, yq

ϕx,y

++

1Fpyqbϕx,y
// HomT 1 pF pyq,F pyqq bHomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq

µFpyq,Fpyq,Fpxq

��

HomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq

Considering the category of dg-functors in itself will be of great importance as it in regular category

theory. In fact, that the category of dg-functors carries itself a dg-category structure as we will see

ahead is a basic but rather important property that will allow us obtain information that would have

remain hidden in the triangulated category world.

As a special case of the category of dg-functors we describe the category of dg-modules over a given

dg-category T . This is in the same fashion that we would study module categories over a ring or over

a monoid in a given monoidal category that we are used to in algebra. As we will see ahead the role

played by dg-categories of modules is of similar nature, the idea is that modules over a dg-category T

should be thought as representations in the dg-category of cochain complexes.

Just as we do in categories, for any given dg-category T there exists an opposite dg-category given by

the same objects as those of T and whose Hom complexes are, for two objects x, y P T , the cochain

complex HomT py, xq. Indeed it is not hard to verify that with the obvious composition and unit, the

necessary conditions are satisfied for this to be a dg-category too.

In particular, if A is a dg-algebra seen as a single-object dg-category as we explained in our examples

above, the opposite of this dg-category is nothing but the opposite dg-algebra whose multiplication xy

is now defined as yx P A.

Let us

Definition 4.2.4. Let T be a dg-category, the category of (right) dg-modules over T is the category

of dg functors T op Ñ C pkq and dg-natural transformations between them as functors. We will denote

this category by T op ´Mod

Analogously we have a notion of left T -module if we consider functors T Ñ C pkq. This category

will be in turn denoted simply by T ´Mod.

Notice that this concept above generalizes directly the notion of dg-module over a dg-algebra. Indeed if

we take T to be a one-object dg-category, so a dg-algebra, and we consider (right or left) dg-modules
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in the sense of definition 4.2.4, a dg-functor will associate a cochain complex to the single object of T

and the dg-algebra structure corresponding to the endomorphism of the object will act on the cochain

complex on the right or on the left. This is precisely the usual definition of right and left dg-module

over a dg-algebra.

We have yet to describe dg-natural transformations between general dg-functors. As we will be almost

exclusively concerned about them only in the context of dg-modules over a dg-category we will only

give an explicit description of this case for clarity, although the general case is completely analogous.

With the formal analogy relating dg-modules over a dg-algebra and dg-modules over a dg-category, we

ought to think about dg-natural transformations as corresponding to morphisms between dg-modules:

Definition 4.2.5. Let T be a dg-category and let us consider T op ´Mod and see that it has a natural

dg-category structure. For two dg-functors F ,G P T op ´Mod the morphisms HomT op´ModpF ,G q

are given by families of morphisms of cochain complexes pϕxq˚ P HomC pkqpF pxq,G pxqq for all x P T ,

and such that if f P HomT px, yq we have that the following diagram commutes up to a sign

F pyq
ϕy
//

Fpfq

��

G pyq

G pfq

��

F pxq
ϕx // G pxq

And for which the differentials are given objectwise, that is, as HomC pkqpF pxq,G pxqq is a cochain

complex itself, it has a differential and so the differential of the natural transformation pϕxq˚
xPT is

calculated by,

dpϕ˚
xq “ pdϕxq˚

The more general case of dg-natural transformations between two arbitrary dg-functors is exactly

the same, as the target dg-category has complexes as Hom’s, it has a differential and so the differential

of a dg-natural transformation is calculated object-wise.

In this full general situation, we have that there exists a 2-category dg ´ catk with k-dg-categories as

objects, morphisms given by dg-functors and 2-morphisms corresponding to dg-natural transformations.

We remark that while it is an important fact that dg-functors carry a dg-category structure, we won’t

be using the 2-category structure itself.

As in the case of regular 1-categories, a Yoneda theorem will be of great utility. Here we present a

weak Yoneda lemma for dg-categories as C pkq-enriched categories, but as we will see soon it is a more

subtle Yoneda lemma that takes into account the homotopical structure the version that will suit us

more often. In any case, let us briefly recount:

Let T be a dg-category and x P T an object, then the module given by

hx :“ HomT px, q : T op Ñ C pkq
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which associates y P T the cochain complex HomT px, yq and we have morphisms in C pkq

HomT py, zq “ HomT oppz, yq Ñ HomC pkqpHomT px, zq, HomT px, yqq

If ϕ P HomT py, zqn this chain map associates ϕ to the family pψq P HompHomT pz, xqi, HomT py, xqjq,

with j ´ i “ n, which maps α P HomT pz, xqi to the image µpα b ϕq under the composition

HomT pz, xqn bHomT py, zqj´n Ñ HomT py, xqj .

It is natural to consider the following definition

Definition 4.2.6. Let T be a dg-category, the Yoneda embedding is the dg-functor:

h : T Ñ T op ´Mod

Which maps x P T to hx

We can justify this nomenclature as it is possible to show that this dg-functor is full and faithful

in the sense that there is an isomorphism of complexes for any x, y P T

HomT op´Modphx, hyq – HomT px, yq

. We also have a co Yoneda embedding by the dg-functor

h : T op Ñ T ´Mod

Which takes x P T and maps it to the left module HomT p , xq : T Ñ C pkq.

As usual we call a right T -module representable if it is isomorphic in T op ´ Mod to a right module

of the form hx for some x P T .

As is the case for enriched categories, one can define a tensor product b of dg-categories which

makes dg ´ cat into a closed monoidal category.

Definition 4.2.7. If T ,T 1 are dg-categories, we define their tensor product as the dg-category T bT 1

with objects given by pairs px, x1q P T ˆ T 1, and cochain complexes between pairs of objects

HomT bT 1 ppx, x1q, py, y1qq :“ HomT px, yq bC pkq HomT 1 px1, y1q

And with composition here given entry-wise in the obvious way.

Now that we are able to take these tensor products, we can consider a particular sort of dg-module

which will play an essential role in our theory.

Definition 4.2.8. Let T ,T 1 be dg-categories. A left module T b T 1op Ñ C pkq will be called a

dg-bimodule
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The idea of these objects is as in regular algebra, the action of the endomorphism complexes in

the domain must act both on the right and the left of the resulting chain complex. In other words, F

is a pT ,T 1q-bimodule and if x P T and y P T , there is an action of EndT pxq on F px, yq P C pkq

on the left and EndT 1 pyq acts on the F px, yq on the right.

Notice for example that if we are given an object x P T and we a pT ,T 1q ´bimodule then this object

x induces a left T 1-module F px, q : T 1 Ñ C pkq, similarly we can construct right T -modules in the

an analogous way.

With this general theory we can now start discussing the homotopy theory of dg-categories.

4.2.1 Homotopy theory of dg-categories

Our goal through this section is provide the basic facts about the homotopy theory of dg-categories.

The rough idea is that while the category of dg-categories we considered in the previous section has

plenty of structure to work on, if we wish to understand the homological nature that a dg-category

encodes we need to work with a much more flexible theory.

What we mean by this is that equivalence of dg-categories as C pkq-enriched categories is too coarse of

a notion and the resulting notion would give us dg-categories which contain, in a specific way, the same

homological information yet they are not equivalent. We will then present a model category structure

on dg ´ catk, the Dwyer-Kan structure, and will establish the properties that will allow us to sketch a

proof of Toën’s Morita theory for dg-categories.

We assume the reader is familiar with the general theory of model categories and so we won’t be

revisiting the theory in full detail from the beginning, although we will do our best to keep the more

technical results well referenced, and if necessary we will point to the main arguments required for their

proofs. For a general comprehensive introduction the reader can follow for example [Hov07, Hir03].

In particular the result we are looking forward to is a derived version of the famous Eilenberg-Watts

theorem which completely describes exact functors between categories of modules over a ring as func-

tors equivalent to tensoring by a bimodule. The same phenomena occurs here if we have the correct

notion of equivalence in place.

We proceed first by recalling some properties of model categories and then we present the so called

Dwyer-Kan model structure on dg ´ catk, then we explain how to derive the tensor product from

definition 4.2.7 so that the homotopy category of the model category carries a symmetric closed

monoidal structure. We describe the derived internal Hom object and show that the homotopical

version of the Yoneda embedding induces an equivalence between these internal Hom’s ( Theorem

4.2.6 [Toë07][Theorem 7.2] ). Afterwards we will be able to discuss the lifting problems for triangulated

categories and triangulated functors between them in the case of smooth projective varieties.
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4.2.2 The Dwyer-Kan model structure

The so called Dwyer-Kan model structure was first introduced as a Quillen model structure for simplicial

sets. In general terms if we consider categories enriched over a category which itself carries a model

category structure, we can exploit this extra structure to declare two enriched categories as weak

equivalent if they are locally so. In other words, an enriched functor will be a weak equivalence if

it induces an weak equivalence between Hom objects and the functor is in some fashion essentially

surjective.

Let us recall a couple definitions and fix some notation

Definition 4.2.9. Let C be a model category, the homotopy category of C is the localizationHopC q :“

C rW´1s at weak equivalences.

In a model category C we denote by Q : C Ñ C and R : C Ñ C its cofibrant and fibrant

replacement functors, respectively.

Definition 4.2.10. A model category is called proper if weak equivalences are preserved by pullback

and pushout along fibrations and cofibrations, respectively. In other words, if f : x Ñ y is a weak

equivalence, g : z Ñ y a fibration, then the left vertical morphism in the following pullback diagram is

a weak equivalence

xˆy z //

��

z

��
x // y

And, if h : x Ñ z is a cofibration then the right vertical morphism in the following pushout diagram is

too a weak equivalence

x

��

// y

��
z // y \x z

We will make use of the fact that the model categories we use have good generating properties,

to make this precise we should recall the following series of definitions

Definition 4.2.11. Let C be a category with all small colimits and S a collection of morphisms of C .

An object x P C is small relative to S if there exists a cardinal κ such that for all κ-filtered ordinals λ

and all λ-sequences of morphisms in S, of the form

x0 Ñ x1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ xβ Ñ . . .

we have an isomorphism

colimβăλHomC px, xβq – HomC px, colimβăλxβq
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Definition 4.2.12. Let C be a category with all colimits and I is a set of morphisms of C , then a

relative I-cell complex is a morphism f : x Ñ y in C such that f is a transfinite compositionX : λ Ñ C ,

so f : X0 “ x Ñ lim
Ñ

X “ y, and for any β ` 1 ă λ, there is a morphism c Ñ d P I and a pushout

diagram,

c

��

// xβ

��
d // xβ`1

We denote by cell(I) the collection of relative I-cell complexes.

Furthermore, we need the following collections of morphisms

Definition 4.2.13. Let C be a category with all colimits and I a set of morphisms of C

1. rlp(I) is the collection of morphisms of C with the right lifting property with respect to I.

2. llp(I) is the collection of morphisms of C with the left lifting property with respect to I.

3. cof(I) is the collection llp(rlp(I))

Definition 4.2.14. A model category is called cofibrantly generated if there exist sets of morphisms

I, J of C such that cof(I) are the cofibrations of C and cof(J) are the acyclic cofibrations of C and

both I and J admit the small object argument.

In this case I will be referred to as the generating cofibrations and J as the generating trivial (acyclic)

cofibrations.

Let us recall the small object argument refers to the following very important result

Theorem 4.2.15. Let C be a category with all colimits and let I be a collection of morphisms on

C such that it is small relative to cellpIq. Then any morphism f : x Ñ y P C has a (functorial)

factorization

x
h

ÝÑ x1 g
ÝÑ y “ x

f
ÝÑ y

Where h P cellpIq and g P rlppIq

The fact that a model category is cofibrantly generated has very useful consequences, we list some

which we might find useful to keep in mind. First we have the transfer theorem which allows us to put

a cofibrantly generated model category structure on a category provided there exists an adjoint functor

pair involving one cofibrantly generated model category.

Theorem 4.2.16. (Kan, cf. [Hir03][Theorem 11.3.2]) Let C be a cofibrantly generated model category

with generating cofibrations I and generating trivial cofibrations J . Let D be a category with all small

limits and colimits and consider an adjoint functor pair

F : C Õ D : G
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If the sets F pIq, F pJq permit the small object argument and G takes relative F pJq-cell complexes

to weak equivalences, then there exists a cofibrantly generated model category structure on D with

F pIq and F pJq as the sets of generating cofibrations and the set of generating trivial cofibrations,

respectiveley. And for which the set of weak equivalences are the morphisms that correspond to weak

equivalences in C by the functor G.

Definition 4.2.17. A model category C is stable if it has a zero object and the loop-suspension adjoint

Ω % Σ induce an equivalence of categories at the level of homotopy categories.

A useful property to keep in mind while working with stable model categories is that their homotopy

categories admit a triangulated category structure.

The next theorem is too of great importance as it will allow us to characterize our model categories as

categories of modules of certain endomorphism algebra. To us this is crucial as we will greatly reduce

our arguments by using this particular model instead.

Theorem 4.2.18. (Schwede-Shipley [SS03][Theorem 3.1.1]) Let C be a proper, stable, cofibrantly

generated model category with a compact generator P . Then there exists a chain of Quillen equivalences

between C and the category of modules over the endomorphism algebra of P .

C » EndpP q ´Mod

The theorem cited above is given under different hypothesis in [SS03], namely their Theorem

3.1.1 concerns simplicial model categories. These are model categories with a compatible simplicial set

enrichment structure, however as they note earlier in their paper it is enough to ask for proper stable,

cofibrantly generated model categories since by a result from [RSS01] these categories are Quillen

equivalent to a simplicial model category.

Remark 4.2.19. Now let us remark that there exists a model category structure on the category of

(unbounded) cochain complexes C pkq that can be shown to be proper and cofibrantly generated. In this

model structure we declare weak equivalences to be quasi-isomorphisms and fibrations to be degree-wise

epimorphisms.

In fact we can say a little bit more and describe concretely the generating cofibrations. LetM P k´Mod

and let SnM denote the following cochain complex concentrated in degree n

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ M Ñ 0 Ñ . . .

And DnM similarly concentrated in degrees n-1 and n,

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ M Ñ M Ñ 0 Ñ . . .

Then we can pick as generating cofibrations of C pkq the family I of morphisms Sn´1k Ñ Dnk, and J

the generating trivial cofibrations as the complex morphisms 0 Ñ Dnk.
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As a remark, when we are working over a field k, all cochain complexes are both fibrant and

cofibrant in this model structure.

We will not only need to put a model structure on the whole category of dg-categories, but we will

also be interested in putting model category structures on specific sorts of C pkq-enriched categories

in a way that makes the enrichment compatible with the model structure. It is in this interaction and

compatibility between the global homotopy category of dg-categories and the internal model structure

that we can put on a single specific C pkq-enriched category where the core of some arguments will take

place so it is important to describe both in some detail.

Definition 4.2.20. Let M be a category, a C pkq-model structure on M consists on a model category

structure on M and a functor b : C pkq ˆ M Ñ M such that:

1. For every A,B P C pkq and every X P M there are natural isomorphisms A b pB b Xq –

pAbC pkq Bq bX, k bX – X. Satisfying commutativity of the following diagrams:

ppAbC pkq Bq bC pkq Cq bX //

��

pAbC pkq pB bC pkq Cqq bX

++

AbC pkq ppB bC pkq Cq bXq

pAbC pkq Bq b pC bXq // Ab pB b pC bXqq

33

pAbC pkq kq bX //

��

pAbXq

Ab pk bXq

77

2. Given two cofibrations i : A Ñ B, j : X Ñ Y in C pkq and M respectively, the induced morphism

is a cofibration AbY
š

AbX BbX Ñ BbY , and is an equivalence provided i, j are equivalences

themselves.

3. For every two objects X,Y P M there is an internal Hom complex HompX,Y q P C pkq giving

natural isomorphisms HomC pkqpA,HompX,Y qq – HomM pAbX,Y q where A P C pkq

In the case where the tensoring operation b of a C pkq-model category might cause some confusion

when appearing among other identical symbols we will denote it as bM .

The first thing to notice after this definition is that the existence of the internal Homs automati-

cally makes a C pkq-model category into a dg-category. Let us note that C pkq itself with the model

category structure described above forms a C pkq-model category trivially when considered as a monoidal

category. We have nonetheless a less trivial example:
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Example 4.2.2. Let T be a dg-category, then the category of T -modules F : T Ñ C pkq, carries a

C pkq-model category structure.

The model structure on T -Mod can be explicitly descried by declaring a morphism f : F Ñ G of

T -modules as a weak equivalence if for any x P T , the induced morphism fx : F pxq Ñ G pxq is a

quasi-isomorphism.

We say that f : F Ñ G is a fibration if in turn it is a fibration in C pkq.

With this structure and using the fact that C pkq is a cofibrantly generated with generating cofibrations

I and generating trivial cofibrations J , then T -Mod is also cofibrantly generated with generating

cofibrations given by those morphisms of T -modules of the form

hx bC pkq C
idbf
ÝÑ hx bC pkq D (4.2.1)

Where x, y P T and f : C Ñ D P I.

As T -Mod is a dg-category itself, the internal Hom object will simply be the Hom cochain complex

objects of T -Mod and the tensoring by C pkq is defined degree-wise.

All that rest to check is condition 2 in definition 4.2.20, this can be checked precisely by considering

the generating cofibrations we described above.

Let Sn´1k Ñ Dnk be a generating cofibration in C pkq as we described above in remark 4.2.20 , we

can then pick as generating cofibrations a family of morphisms of the form hx b Sn´1k Ñ hx b Dnk

for some x P T . If Sm´1k Ñ Dmk is another generating cofibration, we need to calculate the pushout

Sm´1k b hx bDn
ž

Sm´1kbhxbSn´1

Dm b hx b Sn´1k

As the product Smk b Snk is again of the same form Sn`mk and the product Dmk b Snk is of the

form Dn`mk, and the pushouts are calculated degree-wise we see that the pushout is

Dn`m´1k b hx
ž

Sm`n´2kbhx

Dm`n´1k b hx – Sn`m´2k b hx

And we can see that the morphism to Dnk bDmk b hx – Dn`mk ‘Dn`m´1k b hx is a cofibration

as it is a right lift of a generating cofibration Sn`m´2k Ñ Dn`m´1k

In fact the case we describe above is rather similar to a more general situation. If M is a cofibrantly

generated C pkq-model category and T is a dg-category, then the category of C pkq-enriched functors

M T carries an object-wise C pkq-model category structure induced by that of M and it can be shown

that it is also cofibrantly generated, and one is able to pick as generating cofibrations morphisms of the

form

hx bA Ñ hx bB

For some object x P T and A Ñ B a generating cofibration of M . This is in exactly the same fashion

as we had for T -modules in 4.2.1 above.

In this level of generality we also have that the internal Hom given by the C pkq-model category structure
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can be derived into derived internal Hom bifunctor

RHom : HopM C qop ˆHopM C q Ñ HopC pkqq

As we have mentioned above, given a C pkq-model category M we can see this as a dg-category with

the internal Hom object provided by the C pkq-model structure. We can do slightly better and consider

instead the category IntpM q of fibrant and cofibrant objects of M as a dg-category with the same

Hom cochain complex object. We will use this construction very often in the future, and in particular

we rely on the following proposition to link the categories underlying category after taking H0 and the

homotopy category of M

Proposition 4.2.21. Let M be a C pkq-model category, then there exists a natural equivalence of

categories

H0pIntpM qq » HopM q

Proof. This follows from the fact that the derived Hom RHom in HopM q corresponds to the internal

Hom in M after taking cofibrant and fibrant replacements. Combining this with the adjunction formula

that comes from the fact M is a C pkq-model category, we obtain the required result

H0pRHompx, yqq » HomHopC pkqqpk,RHompx, yqq » HomHopMqpx, yq

For all x, y P M .

Back to the case of T -modules over a dg-category T , the dg-modules hx P T -Mod are fibrant as

all cochain complexes HomT py, xq are fibrant in the model category of C pkq, to see that all modules

of the form hx for some x P T are cofibrant, it is enough to recall that a generating cofibration in

T -Mod is of the form

hx b Sn´1k Ñ hx bDnk

This implies that the Yoneda embedding of Definition 4.2.6 factorizes through IntpT ´ Mod).

Definition 4.2.22. Let T be a dg-category. A dg-module F P T op-Mod is called quasi-representable

if it is equivalent in HopT op ´ Modq to a module of the form hx

We denote the collection of such modules by pT ´Modqrqr.

Unwrapping this definition, for a quasi-representable module F P T op-Mod, for all i P Z we have

k-Module natural isomorphisms in y P T

HiF pyq – HiHomT py, xq.
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Before moving on, let us recall the following general construction. If f : T Ñ T 1 is a morphism of

dg-categories, and M is a cofibrantly generated C pkq-model structure, recall that there exists a Quillen

adjunction

f˚ : M T 1

ÐÑ M T : f! (4.2.2)

Where f˚ is simply the composition along f and f! is the left Kan extension along f :

T
f
//

��

T 1

}}

M

In general if we have F : T Ñ M we can calculate f!pF q at x P T 1 as

ż yPT

hfpyqpxq b F pyq.

To better illustrate this situation, we can put M “ C pkq and T “ A a dg-algebra seen as a one-object

dg-category. Here M T corresponds to the category of dg-modules over A as we have explained before.

Let F be a dg-module over A and x P T 1 any object. Then

f!pF qpxq – HomT 1 px, fpAqq b F pAq. (4.2.3)

The fact that this is a Quillen adjunction follows from the fact that both functor categories inherit

a cofibrantly generated C pkq-model category structure, indeed we only need to check that f˚ sends

generating cofibrations to cofibrations in M T 1

and generating trivial cofibrations to trivial cofibrations

in M T 1

.

We will be coming back to this particular description in the future, but first we need to describe the

homotopy theory on dg ´ catk.

Definition 4.2.23. Let T ,T 1 be dg-categories over k. We say that a dg-functor F : T Ñ T 1 is a

weak equivalence if

1. It is quasi-fully faithful. This means that the induced cochain complex morphism HomT px, yq Ñ

HomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq is a quasi-isomorphism for all x, y P T .

2. It is quasi-essentially surjective if H0pF q : H0pT q Ñ H0pT 1q is essentially surjective. So for

any x1 P H0pT 1q, there exists x P T such that F pxq » x1 in H0pT 1q.

A dg-functor F : T Ñ T 1 is on the other hand a fibration if

1. The induced morphism of complexes HomT px, yq Ñ HomT 1 pF pxq,F pyqq is a fibration in the

model structure of unbounded complexes.

2. For any isomorphism u1 : x1 Ñ y1 P H0pT 1q and any y P H0pT q such that F pyq “ y1, there is

an isomorphism u : x Ñ y in H0pT q such that H0pF qpuq “ u1.
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These classes of morphisms in the category of dg-categories form a model category structure called

the Dwyer-Kan model structure on dg-cat. The homotopy category dg ´ catkrw´1s, where w is the

class of weak equivalences above, of this structure will be denoted by Hqe.

We say that a dg-functor f P HqepT ,T 1q between two dg-categories T ,T 1 is a quasi-functor.

Before we introduced the concept of tensor product between dg-categories just as one generally does in

the context of enriched categories over a monoidal category. It would be really good if we could induce

a monoidal category structure on the homotopy category Hqe from this monoidal category, this often is

done by using what is known as a monoidal model category by establishing and checking compatibility

conditions between the model and the monoidal structures. Let us recall:

Definition 4.2.24. A monoidal model category on a model category M is the data of a monoidal

category b such that

1. For every pair of cofibrations f : X Ñ Y, g : X 1 Ñ Y 1 in M then the induced morphism

X b Y 1 > Y ˆX 1 Ñ Y ˆ Y 1 is a cofibration.

2. If I is the unit of the monoidal structure, and QI Ñ I is a cofibrant resolution, then the morphism

QI ˆX Ñ I bX – X is a weak equivalence.

If our model category is a monoidal model category then it can be shown that the homotopy

category turns into a monoidal category with the induced derived tensor product.

Unfortunately in our case the Dwyer-Kan model structure is not a monoidal model category with the

tensor product we have discussed, and the reason of this is that tensoring with a cofibrant object is not

cofibrant in general, Toën gives the following example:

Example 4.2.3. Let ∆1
k be the following dg-category:

0k
$$

k
((
1 k
zz

0

hh

then the dg-category ∆1
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is not a cofibrant dg-category while the category ∆1
k is.

It is for this reason then that we cannot directly induce a monoidal structure on the homotopy

category directly by localizing at quasi-isomorphisms. However it is entirely possible to derived the

tensor product by using a cofibrant replacement, we define

Definition 4.2.25. The derived tensor product of dg-categories is the bifunctor bL : dg ´ Cat ˆ

dg ´ Cat Ñ dg ´ Cat defined by

T bL T 1 :“ QpT q b T 1

where Qp q is a cofibrant replacement and b is the tensor product of dg-categories.

Remark 4.2.26. One nice property of the cofibrant replacement in this category is that it can be

chosen to be the identity on objects.

One of the main features of this derived tensor product and one of the main results of [Toë07] is

that the monoidal structure turns out to be closed and it is possible to exhibit a precise formula for the

internal hom bifunctor.

Theorem 4.2.27. The monoidal category pHqe,b
Lq is closed and for any two dg-categories T ,T 1

there is a natural isomorphism in Hqe

RHompT ,T 1q » IntppT b T 1qop ´Modrqrq

This previous result yields a number of corollaries, for example

Corollary 4.2.28. For any three dg-categories T ,T 1,T 2, there is a functorial isomorphism of simplicial

sets up to equivalence

MappT bL T 1,T 2q » MappT ,RHompT 1,T 2qq

Corollary 4.2.29. Let T be a dg-category, then the functor

bL T : dg ´ catsk Ñ dg ´ catsk

Commutes with homotopy colimits.

And finally,

Corollary 4.2.30. Given a quasi fully faithful morphism T Ñ T 1, and a dg-category T 1, the induced

morphism

RHompT 2,T q Ñ RHompT 2,T 1q

is quasi-fully faithful.
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These results are simply remarking some of the expected properties of a good closed monoidal

structure compatible with the rest homotopical information of the category.

With this in mind, let us now proceed to the Toën’s Morita theorem for dg-categories.

4.2.3 Morita theory of dg-categories

Coming to this section let us first recall the classical notions of Morita theory for rings. In some way,

this theory gives us a weaker form of equivalence from a representation theory point of view in which

we identify two rings or two algebras with each other in case their respective categories of modules are

equivalent, concretely R,S two non necessarely commutative rings are said to be Morita equivalent if

and only if there exists an equivalence of exact categories

Mod´R » Mod´ S

One known nontrivial example of this sort of equivalence comes from a ring and its ring of matrices of

any size, in particular this tells us that commutativity is not an invariant for this sort of equivalence.

Nevertheless some important module-theoretic properties do remain invariant under these equivalences

and so we are able to deduce certain properties by passing to a better behaved category that we might

have more knowledge of.

The nature of the equivalence functor is also very well understood, we have the following celebrated

theorem of Eilenberg-Watts:

Theorem 4.2.31. Given rings R and S and an R-S-bimodule N, the functor

bR N :Mod´R Ñ Mod´ S

between the categories of modules is right exact and preserves small coproducts.

Conversely, if a functor F :Mod´R Ñ Mod´ S is right exact and preserves small coproducts, then

it is naturally isomorphic to a functor of the form bR N with N an R-S-bimodule.

Although versions of this result can be found in many different context for formal reasons, in this

particular context we ought to interpret our dg-categories as a sort of many-object dg-algebras and so

as a vast generalization of rings. In this sense what remains to do is find a correct analogue concept

for the category of modules over such an object and establish exactly what sort of functor is the one

we will be using to compare our categories.

Here we would like to mention that this is also a good illustration of the power of dg-categories over

triangulated categories as it is hard to give a good description of categories of functors between two

derived categories in general, in the dg-category setting however Toën gave a result that reproduces

the core idea of the Eilenberg-Watts theorem above but in an adequate context of dg-categories.
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Let us start giving some general remarks. By the results discussed in the previous section we have that

T̂ :“ IntpT op ´Modq » RHompT op, IntpC pkqqq

In the homotopy category.

We will make use of the following key lemma about C pkq-enriched categories.

Lemma 4.2.32. LetM be a C pkq-enriched cofibrantly generated model category. Assume that the do-

main and codomain of a set of generating cofibrations are cofibrant inM . LetM0 be a full subcategory

of M closed under equivalences, and let IntpM0q be the full sub dg-category of IntpMq consisting of all

objects belonging to M0. If A is a cofibrant dg-category, letting HopMA
0 q denote the full sub-category

of HopMAq consisting of objects F P HopMAq such that F paq P M0 for any a P A. then one has a

natural isomorphism

HoM pA, IntpM0q » IsopHopM0qAq

We refer the reader to the proof of this proof in [Toë07, Lemma 6.2], but let us remark that

that idea behind the lemma is that in the case of the Dwyer-Kan model structure for dg-categories, we

have that it implies that our dg-categories T̂ of fibrant-cofibrant T -modules correspond to homotopy

classes RHompT op, IntpC pkqqq in Hqe. Which in turn implies the following useful characterization

HqepT , T̂ 1q » IsopHoppT bL T 1q ´Modqq » HqepT bL T 1op, k̂q

.

Definition 4.2.33. Let T be a dg-category. We denote by T̂pe the full dg-subcategory of those

modules which are compact objects. We call this category the category of perfect T -modules.

Alternatively, we might write Tpe, or even PerfdgpT q instead of T̂pe specially in the case when

working over a field, where there is no need to consider the p ˆ́ q operator, or when there is no chance

of confusion. For example if A is a dg-algebra, then PerfpAq denotes the category of compact fibrant-

cofibrant complexes over A.

Let us denote too by RHomcpT̂ ,T 1q the category of continuous dg-functors between the two dg-

categories T ,T 1. By this we mean those functors T̂ Ñ T̂ 1 such that they commute with direct sums

when passing to the homotopy category Hqe.

Definition 4.2.34. We call RHomcpT̂ , T̂ 1q the dg-category of Morita morphisms from T Ñ T 1, and

perfect Morita morphisms the dg-category RHompT̂pe, T̂
1
peq

We can now formulate the main theorem of this section

Theorem 4.2.35. [Toë07, Theorem 7.1] Let T be a dg-category and let y : T Ñ T op ´ Mod the

Yoneda embedding. For any other dg-category S , we have
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1. The pullback functor y˚ : RHomcpT̂ , Ŝ q Ñ RHompT , T̂ q is an isomorphism in Hqe.

2. The pullback functor y˚ : RHompT̂pe, Ŝpeq Ñ RHompT , Ŝpeq is an equivalence in Hqe

Proof. We give a rough outline of the proof:

Let y˚ : HqepT̂ bL A, Ŝ qc Ñ HqepT bL A, Ŝ q be the pullback of the Yoneda embedding, where

HqepT̂ bL A, Ŝ qc denotes the subset of morphisms such that T̂ bL A Ñ T̂ 1 such that for any a P A

we have that fp , aq is a continuous morphism.

Using that {Aop bL S » IntppA bL S q ´ Modq, and Lemma 4.2.32 we see that the equivalence we

need can be deduced from showing that the Quillen adjunction

y! : AbL S ´ModT Õ AbL T op ´ModT̂ : y˚

As we have described above. In this case however we can say that the image of Ly! consists of those
T̂ -modules which corresponds to continuous morphisms.

We have then that there is an equivalence of homotopy categories Ly! : HopA bL S ´ ModT q »

A bL T op ´ ModT̂ . To show that in fact the image of this morphism are the modules inducing a

continuous morphism it is observed that they are precisely the F P AbL S ´ModT such that for any

family of objects xi P T , there is an isomorphism in HopAbL S ´ModT q

à

F pxiq Ñ F p‘xiq

And as Ly! is fully faithful it is shown that y˚ reflects equivalences and then one uses that any T -

module can be expressed as a homotopy colimit of objects Z bL yx for cochain complexes Z P C pkq

and x P T .

The second part of the theorem follows the same strategy, but instead reduces to showing that there

is a Quillen equivalence

y! : AbL S ´ModT Õ AbL T op ´ModT̂pe : y˚

Using this result we arrive at the more well known form of the result

Corollary 4.2.36. Let T and S be two dg-categories, then there exists a natural isomorphism in Hqe

RHomcpT̂ , Ŝ q » {T op bL S

Proof. Indeed using the theorem, we have

RHomcpT̂ , Ŝ q » RHompT ,RHompS , k̂qq » RHompT bL S op, k̂q » {T op bL S
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Before going to give the applications of this result we need first to show that to a given derived

category we can assign a dg-category, more importantly that this works well with derived categories

of perfect complexes and that the choice of enhancement is unimportant for these purposes. That

is, that bounded derived categories of perfect complexes over a smooth projective variety have unique

dg-enhancements.

4.3 Enhancements of triangulated categories and triangulated

functors

We will follow mostly [CS17], [LO10], and [Kel94] on this section.

As we have anticipated through this chapter, the use of dg-categories serves the purpose of enhancing

triangulated categories in the sense that to a given triangulated category we would like to have a

dg-category which somehow contains the information of the triangulated category. The conceptual

simpleness of dg-categories in contrast to triangulated categories will allow for some more systematic

use of the dg-categories to perform the required operations.

It is in fact how historically dg-categories were first introduced, in [BK90] dg-categories were introduced

precisely with this purpose. Since then different uses have been conceived for similar purposes. Here

we present a review of them.

We make our goal a bit more precise

Definition 4.3.1. Let K be a triangulated category. We say that a dg-category T is a dg-enhancement

if there exists a triangulated equivalence

ϵ : H0pT q Ñ K

Definition 4.3.2. Let K be a triangulated category and let T and S two enhancements ϵ : H0pT q Ñ

K , ϵ1 : H0pS q Ñ K . We say that K has a unique enhancement if there is a quasi-functor f : T Ñ

S such that H0pfq is an equivalence of triangulated categories.

Recall that a Frobenius category is an exact category with enough projectives and injectives, and

such that both classes of objects coincide. The stable category of a Frobenius category E, StpEq is the

category localized at morphisms which factor through a projective/injective. We say that a sequence

of dg-modules over a dg-category T ,

0 Ñ L Ñ M Ñ N Ñ 0

admits a conflation if there is a section s P HompM,Lq0 such that composing with L Ñ M is the

identity.

If T is a dg-category, then the category of modules over T is a Frobenius category. We will define a
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class of distinguished triangles in StpT ´Modq.

First, let us consider M Ñ N a morphism of T -modules, and let M Ñ I Ñ M 1 a conflation. Then

consider the pushout R given by the roof I Ð M Ñ N .

We declare the triangle

M Ñ N Ñ R Ñ M r1s

to be a distinguished triangle. It can be shown that these triangles give rise to the structure of a trian-

gulated category on StpT ´Modq and as it can too be shown that it is equivalent to H0pT ´Modq,

we have that this latter category is canonically triangulated.

Definition 4.3.3. Let T be a dg-category. We say that it is pretriangulated if its image under the

functor H0pyT q : H0pT q Ñ H0pT ´Modq is a triangulated subcategory.

Although not every dg-category is pretriangulated, in light of the fact that T ´ Mod is, there

exists always a pretriangulated hull.

Definition 4.3.4. If T is a dg-category, we let T pre´tr be the smallest pretriangulated full dg-

subcategory of T ´Mod. In this way we are adding cones, direct sums and all that might be missing

from the original dg-category T

. Let us denote the triangulated category H0pT pre´trq by tripT q, and by perfpT q the full

subcategory of compact objects in tripT q.

Remark 4.3.5. Given a dg-category T , the dg-category T̂ of fibrant-cofibrant objects is a pretrian-

gulated category, as shifts, cones and direct sums are all fibrant and fibrant-cofibrant in the category of

dg-modules T op ´ Mod. We see from Proposition 4.2.21 that in fact DpT q » H0pT̂ q and we have

that perfpT q is enhanced by T̂pe “ PerfdgpT q.

In [BK90] Bondal and Kapranov provided a particular model for the dg-category T pre´tr by means

of twisted complexes. For a dg-category T let us denote this particular dg-category by TwpT q.

The objects of TwpT q consist of collections tpEiqiPZ, qij : Ei Ñ Eju where Ei are objects in T

almost all 0, and qij are morphisms in T of degree i´ j ` 1 such that

dqij ` Σkqkjqik “ 0.

Chain complex morphism objects between twisted chains C “ tEi, qiju and C 1 “ tE1
i, q

1
iju are given

by

HomkpC,C 1q :“ >l`j´i“kHom
l
T pEi, E

1
jq.

And differential

df “ dT f ` Σmpqjmf ` p´1qlpi´m`1qfqmiq.
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It can be shown that TwpT ‘q is quasi-equivalent to T pre´tr , where T ‘ is the dg-category T closed

by finite direct sums.

We would like to point out that in the literature both approaches seem to be taken by different authors,

since the work of Keller in [Kel94] it has been clear that it is possible to treat dg-categories as we treat

categories of complexes and derive them as one does in homological algebra without making explicit

the model structure that allows us to do this. In [Toë07] on the other hand one uses the homotopy

theory language to relate the different model structures at play.

It is for this reason that in our concrete context of dg-categories of derived categories of varieties,

Theorem 4.2.18 is presented in this fashion in the language of model categories, while for example in

[Orl16] the result is attributed back to Keller. Both of these claims are evidently correct, but come from

different flavors of the same theory. As evidence of this, some of the discussion of dg-enhancements is

presented from the latter point of view.

To give a dg-enhancement of the derived category of an abelian category, we recall that by definition

this category is simply the localization at quasi-isomorphisms of the category of cochain complexes.

Equivalent to this definition is that a derived category is the quotient of the category of cochain com-

plexes at acyclic complexes, those complexes which are cohomologically zero. We denote the collection

of all acyclic complexes AcpA q

It should be clear that given an abelian category, its category of cochain complexes CpA q is a pretri-

angulated dg-category as it is an enhancement of the homotopy category of complexes.

Definition 4.3.6. Let T be a dg-category and let S Ă T be a full sub dg-category. The quotient

T {S is the dg-category with the same collection of objects as T and such that for every s P S we

add a morphism s Ñ s in degree ´1 so that dps Ñ sq “ Ids

With this definition of the quotient of dg-categories it is possible to show that H0pT q{H0pS q »

H0pT {S q, and we can now see that the derived category of an abelian category A can be enhanced

by the quotient CpA q{AcpA q.

The same can be done about bounded ( below, above, and both ) derived categories by simply taking

the corresponding subcategories of CpA q and by consequence of AcpA q.

We can consider the derived category of a general dg-category T ([Kel94]). Let AcpT q be the dg-

subcategory of dg-modules T ´Mod of those modules acyclic on every object. We have then:

Definition 4.3.7. Let T be a dg-category, the derived category DpT q is the quotient H0pT ´

Mod{AcpT qq.

This derived category is always triangulated as it is a Verdier quotient of the triangulated category

H0pT ´Modq.

For a scheme we have that there always exists a dg-enhancement, but there are two main issues
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yet to solve.

The first one is, are these enhancements unique? If they were not unique then we would then need

to understand in which ways they are not so to understand when to pick which enhancement. And

the second problem is, even if they were unique the model we have describe here is rather complicated

to work with in practice, a category of complexes without many properties can be hard to manipulate

without much information about the abelian category.

As for the uniqueness, we can immediately present the relevant result in our case

Theorem 4.3.8. [CS18] Let G be a Grothendieck category with small set of generators S such that

1. S is closed under finite coproducts

2. Every object of S is a noetherian object

3. If f ;A1 Ñ A is an epimorphism of G with A,A1 P S, then Kerpfq P S.

4. For every A P S, there is NpAq ą 0 such that DpGqpA,A1rNpAqsq “ 0 for every A1 P S

Then DpGqc has a unique enhancement

Under this general theorem Canonaco and Stellari are able to show the following very general

corollary in the geometric context

Corollary 4.3.9. If X is a noetherian concentrated algebraic stack with quasi-finite affine diagonal and

with enough perfect coherent sheaves, then PerfpXq has a unique enhancement.

Certainly the spaces we deal with in this thesis fall under the hypothesis above so we can use this

to assure ourselves that our derived categories of perfect complexes have unique enhancements.

As for different models, let us present a couple that are usually helpful in applications.

Definition 4.3.10. Let T be a dg-category, we call a T -module M homotopically projective (h-

projective) if for any acyclic T -module N , H0pHompN,Mqq “ 0.

The category of h-projective modules h ´ projpT q over T serve as a way to take resolution of

T -modules and in this way we can show that H0ph ´ projpT qq is equivalent to DpT q the derived

category of T .

This we can use then to give a model for whenever we have an equivalence with a derived category of

a dg-category, we can take in turn h-projective modules.

In concrete situations like in geometric settings we have

Theorem 4.3.11. For a smooth projective space the dg-category of bounded injective complexes of

quasi-coherent sheaves with bounded cohomology is an enhancement of the bounded derived category

DbpXq
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There is similarly the Cech resolutions in the same situation as above. For this, we consider the

sub dg-category of bounded complexes of locally free sheaves of finite rank.

Let us consider an open affine cover tUi, . . . , Uku , then any bounded complex of locally free sheaves

of finite rank can be written as

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ Pm Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Pm`p Ñ 0 Ñ . . .

Let us consider the resolution of P consisting of coproducts of the form i˚i
˚P j where i : U Ñ X is

the inclusion from an open U of the form XUi. The smallest pretriangulated category which contains

these resolutions for every bounded complex of locally free sheaves of finite rank can be shown to be

an enhancement of DbpXq.

Now that we have seen that our spaces and spaces of geometric nature can be enhanced in great

generality, we are still left with the question of whether a triangulated functor can be lifted to a functor

between dg-enhancements.

To be more explicit,

Definition 4.3.12. Let K ,K 1 be triangulated categories with dg-enhancements Kdg,K 1
dg. We say

that an exact functor F : K Ñ K 1 has a dg-lift if there exists a morphism f P HqepKdg,K 1
dgq such

that H0pfq “ F .

From now on let us fix and denote by PerfdgpXq a dg-enhancement of a derived category of

perfect complexes over a space X, and similarly we put QCohdgpXq for a dg-enhancement of the

derived category of quasi coherent sheaves on X.

A consequence of Theorem 4.2.35 is the following

Theorem 4.3.13. Let X,Y be two quasi-compact and separated schemes over k, assume that one is

flat over k. Then there exists an isomorphism in Hqe

RHomcpQCohdgpXq, QCohdgpY qq » QCohdgpX ˆk Y q

Proof. Again we give a rough sketch of the proof.

The first step is to realize that both QCohdgpXq and QCohdgpY q have a compact generator by

[BVdB03] and thus are equivalent to a category the category of modules over the endomorphism

algebra. To be precise we have an isomorphism in Hqe

QCohdgpXq » ÂX , QCohdgpY q » ÂY

Where AX and AY are respectively the dg endomorphism algebras of the compact generator of X and

Y .

It is then shown that the categories of left and right modules over these rings are equivalent, and so

there is an isomorphism in Hqe, ÂX » Âop
X by using the dual perfect complex of the compact generator

of QCohdgpXq.
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Using that one of the two spaces if flat over k, it can be then shown that {AX bL AY » QCohdgpXˆkY q

in Hqe.

To show this it is used that the external tensor product of the compact generators is a compact generator

of the derived category of the product X ˆk Y .

Finally, we obtain

RHomcpQCohdgpXq, QCohdgpY qq » RHomcpÂX , ÂY q » RHompAX , ÂY q

By Theorem 4.2.35. It follows that

RHompAX , ÂY q » {AX bL
k AY » QCohdgpX ˆk Y q

As a corollary of this, in the smooth case we have

Theorem 4.3.14. Let X and Y be two smooth and proper schemes over k. Then there exists an

isomorphism in Hqe

RHompPerfdgpXq, P erfdgpY qq » PerfdgpX ˆk Y q

Essentially what this theorem is telling us is that there is a correspondence in the smooth case

between dg-lifts of exact functors between derived categories of perfect complexes and Fourier-Mukai

transforms given by kernels in PerfdgpX ˆk Y q.

As it would be good to expand on how to use theorem to see any F P RHompPerfdgpXq, P erfdgpY qq

as the corresponding Fourier-Mukai transform with kernel in PerfdgpXˆkY q, we explain in more detail

how to make use of the equivalence.

Let us first start by replacing PerfdgpXq and PerfdgpY q by the categories of modules ÂX and ÂY .

Recall that RHompA,Bq » IntpAbL Bop ´Modrqrq and by the Morita theorem we have that

RHompPerfpAXq, P erfpAY qq » RHompAX , P erfpAY q

By pulling back the Yoneda embedding along AX Ñ ÂX .

Some F P RHompPerfpAXq, P erfpAY qq corresponds in RHompAX , P erfpAY q to y˚pF q to a right

quasi-representable module. This means a AX bL PerfpAY qop-module equivalent in the model struc-

ture of dg-modules, to AX bL PerfpAY qp ,Mq for some AX bL PerfpAY qop-module.

In other words we have that seeingAX as dg-category with one object ˚, y˚pF qp˚q :“ F pPerfpAXqp˚, qq P

PerfpAY q which we see is equivalent to AX bL PerfpAY qopp ,Mq.

This in particular extends Theorem 1.1.37 from smooth projective varieties to smooth proper schemes.

Although we for the most part limit ourselves to the former case, we find the arguments presented in

this chapter more illuminating for our particular work.
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In general, however, it is not true that exact functors between triangulated categories can be lifted

not even in nice geometric settings. In [RVdBN19] an explicit example is given of such exact functor

that is not of Fourier-Mukai type.

To close this section let us mention the following criteria for uniqueness of dg-enhancements of exact

functors between derived categories of quasi-projective spaces.

Theorem 4.3.15. ([Gen16]) Let X,Y be two quasi-projective varieties and let E,E1 P DbpX ˆ Y q

such that their associated dg-Fourier-Mukai transforms ΦE
XÑY and ΦE1

XÑY are equivalent, and

HompΦE
XÑY pOXpnqq,ΦE

XÑY pOXpmqqrjsq “ HompΦE1

XÑY pOXpnqq,ΦE1

XÑY pOXpmqqrjsq “ 0.

For all j ă 0, and for all n,m P Z Then E – E1.

4.4 Morita model structure

In addition to the Dwyer-Kan model structure we have introduced in the previous sections, we can

in light of Toën’s Morita theorem, we can describe a further refinement of this model structure first

introduced by Tabuada in [Tab05a]. In this section we will summarize the results by Tabuada concerning

this model category structure.

Definition 4.4.1. A dg-functor F : T Ñ T 1 is a derived Morita equivalence if the extension of scalars

functor induces an equivalence between derived categories

DpT q » DpT 1q

This is equivalent to asking for the same restriction of scalars functor to induce an exact equivalence

between the triangulated categories perfpT q and perfpT 1q.

Notice too that any quasi-equivalence is a Morita equivalence, as if T and T 1 are quasi-equivalent

dg-categories then one can identify quasi-representable modules up to homotopy.

We have in fact that Morita equivalences are the weak-equivalences of a combinatorial model structure

Theorem 4.4.2. The category dg ´ catk has a combinatorial model category structure with weak-

equivalences given by Morita equivalences and cofibrant morphisms given by the cofibrant morphisms

of the Dwyer-Kan model structure.

Let us refer to this model structure as the Morita model structure and denote its homotopy

category as Hmo. Indeed we can say more,

Theorem 4.4.3. The Morita model structure is a Bousfield localization of the Dwyer-Kan model

structure
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One can show that the fibrant objects of this model structure are precisely those dg-categories T

enhancing perfpT q.

Just like the Dwyer-Kan model structure, we have that the homotopy category Hmo forms a symmetric

monoidal, as the derived tensor product bL of Hqe descends to Hmo. This symmetric monoidal cate-

gory structure is closed and thus we have an internal hom object RHommor.

Remark 4.4.4. There exists another model category structure we can impose on the category of dg-

categories which also refines quasi-equivalences as weak-equivalences. Instead of asking for the mor-

phisms to induce equivalences between the derived categories of the dg-categories, the quasi-equiconic

morphisms are those which induce equivalences between the triangulated hulls tripT q, tripT q.

These new class of weak-equivalences also forms a cofibrantly generated model category structure and

has as cofibrations those of the Dwyer-Kan model structure. Clearly, quasi-equiconic morphisms are

also Morita and so this model category structure sits in between the Dwyer-Kan model structure and

the Morita model structure.

As in the Morita case, the derived tensor product descends to the homotopy category and gives this a

closed symmetric category structure.

Our main interest in this model structure is in the comparison with the homotopy theory of k-

linear idempotent complete stable 8-categories developed in [Coh13] which we will review in Chapter 7.

4.5 Derived noncommutative schemes

We dedicate this section to quickly summarize basic definitions of noncommutative schemes ( in the

sense of Kontsevich ) . This language plays no substantial role in this work but it is in a certain way at

the core of the investigation that we have carried out. We follow the notation used in [Orl16, Orl18]

As we have see in Theorem 4.2.18 for a large class of schemes it is possible to give an equivalence in

Hqe between the dg-enhancement of its derived category with a category of modules over a dg-algebra.

In particular this algebra can be shown to be of bounded cohomology and so we obtain a first definition

Definition 4.5.1. A (derived) noncommutative scheme X over k is a k-linear dg-category equivalent

to PerfdgpRq where R is a cohomologically bounded dg-algebra over k.

A morphism of noncommutative schemes X,Y is simply a quasi-functor F : X Ñ Y . Together

with these morphisms we have a category of noncommutative schemes over k which we denote by

NCSchk.

We have mentioned that this definition encompasses the geometric case of interest, and so any suffi-

ciently nice scheme ( quasi-compact and quasi-separated is enough ) is in particular a noncommutative
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one.

On the other hand not all noncommutative schemes are schemes, we borrow the following example

from [BLS16]

Example 4.5.1. Let Λ “ kr˚ Ñ ˚s be the path algebra of the quiver ˚ Ñ ˚. then the derived category

of Λ has a dg-enhancement by [Orl16][Theorem 5.4], however this category has a Serre functor S and

it is such that Sb3 “ r1s and so DbpΛq cannot be the derived category of a smooth projective variety.

Now that we know there are noncommutative schemes which are not schemes, it makes sense to

describe geometric properties in terms of the properties of the category, for example we have:

Definition 4.5.2. A noncommutative scheme X “ PerfdgpRq is proper if
À

pPZH
ppHomXpM,Nqq

are finite dimensional k-vector spaces for any two perfect modules M,N P X.

It can be shown that this is equivalent to the cohomology algebra
À

pPZH
ppRq being finite di-

mensional.

Furthermore, if X is a separated scheme, then it is proper if and only if its dg-category PerfdgpXq is

proper.

Definition 4.5.3. A noncommutative scheme X is regular if its triangulated category has a strong

generator.

Similarly, when X is a quasi-compact and separated scheme then it is regular as a noncommutative

scheme if and only if it can be covered by open affine’s SpecpRiq with each Ri being of finite global

dimension.

Definition 4.5.4. A noncommutative scheme X is smooth over k if the bimodule px, yq ÞÑ Xpx, yq is

a compact object of X bXop-Mod.

As with the rest of the properties, in the case where X is of finite type, a commutative scheme is

smooth if and only if its category of perfect modules is smooth.

Finally we have:

Definition 4.5.5. We say a dg-category is saturated if it is proper, smooth and pretriangulated and its

triangulated category is idempotent complete.

A version of the story we have told so far about derived categories of smooth projective varieties

regarding Serre functors, semi-orthogonal decompositions and even of Toën’s Morita theorem can be

reproduced for noncommutative schemes. We refer to [Orl18] for a more through summary of the
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theory developed so far.

It is too in this setting where Orlov has developed a more systematic theory of gluing of dg-categories

by means of understanding orthogonal decompositions and enhancing the inclusions of such decom-

positions into bimodules using the theory we reviewed above. By using this one is then able to glue

different dg-categories by mean of bimodules and obtain new such categories.

To close, while noncommutative schemes might not be exactly equivalent to a derived category of

perfect complexes of a good behaved space, one can still consider the notion of geometric realizations

of a noncommutative scheme X. A geometric realization is nothing but a smooth projective scheme

Z such that its derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves admits an admissible subcategory such that

its enhancement is equivalent to X.

As we saw in the example above not all geometric noncommutative schemes are necessarily of the form

of a derived category of perfect complexes over a variety and so they are an interesting class to study

in a formal setting.

We denote the full category of saturated noncommutative schemes over k byNCSchsatpkq orNCSchsat

if the base is clear from context.

Remark 4.5.6. One important remark that we will be using in the future is that being smooth and

proper is a property closed by taking derived tensor products, but since being triangulated is not

preserved in general, we need to pass to perfect modules, so that for T ,T 1 P NCSchsatpkq we have

an assignment

NCSchsatpkq Ñ NCSchsatpT
1q

T ÞÑ {T bL
k T 1

pe



Chapter 5

Lifting tensor triangulated structures

As we discussed in the previous chapter, triangulated categories often present some technical difficulties.

To deal with that we have now seen it is possible to enhance both triangulated categories and functors

to the level of dg-categories and there we are then able to obtain some better properties to work

around the limitations of triangulated categories. In particular we are interested in lifting the whole

notion of tensor triangulated structures to a differential graded setting. Combined with the good

homotopical properties of derived categories in their dg-categorical presentations, we are able to deduce

some structural properties to help us out in understanding tensor triangulated structures.

The be more concrete, the key ideas rely on exploiting Toën’s Morita theorem together with the fact

that derived categories of smooth projective varieties are compactly generated and so they are homotopy

equivalent to a category of dg-modules over the dg-algebra of endomorphisms of the compact generator.

We use the abelian case as a guide following the work of Hovey in [Hov11] where he set astudy

closed symmetric monoidal category structures on a category of modules over an algebra. By using

classical Morita theory he showed that these correspond to some data composed by a bimodule with

multiple compatible right multiplications and a number of morphisms corresponding to the structure

morphisms of the monoidal structure. Concretely Hovey uses the Eilenberg-Watts theorem to identify

a correspondence between exact bifunctors b between module categories, like the tensor product, and

Ab pAb2qop-module Λ

Theorem 5.0.1. [Hov11, Theorem 2.3] Let Λ be a Ab pAb2qop-module used to define a bifunctor b

on the category of R-modules. There is a one-to-one correspondence between additive closed symmetric

monoidal structures on R-modules with b as the monoidal product and the following data:

1. An associativity morphism

Λ b Λ Ñ Λ b Λ

2. A left R-module K and a unit isomorphism Λ bK Ñ R of bimodules

99
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3. A commutativity isomorphism Λ Ñ Λ

All of which satisfy the pentagon diagram condition, compatibility with left and right unit and the

compatibility between associativity, the commutativity morphisms, and the commutativity involution

condition.

The advantage of this point of view is that it reduces the study of a structure which can involve

many different objects to the structural properties of a single module. In his article, Hovey shows that

the classification of such structures in the abelian case can be very disparate, from algebras which have

a single such monoidal structure to algebras which admit as many as a proper class ( parametrized by

isomorphism classes of modules of the algebra ).

In our case the task consists first in lifting the tensor product to the dg-setting and then reproducing

the correspondence between tensor triangulated structures and the data at the level of dg-modules

over a dg-algebra. As we are only interested at the moment in the behavior of the tensor structure at

the triangulated level since Balmer’s reconstruction depends only on this data, we only need a brute

truncation of the homotopical data.

Through this chapter we let A be a smooth and proper k-dg-algebra. We denote by Ape a dg-

enhancement of the derived category of perfect complexes over A. Unless we say otherwise we often

think concretely of this enhancement as the h-projective dg-enhancement from the previous chapter.

Let us recall Theorem 4.2.35 :

Theorem 5.0.2. Let T be a dg-category and consider the Yoneda embedding y : T Ñ T op ´Mod.

Let T 1 be another dg-category.

1. The pullback functor y˚ : RHomcpT ´ Mod,T 1 ´ Modq Ñ RHompT ,T ´ Modq is an

isomorphism in Hqe.

2. The pullback functor y˚ : RHompTpe,T 1
peq Ñ RHompT ,T 1

peq is an isomorphism in Hqe.

If we apply this theorem to a dg-algebra seen as a dg-category with a single object, letting

T “ T 1 “ A then this theorem establishes a relationship between quasi-functors Ape Ñ Ape and

bimodules over A. Recall that we have in general a presentation of RHompT ,T 1q as the dg-category

hprojpT bL
X T 1opqrqr of right quasi-representable homotopically projective T bL

X T 1-modules. These

are homotopically projective modules F over T bL
X T 1op such that for any x P T the module

F px, q P T 1op ´Mod is equivalent in the model category of T 1 ´modules to a representable module

T 1oppy, q for some object y P T 1op.

What this means is that any quasi-functor Ape Ñ Ape corresponds to a right quasi-representable h-

projective module over AbL
X pApeqop , thus the object F pAq is the pA,Aq-bimodule we are looking for.
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Indeed, the Aop
pe-module given by F pAq has a left A-action since there is a chain complex morphism

A Ñ EndpF pAqq

And as we can identify the representable module T 1oppy, q » F pAq with the object y P T 1op which

in turns has a right action by A, we obtain our right and left actions by A.

Furthermore we know that this bimodule induces a quasi-functor equivalent to F by the assignment

M ÞÑ F pAq bM

Where the tensor product is a tensor product of F pAq seen as a right module and M P A´Mod seen

as left module.

This in turn means that there exists an isomorphism in H0pApeq between F pAq b M and F pMq for

all M P Ape.

With this idea in mind we will give a characterization of bimodules which produce tensor triangulated

category structures at the homotopy level.

5.1 Pseudo dg-tensor structures

Let us take a moment to recall from [Dri04] the general construction of tensor products between

dg-modules. Let T ,R,S be cofibrant ( in the Dwyer-Kan model structure ) dg-categories and let

F P T b S op ´Mod, G P S b R ´Mod.

Definition 5.1.1. We define the tensor product F bS G P T b R ´Mod as, for any t P T , r P R,

the chain complex calculated as the cokernel of

à

x,yPS

F pt, xq bk S py, xq bk G py, rq Ñ
à

zPS

F pt, zq bk G pz, rq,

where the morphism takes a homogeneous element v P F pt, xq, an homogeneous element u P G py, rq

and a homogeneous morphism f P S py, xq to the homogeneous element

F pt, fqpvq b u´ p´1q|v||u|v b G pf, rqpuq

With this construction in mind we define the following notion of n-fold dg-bimodules over a dg-category

T

Definition 5.1.2. Let T be a dg-category. An n-fold dg-bimodule over T is a dg-module F P

T bn b T op ´Mod.

In particular a 0-fold dg-bimodule is nothing but a T op ´module and a 1-fold bimodule is what

we usually call a bimodule over T .

A morphism of n-fold dg-bimodules is simply a morphism of dg-modules and we have then a dg-category
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denoted by BimodndgpT q with n-fold dg-bimodules as objects and morphism objects given by morphisms

of dg-modules.

Notice that the permutation group Σn acts on Bimodndg by switching the tensor product T bn and

so if F P BimodndgpT q, σ P Σn is a permutation and x Ñ y P T where this T lies in the k-th slot

of the product T b ¨ ¨ ¨ b T , x Ñ y induces a morphism of dg-modules

F p , . . . , x
ljhn

k

, . . . , , ?q //

��

σF p , . . . , x
ljhn

σpkq

, . . . , , ?q

��

F p , . . . , y
ljhn

k

, . . . , , ?q // σF p , . . . , y
ljhn

σpkq

, . . . , , ?q

So that x, y now lie in the σpkq-th slot of σF .

To avoid confusion and ease the reading we follow Hovey’s notation and introduce dummy variables

to keep track of which T factor is being taken into account. For example if F and G are 3-fold

dg-bimodules and σ “ p31q, a morphism η : F Ñ σG is better expressed as

η : FX,Y,Z Ñ GZ,Y,X

to indicate that the action of any morphisms x Ñ y P T at the first slot is now carried to an action to

the third one on G .

Using the tensor producf ot bimodules described in 5.1.1 we see that there exists, for any pair of natural

numbers n,m a way to tensor n-fold bimodules with m-fold bimodules.

If F P BimodndgpT q and G P BimodmdgpT q then we form the tensor product F bT G by using the

leftmost T factor in G with the right T factor of G .

In the case we would want to take this tensor product with any of the other T right factors of F we

can simply consider a permutation σ which permutes the n-th factor with the factor we want to tensor

with.

When using the notation above we are able to drop σ from our expression as it is implied from the

order of the subindices which permutation we are operating.

To keep track of which factor is being used to form the tensor product we will extend the notation for

morphisms and write for a 2-fold dg-bimodule F , a 3-fold dg-bimodule G

FG ,X b GY,Z,W

To denote we are forming a 4-fold dg-bimodule by using the first left factor of G to produce the tensor

product with the right factor of F . In our particular case we are for the moment only interested in

categories of modules over the a dg-algebra A seen as a single object dg-category and so what we

are describing is simply the theory of dg-bimodules over a dg-algebra with multiple compatible left

multiplications and the tensor product described here is just the usual tensor product of right and left

modules.
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While the notation using subindices is a compact one we find it easier to use a graphical labeled trees

notation to keep track of tensor products of the same n-fold dg-bimodule with itself. From now on we

specialize to the case of n-fold bimodules over the k-dg-algebra A.

We start first by denoting a right A-module as

F

The triangle on the left side will denote the right multiplication and the circle labeled by F is meant

to be used to keep track of the module and to its right the right multiplications by A. For example if

F P Bimod2dgpAq and G P Bimod3dgpAq then we can express them as:

F

α

β

G

Y

X

Z

The triangles at each branch will be labeled to keep track of the left A-actions. In the first tree

on the left we have two left multiplications the first we label as α while the second by β, meaning

that we read these multiplications from top to bottom. Similarly the right tree has has three left

A-multiplications although here we have permuted the first and the second actions.

In other words these are respectively the 2-fold dg-bimodule and 3-fold dg-bimodule:

Fα,β ,GY,X,Z

Finally to express the tensor product of the these two modules we will attach the trees along the right

triangle representing the left multiplication we would like to use to form the tensor product and the

right A-multiplication of the second dg-bimodule. For example in this case the following tree on the

left denotes the product of F and G using the second left multiplication of F , while the right tree

denotes the tensor product by using the first multiplication of F .

F

G

α

β

γ

δ

F

G

β

β

γ

δ

Alternatively we can denote the second tree as
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F

G

α

β

γ

δ

We will make use of Theorem 4.2.35 to show that if have a functor F : K n Ñ K from a product of

a triangulated category K such that it is a triangulated functor in each variable, then it is possible to

find an appropriate quasi-functor and make it correspond an n-fold dg-bimodule.

Having established our notation we now present a dg-module version of Theorem 2.1 in [Hov11]

Theorem 5.1.3. Let A be a dg-algebra and let b : H0pApeq ˆ H0pApeq Ñ H0pApeq be an exact

functor in each variable. Suppose that for every object M P H0pApeq, the triangulated functors

M b : H0pApeq Ñ H0pApeq

bM : H0pApeq Ñ H0pApeq

both have unique dg-enhancements RM and LM respectively.

Then LApAq is a 2-fold dg-bimodule and for any N P Ape we have

H0pLApAq bM bNq » M bN

Proof. We have to make repeated use of Theorem 4.2.35. First let RM P RHompApe, Apeq be an

enhancement of M b , we know by the derived Morita theorem that this quasi-functor corresponds to

a bimodule given by RM pAq. We know by the theorem that for any N , H0pRM pAq bNq » M bN .

Now consider the functor bA which by hypothesis has a unique enhancement LA, by using Theorem

4.2.35 again, we know this quasi-functor corresponds to a dg-bimodule LApAq and that for any M we

have that H0pLApAq bMq – M bA.

However, this latter object is isomorphic to H0pRM pAq b Aq and as this is a natural isomorphism on

M then the functor R pAq b A defined by M ÞÑ RMA b A is too an enhancement of b A. By

uniqueness of the enhancement of bA we have then LApAq b » R pAq bA which corresponds to

a right quasi-representable A-bimodule.

However, RM pAq is already a bimodule for every M , in other words RApAq has two compatible dg-

bimodule structures ( in the sense these two same-sided actions by A commute ) and so we can consider

as an object in Bimod2dgpApeq. Finally we obtain the required isomorphism:

H0pLApAq bM bNq – H0pRM pAq bNq – M bN
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Even though in general the existence of dg-lifts is not guaranteed as we mentioned in our previous

chapter from the example given in [RVdBN19], in our particular context the existence of the lift is

only a mild assumption. Indeed as we are coming from a dg-algebra induced from perfect complexes

over a smooth projective variety, in that case it is a consequence of the derived Morita theorem that a

triangulated functor is of Fourier-Mukai type if and only if it has a dg-lift. Indeed as we saw in 4.3.15

if our functor is the derived functor of an exact functor coming from abelian categories then it is of

Fourier-Mukai type. While the condition is a necessary one, as it is unknown whether every triangulated

functor that we consider is of Fourier-Mukai type, we find this condition not too strong.

The uniqueness of the lift, however is a stronger condition as we know for sure there are examples of

non-uniqueness of the integral kernels that determine these transforms.

Notice, however that we can get away without this, as if the dg-lifts are not unique then in the proof

R pAq is still an enhancement of b A and a quasi-functor corresponding to a dg-bimodule. But

as RM pAq is a dg-bimodule for every M we see that there is a 2-fold dg-bimodule corresponding to

R pAq b .

In other words, the uniqueness of the lift guarantees that the bimodule is of the form LApAq.

With this result in mind, we are finally off to approach tensor triangulated categories as being in-

duced by 2-fold bimodules together with structure maps and their corresponding coherence conditions.

Before going further let us remark the following

Remark 5.1.4. Since any exact functor between derived categories of smooth projective varieties has

a right and left adjoints, if b is a tensor product of a tensor triangulated category in such triangu-

lated category, the hypothesis of exactness in each variable implies automatically that the symmetric

monoidal structure is closed. Similarly any of the triangulated functors that show up in our context are

k-linear.

Let us present the following definition in obvious analogy with the usual (lax) symmetric monoidal

category axioms:

Definition 5.1.5. A pseudo dg-tensor structure in a dg-category T consists on the data:

1. A 2-fold dg-bimodule Γ P Bimod2dgpT q

2. An object U P T op ´Mod called the unit.

3. Morphisms of dg-bimodules αX,Y,Z : ΓX,Γ b ΓY,Z Ñ ΓΓ,Z b ΓX,Y P Bimod3dgpT q .

4. A morphism of dg-bimodules ℓX : ΓU,X b U Ñ T ´Mod P Bimod1dgpT q.

5. A morphism of dg-bimodules rX : ΓX,U b U Ñ T ´Mod P Bimod1dgpT q.

6. A morphism cX,Y : ΓX,Y Ñ ΓY,X of dg-bimodules.
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We require that the morphisms αX,Y,Z , uX and cX,Y are all isomorphisms when passing to the homotopy

category H0pC pkqq, for all X,Y, Z P T op ´Mod.

Furthermore we require the following homotopy coherence conditions

1. (Associativity) There exists η P Hom´1pΓX,Γ b ΓY,Γ b ΓZ,W ,ΓΓ,W b ΓΓ,Z b ΓX,Y q such that

α0
ΓX,Y ,Z,W ˝ α0

X,Y,ΓZ,W
´ α0

X,Y,Z b IdW ˝ α0
X,ΓY,Z ,W ˝ IdX b αY,Z,W “ dpηq.

2. (Unit) There is µ P Hom´1pΓX,ΓbΓU,Y ,ΓΓ,Y bΓX,U q such that ℓ0XbIdY ˝α0
X,U,Y ´IdXbℓ0Y “

dpµq

3. (Symmetry) The composition cX,Y ˝ cY,X is the identity in H0pT ´Modq.

4. (Unit symmetry) There is κ P Hom´1pΓX,U , Xq such that ℓX ˝ cX,U ´ rX “ dpκq

5. (Compatibility between associativity and symmetry) There is λ P Hom´1pΓΓ,Z b ΓX,Y ,ΓY,Γ b

ΓZ,Xq such that IdY b cX,Z ˝ αX,Y,Z ˝ cX,Y b IdZ ´ αY,Z,X ˝ cX,ΓY,Z
˝ αX,Y,Z “ dpλq.

Our requirement that structure morphisms α, u, c are invertible in the homotopy category implic-

itly implies that the degree 0 part of these morphisms is a cycle.

As the coherence conditions are troublesome to keep track, let us use our graphical notation to draw

the diagrams we require

Γ

Γ

Γ

X

Y

Z

W

Γ

Γ

Γ

X

Y

Z

W

Γ

Γ

Γ

X Y

Z

W

Γ

Γ

Γ

X

Y

Z

W

Γ

Γ

Γ

X

Y

ZW

αΓX,Y ,Z,W

αX,Y,ΓZ,W

IdXbαY,Z,W

αX,ΓY,Z,W

αX,Y,ZbIdW

(5.1.1)

This is nothing but the pentagon axiom in a monoidal category except we dont require this composition
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to commute but only to commute up to the homotopy η. Similarly,

Γ

Γ

X

U

Y

Γ

Γ

X

U

Y

Γ

X

Y

αX,U,Y

IdXbℓ
ℓbIdY

(5.1.2)

Γ

Γ

X

Y

Z

Γ

Γ

Y

X

Z

Γ

Γ

Y

X

Z

Γ

Γ

X

Y

Z

Γ

Γ

Y

Z

X

Γ

Γ

Y

Z

X

αX,Y,Z

cX,Y bIdZ αY,X,Z

IdY bcX,Z

cX,ΓY,Z αY,Z,X

(5.1.3)

And finally,

Γ

X

U

Γ

U

X

Γ X

rX

cX,U

ℓX

(5.1.4)

We will show that given a pseudo dg-tensor structure on a dg-category T , we can induce a tensor

triangulated category structure on Ape under certain conditions.

We could define two such structures to be equivalent if they induce monoidal equivalent tensor trian-

gulated structures on H0pT ´Modq. This is a weaker notion of equivalence than asking for a functor

between dg-enhancements which would respect the pseudo dg-tensor structures through equivalences,

it is entirely possible for two non-equivalent 2-fold dg-bimodules Γ,Λ to produce the same tensor tri-

angulated category when passing to the homotopy category, and similarly for the structure morphism

and unit object.

An immediate consequence is that if T and T 1 are two Morita equivalent dg-categories, then one
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transport any pseudo dg-tensor structure on T to T 1 and vice-versa. It is precisely this principle what

we use to study the tensor triangulated structures on a derived category by interesting ourselves in the

pseudo dg-tensor structures on Ape.

By abuse of notation and when there is no chance for confusion, we denote by Γ the pseudo dg-tensor

structure (Γ, U, α, ℓ, r, cq.

The idea here is that such a structure should correspond to a truncation of a lift of a tensor triangulated

structure on H0pT ´Modq. Let us Let us be more precise in our claims above:

Definition 5.1.6. A pseudo dg-tensor structure Γ in a dg-category T is called perfect if the 2-fold

dg-bimodule Γ P Bimod2dgpT q is right quasi-representable and for every X,Y P T op´Mod, ΓbXbY

is quasi-represented by a perfect T op-module.

Lemma 5.1.7. A perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure Γ on a dg-category T induces a tensor triangulated

category structure on H0pTpeq.

Proof. The functor H0pΓX,Y b b q induces a bifunctor on H0pTpeq. Indeed let us denote by X bY

the equivalence class of perfect modules quasi-representing ΓX,Y b X b Y , by hypothesis we know

H0pX b Y q is a perfect object and fixing X or Y we get a quasi-representable dg-bimodule which

induces triangulated functors

b Y : H0pTpeq Ñ H0pTpeq

and

X b : H0pTpeq Ñ H0pTpeq

Using the dg-bimodule morphisms αX,Y,Z , ℓX , rX , cX,Y we obtain morphisms X b pY b Zq Ñ

pX b Y q b Z, U bX Ñ X, X b U Ñ X, and X b Y Ñ Y bX.

The diagrams 5.1.3,5.1.4,5.1.1 and 5.1.2 encode the coherence conditions for this monoidal category

with product functor b. Indeed, the condition that they must commute up homotopy means that when

passing to the homotopy category H0pTpeq they will commute in the usual sense.

We have to remark a couple things. The first one is that for us, it is necessary to include both

right and left unit conditions in the pseudo dg-tensor structure even as if the existence of cX,Y implies

that one can obtain one from the other in the 1-categorical setting. In our case however it is necessary

to keep track of them as separate entities.

The second thing to mention is that seeing our lemma as a dg-version of Theorem 2.3 of [Hov11] we

need to remark that the converse does not hold as-is. Indeed as liftings of objects and morphisms

in a triangulated category to a dg-enhancement are far from being unique we cannot expect to have

unique -up to isomorphism- dg-bimodules, structure maps and homotopies inducing a certain tensor

triangulated category.

And finally, during our review of Balmer’s reconstruction and tensor triangulated categories we made
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some strong assumptions on the tensor triangulated structures, in particular we supposed that our

categories were idempotent complete and rigid in the sense that every object had a tensor dual. Here

our perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures will take care of the first assumption as the triangulated category

of perfect modules of T is idempotent complete, however the second assumption needs to be added

as a hypothesis.

As in the abelian case we can too encode what a lift of a triangulated tensor endofunctor would be

in our dg-setting, and as such a morphism between perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures on a given

dg-category T .

Definition 5.1.8. Let T be a dg-category and let Γ and Λ be perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures on

Tpe with units U and U 1 respectively. A pseudo dg-tensor functor between Γ and Λ consists of,

1. A dg-bimodule Φ

2. A morphism of dg-modules u : U Ñ Φ b U 1

3. A morphism of dg-bimodules f : ΓΦ,Φ b Φ b Φ Ñ Φ b Λ

Such that these two morphisms are isomorphisms when passing to H0.

Furthermore, we need the following coherence conditions

1. There exists w P Hom´1pΓΦ,U 1 b Φ b U,Xq such that IdΦ b ℓ ˝ f ˝ IdΓ b IdΦ b TU,Φ ˝ IdΓ b

ub IdΦ ´ ℓb IdX “ dpwq

2. There exists e P Hom´1pΓΦ,Φ b Φ b Φ,Φ b Λq such that IdΦ b cΛ ˝ f ´ f ˝ cΓ b TΦ,Φ “ dpeq

3. There exists a P Hom´1pΓΦ,Γ b ΓΦ,Φ b Φ b Φ b Φ,Φ b Λ b Λq such that f ˝ TΦbΛ,Φ ˝ IdΓ b

f b IdΦ ˝ αΦ,Φ,Φ b TΦ,Φ ´ f ˝ TΦbΛ,Φ ˝ f b IdΛ b IdΦ b α “ dpaq

The structure morphisms and coherence conditions above in the definition are nothing but the

structural morphisms and coherence conditions of a monoidal functor with the equivalent underlying

category written in terms of bimodules and morphisms between them, with the only difference as in

the structure of a pseudo dg-tensor structure being that we have to specify a given homotopy.

The proof of the following is straightforward:

Lemma 5.1.9. Let T be a dg-category and let Γ and Λ be perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures

on Tpe. Then a pseudo dg-tensor functor Φ from Γ to Λ induces a tensor triangulated functor

FΦ : H0pTpe,Γq Ñ H0pTpe,Λq, where H0pTpe,Γq and H0pTpe,Λq denote the tensor triangulated

categories induced by Γ and Λ respectively

Proof. We saw from Lemma 5.1.7 that Γ and Λ produces tensor triangulated structures on H0pTpeq

and by Toën’s Morita theorem, a triangulated functor Tpe Ñ Tpe corresponds to a T -bimodule Φ.
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The structural morphisms u and f of Φ being isomorphisms in H0pTpeq, and the coherence conditions

imply that the induced functor between triangulated categories is a symmetric monoidal functor.

Composition of functors corresponds to tensor product of bimodules. There exists a canonical

identity pseudo dg-tensor functor which is given by the dg bimodule T ´ Mod ( meaning the dg-

bimodule which sends X P T op, Y P T to T pX,Y q ) and structural and coherence conditions all

given by the canonical isomorphisms U Ñ T ´ModbU 1 and ΓbT ´ModbT ´Mod Ñ T ´ModbΓ.

Two pseudo dg-tensor functors Φ and Φ1 are said to be equivalent if there exists a morphism of bimodules

Φ Ñ Φ1 such that H0pΦq Ñ H0pΦ1q is an isomorphism and is compatible with the morphisms u and

f in the obvious homotopical sense.

We do not describe these natural transformations in detail as we will not be needing the coherence

conditions of them but only knowledge that the usual diagrams commute up to a given homotopy.

Previously we said that two perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures were equivalent if they gave rise to

equivalent tensor triangulated structures. Although this equivalence is a truncation of the full structure,

we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1.10. Let T be a dg-category, two pseudo dg-tensor structures Γ, Λ are equivalent if there

exists a pseudo dg-tensor functor Φ from Γ to Λ given by a dg-bimodule which is invertible under the

tensor product of bimodules.

Proof. Suppose the bimodule Φ is invertible under the tensor product of dg-bimodules, so there exists

Φ1 such that Φ b Φ1 is the identity T ´Mod as a bimodule.

If U and U 1 are the units of Γ and Λ respectively, then we have equivalences U Ñ Φ b Φ1 b U , and

Γb pΦbΦ1q b pΦbΦ1q Ñ pΦbΦ1q bΛ. Which are equivalent then to giving an equivalence U Ñ U 1

and Γ Ñ Λ, and so for any X,Y P Tpe, Γ b X b Y » Λ b X b Y , and similarly for the condition

about the unit, and then H0pΓ bX b Y q – H0pΛ bX b Y q.

As pointed out before, it is entirely possible that the structures differ at higher degrees and we

only need the existence of pseudo dg-tensor functors Φ and Φ1 such that H0pΦbΦ1q » H0pT ´Modq.

Let us illustrate what we have so far with an example

Example 5.1.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety and let us suppose that DbpXq has a full strong

exceptional collection tE1, . . . , Emu. In this case as we know, the object

E :“
à

Ei

Is a compact generator and we have thus a homotopy equivalence of dg-categories

EndpEq ´Moddg » Db
dgpXq
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between the dg-category of dg-modules over E and a dg-enhancement of DbpXq.

As the exceptional collection is strong there are no higher Ext groups and so this endomorphism algebra

is supported in degree 0. Furthermore, we have the following description of this algebra
¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

M1,1 M1,2 . . . M1,m

0 M2,2 . . . M2,m

... 0
. . .

...

0 0 . . . k

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

Where Mii “ k, and Mij is a right module over Mjl for every l and a left module over Mil for any l.

As we can think of this dg-algebra concentrated in degree 0 as a regular k-algebra, we know that the

category of dg-modules over it is simply the category of E-chain complexes.

The usual derived tensor product of DbpXq can be lifted to a 2-fold dg-bimodule over E and it

corresponds to the dg-bimodule given by

HompE bL
X E,Eq –

à

HompEi bL
X Ej , Eq –

à

i,j,l

HompEi bL
X Ej , Elq

The best case scenario we can expect is for the variety to have a Picard group isomorphic to Z and the

full strong exceptional collection to be composed of line bundles, in which case one might have a good

chance of describing the 2-fold dg-bimodule Γ corresponding to bL
X .

Let us consider an example of this situation and put X “ P1, by using Beilinson’s exceptional

collection we obtain as we saw before, the endomorphism algebra from Example 1.1.4. The 2-fold

bimodule would then correspond to

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

0 0

0 0

0 0

k 0

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

Ñ

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

k k2

0 k

0 k

0 0

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ

Centered in degree 0. Similarly we can calculate the unit object U which corresponds to
˜

k k2

0 0

¸

.

Following Hovey’s paper we can deduce a few things about the classification of tensor triangulated

categories on H0pApeq based on conditions about our dg-algebra A.

Let us mention that unlike tensor triangulated categories, in our setting it is not true that the endomor-

phism algebra object of the unit is commutative in general. The usual argument for tensor triangulated

categories relies in the unit producing isomorphisms X bU – X and U bX – X and then one applies

the Eckmann-Hilton argument to conclude the required commutativity, while in our case all we have is

a map from U bX to X and X b U to X.
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We know however that when passing to the homotopy category there these maps turn into isomor-

phisms and so there exists, up to homotopy, maps X Ñ U bX, X Ñ X bU and any such morphism

of modules gives us a product of endomorphisms f, g of U ,

U Ñ U b U
fbg
Ñ U b U Ñ U

This product however fails to be associative in any meaningful way as it depends on the choice of the

morphisms U Ñ U b U .

As an application of our encoding of tensor triangulated categories through perfect dg-tensor struc-

tures at a dg-enhancement we have the following result which is a derived version of a result of Hovey

([Hov11, Prop 4.1] ).

Definition 5.1.11. Let P be a class of morphisms of chain complexes. We say that it is homotopically

replete if for any f P P such that there is a square

X
f
//

��

Y

��

X 1
g
// Y

Where the vertical morphisms induce homotopy equivalences, then the morphism g is in P

Proposition 5.1.12. Let T be a dg-category, and Γ a perfect dg-pseudo tensor structure. Let P is

a class of homotopically replete morphisms of chain complexes such that if f P P then X b f and

f b Y , as morphisms of the underlying complexes, are in P for any pair of dg-modules X,Y .

If f is a morphism of left T -modules then f P P if and only if the morphism Γ b f of the underlying

complexes is in P. Similarly g a morphism of right T -modules, then g P P if and only if g b Γ is in

P.

Proof. We have that g » T ´ Mod b g hence as the morphism Γ b U b g Ñ T ´ Mod b g induces

an isomorphism at the H0 -level, then Γ bU b g is in P. Similarly we have Γ b g bU . since Γ b g is

in P by hypothesis, so is g.

The proof for the other structure on the left is similar.

With this result in hand, it can be shown that

Corollary 5.1.13. Let T be a dg-category and let Γ be a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure on T .

Then let f be a morphism of T -Modules and g a morphism of T op-Modules. Then

1. f b Γ » 0 if and only if f » 0. Similarly, Γ b g » 0 if and only if g » 0

2. H0pf b Γq is an isomorphism if and only if H0pfq is an isomorphism. Similarly for g.
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3. H0pf b Γq is a surjection if and only if H0pfq is a surjection.

Proof. Follows from morphisms f » 0, homotopy equivalences and homotopy surjections forming a

homotopically replete class.

As a corollary to this then we have that

Corollary 5.1.14. Let A be a dg-algebra and let Γ be a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure, then Γ is

faithful as a H0pAq-module with either multiplication structure.

Proof. We let a P H0pAq a nonzero class. Then this induces a morphism A Ñ A of dg-modules given

by multiplication, which in turn induces a morphism Γ bH0pAq Ñ Γ bH0pAq, then the the fact that

a is not the zero class, implies the induced morphism is also not homotopically zero, thus Γ is faithful

as a H0pAq-module.

In the case where we are working with a dg-category homotopically equivalent to the derived

category of a variety which admits a full strong exceptional collection as the ring A is cohomologically

concentrated in degree 0, we gain a good amount of control in the sort of 2-fold dg-modules which can

show up as a corresponding to a tensor triangulated structure.

Our immediate goal would be then to give a full classification of the tensor triangulated structures on

the derived category of P1 with fixed unit OX using the above characterization.

As we have seen, modules over the formal matrix algebra
˜

k k2

0 k

¸

correspond to vector spaces X,Y together with a linear function ϕ : k bX Ñ Y , and so the category

of dg-modules over this dg-algebra which is supported at 0 is equivalent to the category of chain of

complexes of pairs pX,Y q˚
ϕ.

If we consider a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure on the category of dg-modules over this algebra,

using our corollary above we know that the 2-fold bimodule Γ must be a right dg-module so a chain

complex

pX,Y q˚
ϕ

Where both X,Y are different than zero as the module must be faithful in every degree.

We exploit the full strong exceptional decomposition and we see that as the dg-module corresponding

to OX is fixed as the unit and we know that to calculate Γ we have to calculate the groups of morphisms

HompΓ b OXp1q b OXp1q,OXq, HompΓb,OXp1q b OXp1q,O1p1qq.
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Chapter 6

Monoidal dg-categories

In the previous chapters we have discussed the homotopy theory of dg-categories and the symmetric

monoidal structure on the homotopy category of dg-categories ( both with the Dwyer-Kan and the

Morita model structures), and we have also seen how to lift a tensor triangulated structure of derived

categories to the setting of dg-categories by use of the homotopical Morita theorem.

However, the way in which we have lifted these structures is not a full lift as we have hinted before.

The reason for this is that we are only looking at a truncation of the lift to make sure it behaves as

we expect at the H0-level but we have not looked nor gave any condition on the higher degrees of the

pseudo dg-tensor structures.

This is reflected for example when we look at the structural morphisms we have written down as the

definition of a pseudo dg-tensor structure, we require for example that our morphisms pass to an iso-

morphism when the H0 functor is applied but we have not given any condition on the nature of the

inverse at the dg-level nor of the coherence conditions and the homotopies that determine them.

In this chapter we will provide a brief discussion on how to deal with this situation in the abstract from

a higher categorical point of view. We point towards [Lur09] and [Lur17] for references to the general

theory of 8-categories as quasicategories in the sense of Boardman-Vogt developed extensively by Joyal

and Lurie.

We begin by reviewing the theory of stable 8-categories by giving a summary of necessary definitions

and results which will be of use. Our goal is to give a sketch of the comparison between idempotent

stable k-linear p8, 1q´categories and pretriangulated dg-categories over k described in [Coh13]. Our

interest however lies in the comparison as symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´categories so that the term

monoidal dg-category often found in the literature can be understood more uniformly.

We would like to understand in which sense does a monoidal dg-category corresponds to a tensor tri-

angulated category. Our choice for a truncated version is however due to the difficulty in performing

calculations by hand in the more abstract setting.

115
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6.1 Stable p8, 1q´categories versus dg-categories

We suppose the reader is familiarized with the basic theory of p8, 1q´categories and so we present only

the definitions that are the most relevant to our work.

Stable p8, 1q´categories are, along with dg-categories like we saw in Chapter 5, one of the possible

higher categorical enhancements for triangulated categories. The enhancement works in essentially the

same way, we ought to describe properties of an p8, 1q´category and then when passing to a homotopy

category we must have a natural triangulated category structure on the underlying category.

We follow the presentation in [Lur17]

Definition 6.1.1. An p8, 1q´category is pointed if it has a zero object

Definition 6.1.2. Let C be an p8, 1q´category, a triangle is a diagram

X
f
//

��

Y

g

��

0 // Z

We say that that it is a fiber sequence if it is a pullback diagram and in this case we say that f is a

fiber of g. We say that the triangle is a cofiber sequence if it is a pushout diagram, and in this case we

say that g is a cofiber of f.

We can denote the triangle simply by

X Ñ Y Ñ Z

Definition 6.1.3. An p8, 1q´category is said to be stable if it is pointed, every morphism admits a

fiber and a cofiber, and every triangle is a fiber sequence if and only if it is a cofiber sequence.

Recall that the homotopy category hC of an p8, 1q´category C is a category with objects given

by the vertices of C , and morphisms are homotopy classes of edges with the same source and target.

This can be shown to form a category which is shown to be equivalent to the homotopy category of C

seen as a simplicial category ( cf. [Lur17, Proposition 1.2.3.9] ).

To give hC a triangulated category structure, we describe the suspension as the composition section of

the trivial fibration i :MΣ Ñ C given by evaluation of the initial vertex, where MΣ is the subcategory

spanned by diagrams

X //

��

0

��

01 // Y
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And the functor MΣ Ñ C given by evaluation at the final vertex. We denote this composition of

functors by Σ.

Distinguished triangles in the homotopy category will be described as follows

Definition 6.1.4. Let C be an p8, 1q´category, a diagram

X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX

in hC is a distinguished triangle if and only if there exists a diagram in C composed of two pushout

diagrams

X
f̂
//

��

Y

ĝ

��

// 0

��

01 // Z
ĥ // W

Where f̂ , ĝ represent X Ñ Y, Y Ñ Z respectively, and Z Ñ ΣX is given by the equivalence between

W and ΣX composed with ĥ.

We have

Lemma 6.1.5. Let C be a pointed p8, 1q´ category which admits cofibers, suppose that Σ is an

equivalence. Then hC is an additive category.

With this lemma, Lurie obtains

Theorem 6.1.6. Let C be a pointed p8, 1q´category which admits cofibers, and suppose that Σ is an

equivalence. Then with the suspension functor Σ and the distinguished triangles as above, the category

hC forms a triangulated category.

We denote by Catex8 the 8-category of stable p8, 1q´categories and 8-functors which preserve

fiber sequences.

We need however to restrict to the 8-subcategory of idempotent complete stable p8, 1q´categories,

meaning those stable p8, 1q´categories such that hC is idempotent complete as a 1-category ([Lur17]

Lemma 1.2.4.6 ) . We denote this 8-category by Catperf8 .

We would now like to put a symmetric monoidal structure on this 8-category Catperf8 .

Proposition 6.1.7. ([BZFN10, Proposition 4.4] ) The p8, 1q´category C perf
8 carries a symmetric

monoidal structure which for two idempotent complete stable p8, 1q´categories C1,C2 can be charac-

terized by the property that the 8-category of exact functors FunexpC1 bC2,Dq is equivalent to the

full 8-category of functors

C1 ˆ C2 Ñ D

preserving colimits in C1 and C2 separately.
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This tensor product of stable p8, 1q´categories can be seen as described by

pIndpC1q b IndpC2qqc

Let us unravel this description of the tensor product. Here Ind denotes the Ind-completion of stable

p8, 1q´categories and c the full subcategory of compact objects.

The idea here is that Ind is a functor which sends stable p8, 1q´categories into presentable stable

p8, 1q´categories.

Let us recall that a presentable p8, 1q´category C is a category with all small coproducts, such that

hC is locally small and there is a regular cardinal κ and a κ-compact generator X P C .

This is equivalent by [Sim07] to say that there exists a combinatorial simplicial model category present-

ing C (see [Lur09, A.3.7.6] for the statement in this language ).

The product IndpC1q b IndpC2q is thus taken in the symmetric monoidal 8-category of presentable

p8, 1q´categories defined in [Lur07, Lemma 4.1.5].

Now just as we have done with dg-categories seen as categories enriched in the symmetric monoidal

category of chain complexes, there is a similar notion of spectral categories which are just categories

enriched in the symmetric monoidal category of spectra. Just as we have done for dg-categories, we

consider a category CatS of spectral categories with functors and natural transformations given as

enriched functors and natural transformations.

We would like to put model category structures on this category CatS , it turns out it is possible to put

a Dwyer-Kan model category structure by declaring an spectral functor to be an equivalence if induces

an equivalence of morphism spectra and an equivalence in the underlying categories.

In a similar fashion as we have done in the previous chapters, spectral categories have a notion of

derived category. If A is such a category, the category of modules is denoted by Â and the homotopy

category of this category is what we call the derived category and we denote it by DpA q.

With this notion we can then talk about a Morita theory like the one for dg-categories. We say that a

spectral functor is a Morita equivalence if it induces an equivalence of derived categories.

As remarked in [BGT14], one can obtain a model category of spectral categories where the weak equiv-

alences are given by Morita equivalences.

Then, if we denote by W the class of those Morita equivalences, then one can consider a fibrant re-

placement of the category CatS in the category of simplicial categories and by taking the homotopy

coherent nerve of this category and localizing at W , we obtain an p8, 1q´category NpCatSqrW´1s.

Again, like dg-categories, spectral categories have a symmetric monoidal structure ^ given by the smash

product of spectra. This product while not forming a monoidal model category structure with neither

the Dwyer-Kan nor the Morita model category discussed above, can be derived into a derived smash

product ^L forming a closed symmetric monoidal category structure in the homotopy category.

Our goal here will be to put a symmetric monoidal category structure in NpCatSqrW´1s from this

symmetric monoidal structure.

We say that a spectral category A is pointwise-cofibrant if every morphism spectrum is a cofibrant
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spectrum, and we say that it is flat if A ^ is a flat functor in that it preserves weak equivalences and

colimits.

Blumberg, Gepner and Tabuada give the following result which will be of great importance

Proposition 6.1.8. ([BGT14, Propositon 4.1])

1. Every spectral category is functorially Morita equivalent to a pointwise-cofibrant spectral category

with the same objects.

2. The subcategory of point-wise cofibrant spectral categories is closed under the product ^.

3. A point-wise cofibrant spectral category is flat with respect to the smash product of spectral

categories.

4. If A , A 1 are point-wise cofibrant spectral categories, the smash product A ^ A 1 computes the

derived smash product A ^L A 1

We denote then by CatflatS the category of pointwise-cofibrant spectral categories and we remark

that it is a symmetric monoidal category by the previous proposition which further more preserves the

equivalences in the model category structure.

Using Proposition 4.1.7.4 of [Lur17], we obtain then that the category NpCatflatS qrW´1s inherits a

symmetric monoidal 8-category structure with underlying symmetric monoidal category CatflatS .

We denote then by NpCatflatS qrW 1sb and pCatperf8 qb these symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´categories.

With this in mind, Blumberg, Gepner and Tabuada formulate and prove their Multiplicative Morita

theory theorem

Theorem 6.1.9. ([BGT14, Theorem 4.6]) There is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´categories

NpCatflatS qrW 1sb » pCatperf8 qb

Our goal is now to follow the presentation in [Coh13] to give an equivalence of p8, 1q´categories

between the category of idempotent-complete k-linear stable p8, 1q´categories and pretriangulated

dg-categories over k.

As we need now to work under a base ring, so that morphism objects form modules over such base, we

need to introduce a few concepts.

On the side of spectral categories, we do as follows. Let R be an E8-ring spectrum and denote by

RMod the category of right modules, meaning the category of spectra with an action R ^ M Ñ M

compatible in the usual way. We denote the category of perfect modules by PerfpRq, its full stable

subcategory closed under homotopy colimits and retracts.

Furthermore, a module M P PerfpRq is called a perfect cell module if it is generated by R under finite

colimits and tensor with finite spectra, and we denote the symmetric monoidal category of perfect cell

modules by PerfpRqcel.
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We denote by CRMod the category of categories enriched inRMod for some E8-ring spectrum, and a we

say that a spectral category A is a module over PerfpRqcell if there is an action PerfpRqcell^A Ñ A

with the usual compatibility conditions. We denote by ModPerfpRqcellpCatSq this category of module

categories over PerfpRqcell.

Both these categories are in a way categories which we might consider to be linear over R, and both

categories carry a Morita model category structure, CatRMod by declaring those spectral functors to

be weak equivalences if they Dwyer-Kan equivalences between categories of modules, and a Morita

equivalence in ModPerfpRqcellpCatSq to be those functors which induce a Morita equivalence of the

underlying spectral categories.

With these two Morita model structures, Cohn shows:

Proposition 6.1.10. ([Proposition 4.3][Coh13]) LetW be the class of Morita equivalences in CatRMod

and W 1 the class of Morita equivalences in ModPerfpRqcellpCatSqq. There is an equivalence of under-

lying p8, 1q´categories

NpCatRModqrW 1s » NpModPerfpRqcellpCatSqqrW 1´1s.

Given a ring, let us denote by Hk the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum associated to k. Tabuada

showed in [Tab10] that there exists an equivalence as follows:

Theorem 6.1.11. There exists a Quillen equivalence between dg´catk with the Morita model category

structure, and CatHkMod with the Morita model category structure.

This in turn implies an equivalence of underlying p8, 1q´categories Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s and

NpCatHkModqrW´1s.

Now, given an algebra object M of a monoidal p8, 1q´category C , there exists a notion of p8, 1q´category

RModM pC q as the category of right M -module objects of C seen as a p8, 1q´category left tensored

over C . We refer to Construction 4.8.3.21 in [Lur17].

Finally, we are able to describe the main theorem in [Coh13]. First, let us define a functor

θ : NpModPerfpRqcellpCatSqflatqrW 1´1s Ñ ModPerfpRqpNpCatflatS qrW´1sbq

which is induced by the localization functor of monoidal p8, 1q´categories

NpCatflatS qb Ñ NpCatflatS qrW´1sb.

To be more explicit, one can use

Proposition 6.1.12. ([Coh13] Prop 4.44) Let R be an E8-ring specturm, then PerfpRq is a commu-

tative algebra object in pCatperf8 qb.
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Using the equivalence 6.1.9 we have that PerfpRq is then too a commutative algebra object in

NpCatflatS qb. The claim is that this is given by an equivalence

ModPerfpRqpNpCatflatS qbq » NpModPerfpRqcellpCat
flat
S qq

» NpModPerfpRqcellpCatSqq

» NpModPerfpRqcellpCatSqflatqrW 1´1s

Using that modules over PerfpRqcell when passing to the nerve become modules over PerfpRq.

Theorem 6.1.13. ([Coh13, Theorem 5.1]) The functor

θ : NpModPerfpRqcellpCatSqflatqrW 1´1s Ñ ModPerfpRqpNpCatflatS qrW´1sbq

is an equivalence of presentable p8, 1q´categories.

We refer to Cohn’s paper for the proof of the theorem but we mention that the theorem follows

directly as an application of the Barr-Beck-Lurie theorem by considering functors

NpModPerfpRqcellpCatSqflatqrW 1´1s Ñ NpCatflatS qrW´1s

and

ModPerfpRqpNpCatflatS qrW´1sbq Ñ NpCatflatS qrW´1s.

Then as a corollary, by combining all the previous results and this equivalence, Cohn obtains

Corollary 6.1.14. ([Coh13] Corollary 5.5) There exists an equivalence of p8, 1q´categories

Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s » ModPerfpHkqppCatperf8 qbq

Proof.

Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s
p6.1.11q

» NpCatHkModqrW´1s

p6.1.10q
» NpModPerfpHkqcellpCatSqqrW 1´1s

p6.1.13q
» ModPerfpHkqpNpCatflatS qrW´1sbq

p6.1.9q
» ModPerfpHkqppCatperf8 qbq.

In the references to this equivalence in the literature it is possible to find an implicit ( or even

explicit ) use of it to expand it to an equivalence of monoidal p8, 1q´categories. Concretely, the

p8, 1q´category ModPerfpHkqppCatperf8 qbq carries itself a monoidal p8, 1q´category structure given
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by the tensor product of modules over PerfpHkq.

On the other hand, the p8, 1q´category Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s also carries a symmetric monoidal

p8, 1q´category structure given in the same fashion than the one in NpCatflatS qrW´1s by using [Lur17,

Proposition 4.1.7.4] coming from the derived tensor product.

The idea is analogous to what we have seen in the case of spectral categories, we will follow the

presentation in [Rob12] to sketch in more detail as this is of particular interest to us.

Definition 6.1.15. A locally cofibrant dg-category is a dg-category whose Hom chain complexes are

cofibrant.

As the category of chain complexes C pkq is a monoidal model category, cofibrations are closed

under tensor product and then the tensor product of locally cofibrant dg-categories is again a locally

cofibrant dg-category.

This means that the subcategory dg ´ catlck of locally cofibrant dg-categories is closed under tensor

products and then inherits a symmetric monoidal category structure. We use then the fact that tensoring

weak equivalences by locally cofibrant dg-categories is again a weak equivalence of dg-categories, we

see that p8, 1q´category Npdg´ catlck qrW´1
lc s, where Wlc denotes those Morita equivalences between

locally cofibrant dg-categories, inherits a symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´category structure.

Using the fact that we can choose a cofibrant replacement which is the identity on objects (see 4.2.26),

then we see that we can in fact pick cofibrant dg-categories which are locally cofibrant, and so we

obtain an equivalence:

Npdg ´ catlck qrW´1
lc s » Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s.

Combining these two facts, we can extend the symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´category structure from

Npdg ´ catlck qrW´1
lc s to the p8, 1q´category Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s by taking cofibrant replacements.

In the literature we find that both the symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´category structure on k-linear stable

p8, 1q´categories, and the symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´category structure from Npdg ´ catlck qrW´1
lc s

are used by implied use of the equivalence of the underlying p8, 1q´categories.

We find, for example, in [GR19] that dg-categories are identified with k-linear stable p8, 1q´categories

and the monoidal structure is the one from the latter objects, while for example in [TV22] the monoidal

structure is the one from the derived tensor product of dg-categories.

A clear comparison between these two monoidal structures would be good to have, and although as

we have seen the equivalences between the underlying p8, 1q´categories seem to be extended to the

monoidal structure in different works, we have been unable to verify that the Cohn’s functor in 6.1.13

is a monoidal equivalence.

As for the rest of the equivalences in the proof, there are a number of intermediate equivalences which

are already monoidal. For example, the equivalences from 6.1.9 and 6.1.10 are monoidal.

As an alternative to Cohn’s strategy, [Fao17] has defined a Nerve functor from the category of A8-
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categories to the category of 8-categories which when restricted to pretriangulated dg-categories lands

in the subcategory of stable p8, 1q´categories.

This A8-nerve functor is equivalent with the dg-Nerve functor Ndg constructed by Lurie in [Lur17]

which is given by truncating the Hom chain complex objects of the input dg-category and using the

Dold-Kan theorem to produce a simplicial category, a category enriched on the category of simplicial

sets, then using the nerve of simplicial categories which in turn produces a simplicial set, which can be

shown to be a 8-category, gives us a functor from dg-categories to quasi-categories.

6.2 Monoidal dg-categories vs Perfect pseudo dg-tensor struc-

tures

In the previous chapter we introduced the concept of (perfect) pseudo dg-tensor structure and we have

hinted that this structure is a truncation of a higher homotopical object. Here we would like to expand

a bit on this phrasing and show that in fact this can be made into a formal statement.

By using the symmetric monoidal structure on the p8, 1q´category of dg-categories ( or equivalently

the one on the homotopy category ) one is able to speak of commutative algebra objects. In the

p8, 1q´categorical setting, let us recall that a symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´category is a fibration of

operads C b Ñ NpFin˚q where Fin˚ is the category of pointed finite sets, and we have

Definition 6.2.1. Let C b Ñ NpFin˚q a symmetric monoidal p8, 1q´category, a commutative algebra

object is a section NpFin˚q Ñ C b which sends inert morphisms to cocartesian morphisms. The

category of commutative algebra objects FunNpFin˚qpNpFin˚q,C bq is denoted CAlgpC q.

We have then

Definition 6.2.2. A monoidal dg-category is a commutative algebra object in the symmetric monoidal

p8, 1q´category Npdg ´ catkqrW´1sb. Let us denote the category of monoidal dg-categories as

MonDGk.

To make precise the notion of truncation, we recall too

Definition 6.2.3. Let C be an p8, 1q´category and k ě ´1. We say that C P C is k-truncated if for

any D P C the homotopy groups of the mapping space MapCpD,Cq vanish for all m ą k.

Lurie shows in [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.6.18] that for k ě ´2, the inclusion of the p8, 1q´subcategory

τďkC of those objects which are k-truncated in C has a left adjoint denoted by τďk.

We arrive to a conclusion in this chapter with the following theorem suggested by Bertrand Toën:
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Theorem 6.2.4. Let Ho2pdg ´ catkq be the 2-category given by the homotopy category of the 2-

truncation τď2Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s of the p8, 1q´category Npdg ´ catkqrW´1s of dg-categories. Let

M be a dg-category equivalent to a derived noncommutative scheme then any perfect pseudo dg-tensor

structure Γ on M induces an associative monoid in Ho2pdg ´ catkq and to any associative monoid

structure on M in Ho2pdg´ catkq induces a ( possibly non unique) perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure

on M .



Chapter 7

Deformation theory

Beyond exploiting the algebraic properties of lifts of tensor triangulated structures via our pseudo dg-

tensor structures to understand the underlying structural properties of the structures in themselves, we

are also interested in the idea of understanding the deformation theory of them and how they behave

in families.

The concept of deforming a plain monoidal category comes with some difficulties, as one has to fist be

very precise in what in the structure one is exactly trying to deform and in which sense.

Normally when talking about deformation theory one is interested in studying the tangent space around

a certain point in a moduli space of the structures one is interested in deforming. In the classical

algebraic deformation theory of algebras of Gerstenhaber, one would take unital associative algebras

and calculate the deformation space of associative algebras, and it is this associativity which takes the

main focus in the theory as we is mainly interested in extending the product to find classes of cycles

which would correspond to associative algebra structure over the new coefficients.

In the case of monoidal categories we are dealing directly with a categorification of this concept, and

as such there are a number of moving pieces that did not exist before at the level of algebras but which

appear here at the level of monoid objects in some category.

While describing a general theory for symmetric monoidal categories can be devised, it is only for tensor

categories that we might expect to have some control via a cohomology theory for the deformations

that would show up.

In [Dav97, Yet98] Davydov and Yetter introduced independently the concept of a deformation for tensor

structures, one directly by deforming certain structural properties of the tensor category and the other

by deforming monoidal functors and deforming the structural conditions it must admit. In this case

the deformation of the identity functor seen as a monoidal functor takes the place of the deformation

theory of the tensor structure directly.

Davydov-Yetter cohomology mainly parametrizes the associativity structural isomorphisms and pro-

125
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vides an obstruction for these deformations. One important result that is obtained via this theory is

Ocneanu’s rigidity theorem which establishes that for fusion categories, which geometrically one can

think of corresponding to a collection of points, admit no deformations of their tensor structures.

In this chapter we give a brief review of Davydov-Yetter cohomology and we extend it to the case of

categories of dg-modules over a dg-algebra A equipped with a pseudo dg-tensor structure. We will see

that deformations of the associativity structural morphism can be described in an analogous manner to

the abelian situation.

We finish the chapter with an investigation of the general deformation problem of tensor triangulated

structures via our dg-enhancements and see how they relate to our extended Davydov-Yetter cohomol-

ogy.

7.1 Davydov-Yetter cohomology

Let us start by recalling a number of basic definition from the theory of tensor categories. We refer to

the canonical reference [EGNO16].

Definition 7.1.1. A tensor category is a k-linear rigid abelian monoidal category with biexact tensor

product.

We say that it is finite if it is equivalent to a category of finite representations of a finite dimensional

algebra.

To a given finite tensor category we will assign a chain complex in the following way:

Through this section b denotes the monoidal product of a tensor category A .

For any collection of objects X1, . . . , Xn P A we denote by bnpX1, . . . , Xnq the full right parenthe-

sization

X1 b pX2 b p. . . pXn´1 bXnq . . . q

Similarly we denote by nb the full left parenthesization

p. . . pX1 bX2q . . . q bXn´1q bXn

For n “ 1 this assignment is simply the identity A Ñ A , and for n “ 0 then b0 is the constant

functor determined by the monoidal unit in A .

Given any parenthesization X of a product of a collection of objects X1, . . . , Xn there always exists a

sequence of isomorphisms from X to bnpX1, . . . , Xnq and to n b pX1, . . . , Xnq.

Given any coherent endomorphism f between any parenthesization of objects X1, . . . , Xn, we will write

f to denote the morphism f composed and precomposed by the coherent associative isomorphisms.

For example, if f : X1 b ppX2 bX3q bX4q Ñ pX1 bX2q b pX3 bX4q then

f : ppX1bX2qbX3qbX4 Ñ X1bppX2bX3qbX4q Ñ pX1bX2qbpX3bX4q Ñ X1bpX2bpX3bX4qq
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This turns any such coherent morphism into a natural transformation in Natpnb,bnq.

The idea behind this operation is so that we can turn any morphism between different parenthesiza-

tions of a collection of objects X1, . . . , Xn into the abelian group of morphisms n b pX1, . . . , Xnq Ñ

bnpX1, . . . , Xnq. We however still need to keep track of the sign of this padding by associators,

and so the morphism f comes with the signature p´1q|sgnpfq| where sgnpfq denotes minimal num-

ber of associators αX,Y,Z necessary to take a morphism f into a morphism f :n bpX1, . . . , Xnq Ñ

bnpX1, . . . , Xnq. For example the morphism 7.1 has sign equal to 2 as we need to compose by the

inverse of IdX1
b αX2,X3,X4

and then by αX1bX2,X3,X4
.

Definition 7.1.2. Let A be a finite tensor category, the Davydov-Yetter complex DY ˚pA q is the chain

complex defined in degree n by Natpnb,bnq. If f P DY n a homogeneous element, the differential

dn : DY n Ñ DY n`1 is defined, on a set of objects X1, . . . , Xn`1 by

dnpfq :“ IdX1
b fX1,...,Xn

` Σip´1qifX1,...,XibXi`1,...,Xn`1
` p´1qn`1fX1,...,Xn

b IdXn`1

It is a routine calculation to see that d2 “ 0 and so this forms a chain complex.

In degree 3 for example, we can calculate the component of the Davydov-Yetter complex consists of

natural transformations

fX1,X2,X3
: pX1 bX2q bX3 Ñ X1 b pX2 bX3q

And has differential d2pfqX1,X2,X3,X4 given by

IdX1
b fX1,X2,X3

´ fX1bX2,X3,X4
` fX1,X2bX3,X4

´ fX1,X2,X3bX4
` fX1,X2,X3

b IdX4

With this definitions we can now define the Davydov-Yetter cohomology for finite tensor categories

Definition 7.1.3. Let A be a finite tensor category, the Davydov-Yetter cohomology HDY ˚pA q is

the cohomology of the the Davydov-Yetter complex pDY ˚, d˚q

Let us see by a hand calculation what the third cohomology group looks like

Example 7.1.1. The kernel of d3 is composed of those natural transformations fX1,X2,X3
such that

IdX1 b fX1,X2,X3 ´ fX1bX2,X3,X4 ` fX1,X2bX3,X4 ´ fX1,X2,X3bX4 ` fX1,X2,X3 b IdX4 “ 0

While the image of d2 is

IdX1 b fX1,X2 ´ fX1bX2,X3 ` fX1,X2bX3 ´ fX1,X2 b IdX3

As we said, we are interested in deformations of the associativity constraint of a finite tensor

category A , which is a coherent morphism aX1,X2,X3
: pX1 bX2q bX3 Ñ X1 b pX2 bX3q.

We have then to say what we mean precisely by a deformation of this structure. In general the idea is
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that we should replace the coefficient ground field k by an algebra that we interpret to represent a small

neighborhood of it. Classically in the deformation theory of algebras we are interested in deforming by

considering infinitesimal deformations of order n, so by replacing k with the local ring krxs{xn`1.

We think of this ring as an augmented k-algebra, and so equipped with a morphism krxs{xn`1 Ñ k in

the usual way. We always have a morphism in the other direction i : k Ñ krxs{xn`1.

Definition 7.1.4. An nth order deformation of a finite tensor category A over a field k is a finite tensor

category ttAuu over krxs{xn`1 such that there is a monoidal equivalence F to A , after restriction of

scalars b k of Hom objects.

Definition 7.1.5. We say that two deformations are equivalent if there is a monoidal equivalence

between them, with its underlying functor equal to the identity functor and such that the restriction of

scalars of this monoidal equivalence is the identity after restriction of scalars.

In other words, as Hom objects of the deformation ttAuu are modules over krxs{xn, the restriction

of scalars functor given by tensoring by k over krxs{xn gives us an object of k-vector spaces.

To classify deformation classes of the associativity ( for example ) means that we are looking to classify

associativity with coefficient in krxs{xn which reduce to our original monoidal structure, and then

classify the possible monoidal equivalences between them in the sense that we defined above. To say

that we are deforming the associativity condition means that we are looking at deformations such that all

the structural morphisms are given by extension of scalars except possibly for the associativity conditions.

So for example deforming only the associativity condition means that the symmetry condition XbY Ñ

Y bX in the deformation is exactly the extension by scalars given by krxs{xn Ñ k.

Theorem 7.1.6. [CY98, Theorem 2.2] Let A be a finite tensor category, then there is a bijection

between the 3rd Davydov-Yetter cohomology HDY 3pA q and equivalence classes of first order defor-

mations of the associativity condition of A .

Proof. As we are working with first order infinitesimal deformations of the associators then we are

looking precisely for a family of coherent morphisms

ttαuu “ α ` νx

where α is the associator of our finite tensor category A over k and ν is another natural endomorphism.

But as this associator ttαuu satisfies the pentagon axiom as it is part of a monoidal category structure,

then it must be that

IdX b ttαuuX,Y,Z ` ttαuuX,Y bZ,W ` ttαuuX,Y,Z b IdW “ ttαuuX,Y,ZbW ` ttαuuXbY,Z,W

Rearranging this and using that α already satisfies the pentagon condition, we see that the equation

above holds true if and only if ν satisfies the condition

d3pνq “ 0
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Now if we consider two equivalent deformations ttAuu and ttAuu1 with associators ttαuu “ α`ν1x, ttαuu1 “

α` ν2x respectively, by definition it means there exists a monoidal functor F : ttAuu Ñ ttAuu1 such that

when restricting scalars it reduces to the identity functor.

In particular we have that the structure morphism of the monoidal functor must be of the form Id`ϕx

for some natural endomorphism ϕ. As the functor F is monoidal and its underlying functor is the

identity, we have a commutative diagram

pX b Y q b Z

ϕX,Y bIdZ

��

pα`ν1xqX,Y,Z
// X b pY b Zq

IdXbϕY,Z

��

pX b Zq b Z

ϕXbY,Z

��

X b pY b Zq

ϕX,Y bZ

��

pX b Y q b Z
pα`ν2xqX,Y,Z

// X b pY b Zq

Which after padding appropriately gives us

αX,Y,Z ` νX,Y,Zx` ϕX,Y bZx` pIdX b ϕY,Zqx “ αX,Y,Z ` ϕXbY,Zx` pϕX,Y b IdZqx

And so as dpϕq is equal to

IdX b ϕY,Z ´ ϕXbY,Z ` ϕX,Y bZ ´ ϕX,Y b IdZ

We finally get that ν1 ´ ν2 “ dpϕq, in other words, ϕ is in the image and then ttαuu and ttαuu1 are

equivalent deformations if and only if the natural morphisms ν1 and ν2 that defines them are in the

same Davydov-Yetter cohomology class.

Remark 7.1.7. It is important to recall that there are indeed examples of two non equivalent monoidal

categories where the tensor bifunctor coincide but whose associator structural morphisms can be picked

to be different. These are classically constructed by noticing the condition is equivalent to the vanishing

of some cocycle condition. This can be done for example in the case of graded vector spaces ( see

[EGNO16, Example 2.3.8] ).

A fact is that the obstruction to these deformations to extend to infinitesimal deformations of 2nd

degree seem to be given by the 4th Davydov-Yetter cohomology group (cf. [EGNO16]).

When the category is semisimple we can say something about the deformation theory in this case:

Theorem 7.1.8. (Ocneanu’s rigidity theorem) Let A be a semisimple finite tensor category, then

HDY ˚pA q “ 0.

We give no proof of the previous theorem but we do would like to mention that the theorem can

be extended and understood in different ways. In [GHS19] Davydov-Yetter cohomology is interpreted

as a comonad homology theory and is extended to a theory with coefficients about the deformation
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theory of monoidal functors. In this sense one can rephrase Ocneanu’s theorem as a theorem about the

vanishing of the Davydov-Yetter cohomology of tensor functors between semisimple tensor categories,

with coefficients.

This is in contrast with the interpretation given in [EGNO16] where the proof of the theorem consists in

comparing the Davydov-Yetter cohomology with the Hochschild cohomology of the so-called canonical

algebra of A .

Also important to mention is that the hypothesis of the theorem cannot be omitted, as there exist

explicit examples of nonsemisimple finite tensor categories with nontrivial Davydov-Yetter cohomology

groups.

Let us mention that in the work of classification of symmetric closed monoidal structures on categories

of modules by Hovey, one of the main results is that there exist rings for which every isomorphism class

of modules in its category of modules gives rise to a monoidal structure, but it is unclear whether there

are non equivalent monoidal structures which correspond to the same isomorphism class of modules.

It is for this reason that we must remark that the deformation classes parametrized by Davydov-Yetter

cohomology only involve the associator condition and so we would like to actually look for deformations

of the whole structure at once. From the definition of our deformations what we mean by this is that

we should be considering deformations where all the structural morphisms are being deformed all at

once.

In [DEN18, Proposition 3.1] it is shown that the collection of tensor autoequivalences of a finite tensor

category is an affine algebraic group over k.

Let us reproduce this proof

Theorem 7.1.9. Let A be a finite tensor category of k. Then AutpA q has a natural structure of an

affine algebraic group over k.

Proof. Using the fact that finite tensor categories are equivalent to categories of representations of

a finite dimensional algebra, and then using this characterization to write a tensor structure on this

category as a 2-fold bimodule together with associativity, unit and symmetry structural morphisms as

we have done in Theorem 5.0.1. Each of these structures translates to the following:

Suppose then that we have the data of a ring R, and a bimodule Λ together with structural morphisms.

In this setting, a tensor autoequivalence F ( a functor F : R´Mod Ñ R´Mod such that F pXbY q “

F pXq b F pY q satisfying an associativity and unit condition ) is the same as giving an isomorphism

m : A Ñ A and an isomorphism of bimodules J : Λ Ñ Λm where Λm is the bimodule with structure

given by multiplication by m, with the condition that the morphism J respects structural isomorphisms

and coherencies.

To any given unit x P R˚ we can associate one such point given by pAdx, Jxq where Adx is the adjoint

matrix associated to the automorphism given by multiplication by x and Jx is the bimodule isomorphism

given, on an element p P Λ by Jxppq “ xppx´1 bx´1q. So that there is a normal algebraic group given

by gauge transformations.
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The claim is that a tensor autoequivalence F of A is isomorphic to the identity functor if and only if

there is x P R˚ such that pAdx, Jxq “ F . Indeed such a tensor autoequivalence would be given by the

scalar multiplication and the condition on the bimodule translates to a trivial scaling of the structural

morphisms.

In a similar way one can construct the functor that associates, to any commutative k ´ algebra,

the group of tensor autoequivalences of our finite tensor category A .

Aut : B ÞÑ AutbBpA q.

For a commutative k-algebra B.

We should also mention that it is possible to give the deformation complexDY ˚ a cup product operation

Y : DY m ˆDY m Ñ DY n`m

Simply by taking, for f P DY npA q and g P DY mpA q, the product

pf Y gqX1,...,Xm,Xm`1,...,Xm`n
ÞÑ p´1qpm´1qpn´1qfX1,...,Xm

b gX1,...,Xm

Following the construction in [BD20, Corollary 3.5], this descends into a cup product in cohomology

Y : HDY npA q ˆHDY mpA q Ñ HDY n`m`1pA q.

As usual this cup product induces bracket operations r , s and rr , ss in cohomology of degree 1 and 2.

By considering the functor of points of the moduli space of tensor structures on a given finite abelian

category A ,

B ÞÑ TenspA bBq.

For a commutative k-algebra B. It is possible to show that

Theorem 7.1.10. Let A be a finite tensor category, then the 3rd cohomology group HDY 3pA q

corresponds to the tangent space of the moduli space TenspA q

As usual the constructions above generalize to the deformation of tensor functors and our case of

deformation of the tensor category corresponds to the identity functor case.

Let us too remark that the functor of points Tens is treated here in the abstract and there is no claim

in the representability of the moduli problem.

Our goal for the following is to define a Davydov-Yetter cohomology for tensor triangulated structures

and study some of their properties in light of the work done in the abelian case.

7.2 Deforming tensor triangulated structures

In the previous section we saw how to construct a complex such that its cohomology behaves as

the tangent space of a finite tensor category, in particular with respect to the associativity structural
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morphisms. Here we will construct a similar complex by using our perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures

( see 5.1.5).

From now on we will be interested in working with the category smooth proper derived noncommutative

schemes (see 4.5.1)NCSchprsm. As we have a homotopical equivalence between the derived categories of

interest and a subcategory of such objects we exploit this to work our definitions at the dg-enhancement

level. In this sense, whenever we refer to a dg-category T it is understood to be an object in NSchprsm.

We remark too that in general when working with dg-categories and dg-categories of dg-modules the

change of basis operation bL A for a dg-algebra A does not in general preserve categories of perfect

complexes, in the following however we try to keep notation as simple as possible and so we write

bA for the operation {bL Ape which takes a dg-category and sends it to the dg-category tensored by

the dg-algebra A ( in the homotopy category of dg-categories using the derived tensor product ) after

passing by its perfect closure.

Let us now commence to define our deformation complexes for our lifted tensor triangulated structures.

Definition 7.2.1. Let T be a dg-category and Γ a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure. For any n P N
we denote by nΓ the full left parenthesization of the 2-fold dg-bimodule Γ. This means we use the first

multiplication to tensor Γ with itself n-1 times by using this multiplication structure repeatedly.

This means that if X1, . . . , Xn P Tpe then when taking tensor products we have

nΓ : X1, . . . , Xn ÞÑ ΓΓ,X1
b ΓΓ,X2

b ΓΓ,X3
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ΓXn´1,Xn

bXn bXn´1

Similarly we have Γn, which for a collection X1, . . . , Xn P Tpe

nΓ : X1, . . . , Xn ÞÑ ΓX1,Γ bX1 b ΓX2,Γ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ΓXn´1,Xn
bXn´1 bXn

Definition 7.2.2. Let Γ be a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure for the dg-algebra A associated to a

tensor triangulated structure on H0pApeq. Let DY ˚,˚
dg be the double chain complex defined by

DY n,˚
dg pAq :“ Bimodndgpn´1Γ, Γn´1q˚´1

The complex of morphisms of dg-functors between the n-fold bimodule of totally left parenthesized

product of Γ with itself and the n-fold bimodule of totally right parenthesized product of Γ.

The vertical differential dn,mv : DY n,m
dg pAq Ñ DY n,m`1

dg pAq is the differential given by the Bimodp , q

dg-functor.

The horizontal differential dn,mh : DY n,m
dg pAq Ñ DY n`1,m

dg pAq is given, for η˚ P DY n,m
dg pAq and a

collection X1, . . . , Xn P Ape

dn,mh pηqX1,...,Xn
“

IdX1
b ηmΓbCpkqX2bX3,...,Xn

`

Σip´1qiηmX1,...,ΓbCpkqXibXi`1,...,Xn
` p´1qn`1ηmX1,...,Xn´1

b IdXn
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...
...

¨ ¨ ¨ DY n,m`1
dg pAq “ Bimodndgpn´1Γ, Γn´1qm DY n`1,m`1

dg pAq ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ DY n,m
dg pAq “ Bimodndgpn´1Γ, Γn´1qm´1 DY n`1,m

dg pAq ¨ ¨ ¨

...
...

dn,m`1
h

dn,m
h

dn,m
v dm`1,n

v

A low degree example would be

...
...

¨ ¨ ¨ Bimod2dgpΓ,Γq2 Bimod3p2Γ,Γ2q2 ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Bimod2pΓ,Γq1 Bimod3p2Γ,Γ2q1 ¨ ¨ ¨

...
...

d2,3
h

d2,2
h

d2,1
v

d2,1
v

To make sense of the expression given by the differential, we proceed as in the abelian case,

where the sacrifice that had to be made by working with non strict monoidal categories was that we

had to introduce the padding construction to form additive groups of morphisms between different

parenthesized products of a collection of objects. In this situation one could instead pass to a strict

category using MacLane’s coherence result and have that these objects are equal and there is no need

for padding.

In our context however our only option is padding our morphisms, so let us explain how do we proceed:

Recall that the associativity coherence for a pseudo dg-tensor structure is given by a morphism of

dg-bimodules αX,Y,Z : ΓΓ,Z b ΓX,Y Ñ ΓX,Γ b ΓY,Z such that it becomes invertible when passing to

H0pC pkqq for every triple of objects X,Y, Z.

Just as before whenever we have a morphism between two parenthesizations we would like to pad it so

that it becomes a morphism in Bimod˚pnΓ,ΓnqpAq.

Let us take then n P N and a partition n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk.

A parenthesization of length n P N of Γ is a tensor product of factors of the form niΓ and Γnj along

any of the two multiplications of Γ, for 0 ď i, j ď k.

Whenever we have a morphism between two such parenthesizations,

f P Bimod˚pn1Γ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γnk ,Γn1
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γn1

lq

, we would like to turn this into a morphism in Bimod˚pnΓ,Γnq

The obstruction to do this as we did before is that we only know that the coherent morphism α is
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invertible when taking 0th chain cohomology H0. It is not enough to say that as this is invertible then

in each step of the padding to consider a lift of the inverse α´1 as there are many and since we are only

dealing with the truncation in low degree, the complexes in higher degree can change a lot from one

another. So in reality what we must do is choose once and for all the inverse α´1 making α invertible.

Once the morphism is chosen we proceed as before, and then whenever we have for example a morphism

f : ΓX1,Γ b ΓΓ,X4
b ΓX2,X3

Ñ ΓΓ,Γ b ΓX1,X2
b ΓX3,X4

We can compose by products of the identity between dg-bimodules Γ Ñ Γ and α and α´1. In this way

we can obtain a morphism

f : ΓΓ,X4
bΓΓ,X3

bΓX1,X2
Ñ ΓX1,ΓbΓΓ,X4

bΓX2,X3
Ñ ΓΓ,ΓbΓX1, X2bΓX3,X4

Ñ ΓX1,ΓbΓX2,ΓbΓX3,X4

Now that we have defined our double complex, we can define

Definition 7.2.3. Let T be a dg-category and Γ a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure, the Davydov-

Yetter complex is the total complex TotpDY ˚,˚
dg qpT q of the double complex DY ˚,˚

dg pT q with the usual

differential dtot :“ dv ` p´1q|v||h|dh. Where | v | and | h | denote the degree of the differentials dh

and dv.

We put 0Γ “ Γ0 the bimodule Id corresponding to the identity pseudo functor, and ´1Γ “ Γ´1

is the unit object U , and nΓ “ Γn “ 0 for any n ď ´2.

As before we calculate the cohomology of the dg-Davydov-Yetter complex

Definition 7.2.4. Let T be a dg-category and Γ a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure and consider

its Davydov-Yetter complex TotpDY ˚,˚
dg qpT q. The total cohomology of this complex is the Davydov-

Yetter cohomology of the perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure and we denote it by HDY ˚
dgpT q or by

HDY ˚
dgpT ,Γq if there is ambiguity in which perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure is being considered.

In lower degrees we have components of the total complex given by

Tot3pDY ˚,˚
dg q “ DY 3,0

dg pT q ‘DY 2,1
dg pT q ‘DY 1,2

dg pT q ‘DY 0,3
dg pT q “

Bimod3p2Γ,Γ2q´1 ‘Bimod2pΓ,Γq0 ‘BimodpTpe,Tpeq1 ‘ TpepU,Uq2

And

Tot4pDY ˚,˚
dg q “ DY 4,0

dg pT q ‘DY 3,1
dg pT q ‘DY 1,3

dg pT q ‘DY 2,2
dg pT q ‘DY 3,1

dg pT q ‘DY 4,0
dg “

Bimod4p3Γ,Γ3q´1 ‘Bimod3p2Γ,Γ2q0 ‘Bimod2pΓ,Γq1 ‘Bimod1pTpe,Tpeq2 ‘ TpepU,Uq3

Let us calculate as before the action of the total differential in these degrees. If we let η3 “
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pη3,1, η2,1, η1, 2, η0,3q then

d3totpη
3q “ pdhpη3,1q, dhpη2,1q ` dvpη2,0q, dvpη2,1 ` dhpη2,1q, dvpη2,1q ` dhpη0,3q, dvpη0,3qq “

pη3,0X,Y,Z b IdW ´ η3,0ΓbXbY,Z,W ` η3,0X,ΓbybZ,W ´ η3,0X,Y,ΓbZbW ` IdX b η3,0Y,Z,W ,

η2,1X,Y b IdZ ´ η2,1ΓbXbY,Z ` η2,1X,ΓbY bZ ` IdX b η2,1Y,Z ` dvpη3,0q,

η1,2X b IdY ´ η1,2ΓbXbY ` IdX b η2,1Y ` dvpη2,1q,

dvpη0,3qq

(7.2.1)

And to calculate the kernel of d4tot, we see that it corresponds to those η
4 “ pη4,0, η3,1, η2,2, η1,3, η0,4q

such that

d4totpη
4q “

pdhpη4,0q,´dhpη3,1q ` dvpη4,0q, dhpη2,2q ` dvpη3,1q, dhpη1,3q ` dvpη2,2q, dhpη0,4q ` dvpη1,3, dvpη0,4qq “

pIdX b η4,0Y,Z,W,R ´ η4,0ΓbXbY,Z,W,R ` η4,0X,ΓbY bZ,W,R ´ η4,0X,Y,ΓbZbW,R ` η4,0X,Y,Z,ΓbWbR ´ η4,0X,Y,Z,W b IdR,

´IdX b η3,1Y,Z,W ` η3,1ΓbXbY,Z,W ´ η3,1X,ΓbY bZ,W ` η3,1X,Y,ΓbZbW ´ η3,1X,Y,Z b IdW ` dvpη4,0q,

IdX b η2,2Y,Z ´ η2,2ΓbXbY,Z ` η2,2X,ΓbY bZ ´ η2,2X,Y b IdZ ` dvpη3,1q,

IdX b η1,3Y ´ η1,3ΓbXbY ` η1,3X b IdY ` dvpη2,2q,

IdX b U ` dvpη1,3q, dvpη0,4qq “ 0

(7.2.2)

As before, let us describe what we mean by a deformation of the structure, Γ. For this we need

Definition 7.2.5. Let T be a dg-category, Γ a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure on T . An n-th

order deformation of Γ consists of a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure ttΓuu on T bk krxs{xn`1 such

that

i˚ttΓuu :“ ttΓuu bkrxs{xn`1 k

is a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure equivalent to Γ.

Definition 7.2.6. We say two n-th order infinitesimal deformations of a perfect pseudo dg-tensor

structure Γ are equivalent if there is a pseudo dg-tensor functor Φ in T bk krxs{xn such that its

restriction Φbkrxs{xn`1 k is equivalent to the pseudo dg-tensor functor given by the identity dg-bimodule

Tpe.

Just as before, we will say that a deformation of a perfect pseudo dg-structure Γ is a deformation

of the associativity condition if the deformation ttΓuu has as structure morphisms for the unit and

symmetry conditions equivalent equivalent to ℓb krxs{xn`1,r b krxs{xn`1, and cb krxs{xn`1, while

we allow for the associativity coherence condition to possibly be different.

The following is an analogue result to Theorem 7.1.6
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Theorem 7.2.7. Let T be a dg-category and let Γ be a pseudo dg-tensor structure on T . Then to

any element of HDY 4
dgpT q we can associate an equivalence class of infinitesimal deformations of order

1 of the associativity condition of Γ.

Proof. Let us recall that

DY 4
dgpT q “ Bimod4p3Γ,Γ3q´1‘Bimod3p2Γ,Γ2q0‘Bimod2pΓ,Γq1‘Bimod1pTpe,Tpeq2‘TpepU,Uq3

As we calculated, the kernel of d4dg consists of those η P DY 4
dgpT q such that the equation 7.2.2 is equal

to zero.

We see that the first component is a morphism of 4-fold bimodules, η4,0 satisfying an hexagon condition.

The second component on the other hand, is a 3-fold bimodule morphism η3,1 P Bimod3p2Γ,Γ2q0

satisfying the pentagon diagram condition up to the homotopy dvpη4,0q. This is precisely the condition

we require as a coherence condition for the associator morphism of a pseudo dg-tensor structure.

To be more precise, we will consider a perfect pseudo dg-tensor structure on T b krxs{x2 given by the

2-fold dg-bimodule Γkres :“ Γ bk krxs{x2 where every one of the structural morphisms of Definition

5.1.5 are given by the extension of scalars bkkrxs{x2 except the associator.

Our goal is to define a new associator ttαuu which will restrict back to the associator α.

Let us write then ttαuu :“ α ` η3,1x P Bimodp2Γkres,Γkr3s p2qq0. So, a natural morphism

ttαuuX,Y,Z : Γ
kres

Γkres,Z
b Γ

kres

X,Y Ñ Γ
kres

X,Γkres b Γ
kres

Y,Z

We need to check that this morphism satisfies the pentagon identity. Recall to add morphisms between

different parenthesizations we need first to pad the morphism in the sense that we need to compose and

precompose by the associativity morphism αbkrxs{x2 and a fixed choice of an inverse α´1 bkrxs{x2.

We do this in such a way that addition of morphisms is always between the leftmost parenthesization

and the rightmost one.

We proceed as in the abelian case and see that since the associator of the pseudo dg-tensor structure

already satisfies the pentagon up to homotopy and x2, our associator ttαuu satisfies the pentagon diagram

up to homotopy because α already satisfies the condition, and as we are working with coefficients in

krxs{x2 then all that is left is the expression involving α and the morphisms η3,1 which corresponds to

our padding of morphisms and then we obtain the condition d3hpη3,1q “ dvpη4,0q.

Now we would like to see that two such deformations ttαuu, ttαuu1 given as above are equivalent then

they come from a pseudo dg-tensor functor induced equivalence of perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures.

As in the abelian case the underlying functor we are looking for is the identity functor and so our

dg-bimodule Φ is nothing but the bimodule Tpe.

This means that we are looking for a morphism

Γ b krxs{x2 » Γ b Tpe b Tpe b krxs{x2 Ñ Tpe b Γ b krxs{x2 » Γ b krxs{x2

of the form

Id` βx
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where

β : Γ Ñ Γ

is a morphism of dg-bimodules.

We write β then as any dg-bimodule morphism such that β0 “ η2,1, and writing the associativity

condition for the pseudo dg-tensor we see that ttfuu :“ Id ` βx satisfies this condition if η2,1 is in

the image of d2tot, as the second component of d2tot gives us precisely the coherence diagram up to

homotopy that ttfuu has to satisfy.

Indeed as the identity dg-bimodule Tpe is a pseudo dg-tensor functor the identity Tpe Ñ Tpe satisfies

the associativity condition and as in the abelian case we see that the only remaining morphisms are those

composed with the associativity condition of the pseudo dg-tensor structure, this in turn corresponds

to a padding operation and thus we obtain precisely the expression in the second component of the

image of d2tot.

The converse of these theorems don’t seem to hold in general and likely require either a more gen-

eral and coherent setting in which the deformation and space of tensor structures takes place, or under

stricter conditions for the pseudo dg-tensor structure itself. At this point we ignore what the higher

coherence conditions appearing both in the kernel and the image of the differentials dtot represent in

the context of deformations of the lifts of tensor triangulated structures. In all likeness an approach

where the lift is meant to produce a tensor structure itself in the dg-enhancement is the correct setting

in which one ought to take these deformations. Having said that as our motivation was kept in line with

the tensor structure at the triangulated category level and this is the reason for the brute truncation of

these tensor structures.

With this in mind one we however need to make two important observations. In our motivation we were

interested in tensor triangulated structures in the context of Balmer’s reconstruction, however so far we

in the theory around deformations we have focused on deformations of one of the structural conditions,

the associativity and so one natural question to ask is whether the Balmer spectrum is sensible to tensor

triangulated categories equivalent in everything but the associativity condition.

Reviewing the Balmer spectrum construction we see that the precise nature of the associativity is of no

importance. Indeed we do need a symmetric monoidal category structure on the triangulated category,

and so coherent natural isomorphisms αX,Y,Z but the construction will not distinguish between different

equivalence classes of associators, and similarly for the unit and symmetry coherence conditions.

Indeed one can check that at no point in the process of constructing the Balmer spectrum there is a

need to involve the equivalence class of the associators, not for the topology not for the structure sheaf.

In fact from the work of Hovey in [Hov11, Proposition 3.1] we know that as there is only one ( up

to monoidal equivalence ) tensor product in the category of modules over a commutative ring, then

suppose bL is a tensor triangulated structure on DbpXq which is a derived tensor product of a product

b of sheaves in the category of coherent modules. By this we mean that locally for any basic open
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U Ă X we have that the product b is equivalent in objects to the usual tensor product of modules.

Then by the result above we know that there is one equivalence class and thus the derived tensor

product bL must be the usual tensor product bL
X .

In the abelian case we saw a few more things, namely we had Ocneanu’s rigidity theorem, Theo-

rem 7.1.10 exhibiting Davydov-Yetter cohomology as a tangent space of the moduli functor of tensor

structures on a given finite tensor category A . Additionally we have Lie algebra structures induced by

a cup product defined at the level of Davydov-Yetter complexes.

Our conjecture for Ocneanu’s rigidity theorem is that it should hold in the same spirit as in the abelian

case, that is we should be looking for dg-categories which decompose in simple parts.

The Lie algebra structure with a Gerstenhaber bracket is possible to construct in the same fashion from

the dg-Davydov-Yetter cohomology due to formal reasons. The interpretation of this as a tangent space

of the moduli problem remains to be seen and likely reflects once again the truncation we are taking

on the deformation problem.

As for the moduli functor itself, as we explained in the introduction of this section, the change of scalars

functor for dg-categories can be performed without much issue by using the derived tensor product of

dg-categories and then passing to the perfect modules closure, in that sense we can consider too a

functor

TTSdgpXq : CAlgk Ñ NCSchpr,bsm

A ÞÑ TTSpDbpXqqA

Assigning to each commutative k-algebra the groupoid ( using pseudo dg-tensor functor equivalences

) of perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures on the derived category of perfect complexes with coefficients

in A.

In fact there is a number of moduli spaces and deformation problems we can discuss in this direction.

7.3 Some moduli spaces

In the previous section we saw that it is possible to a certain degree to give analogue results to the

ones from tensor categories in the derived setting. However as we hinted before the deformation theory

that we were occupied with was limited to only one of the structural morphisms which are involved in

the whole structure.

We saw before that it is convenient to fix a given unit and wonder only about tensor structures, and in

this case their deformations, who share a given fixed unit. There remains then the structural maps of

the unit and the structural map of the symmetric condition which one could still deform.

Furthermore, as the 2-fold dg-bimodule Γ is itself a dg-module on a dg-category it can be deformed
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together with the whole structure. We investigate these questions and reproduce some of the known

relevant deformation and moduli problems that can be involved in this problem.

The theory of 8-categories developed in the past few decades by a number of authors has seen one

important result in the theorem of Lurie and Pridham establishing a long conjectured relationship be-

tween deformation problems and dg Lie algebras. Concretely the problem of studying the deformation

theory of dg-categories has been done in this language in [BKP18].

The concrete situation is studying the formal deformations of a given k-linear dg-category C , this means

that given an artinian algebra A we want to understand the functor

A Ñ DefCatpAq :“ pCA, uq

and where CA is the category C bA and u is an equivalence CA b k » C .

One known condition for this to be a deformation problem that we could hope to understand well is

that it satisfies the Schlessinger’s conditions for representability. This condition fails in this situation

but the authors show that by restricting to the case where the categories are compactly generated then

the classifying functor above has a closer behaviour to that of a representable problem.

In particular they show that when considering formal deformations ( meaning working with coefficients

in krrtss ) this classification is equivalent to a limit over the infinitesimal order deformations.

More so, if CatDef c denotes this functor classifying compactly generated k-linear dg-categories, they

show that if C is a compactly generated k-linear dg-category admitting a single generator E, and such

that ExtipE,Eq “ 0 for all i ąą 0, then

CatDef cC pkrrtssq “ tkrus ´ linear structures on C u

Where u is in cohomological degree 2.

Our interest in this result lies first of all on the fact that our derived categories can be enhanced with

k-linear idempotent complete dg-categories like we have already discussed. Furthermore as derived

categories of our spaces are compactly generated so are their dg-categorical enhancements.

We could consider then for a compactly generated idempotent-complete k-linear symmetric monoidal

stable 8-category C and an artinian algebra, the functor

CatMonDefcC : Algp2q Ñ PrL

From E2-k-algebras to presentable 8-categories, which classifies compactly generated idempotent-

complete k-linear symmetric monoidal stable 8-categories CA and symmetric monoidal equivalences

u : CA b k » C .

In other words, what this problem is classifying is the space of every compactly generated symmetric

monoidal category inside the larger 8-category of presentable 8-categories. Or alternatively we could

work in the category of symmetric monoidal 8-categories.

In this way it is the structure of the whole category together with the monoidal structure which we

could deform by studying CatMonDefcC pkrxs{xnq or the formal deformations CatMonDef cC pkrrtssq,
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but in principle it might be hard to work with this moduli functor. We will comment more on this later

when we discuss the result announced by Toën in [Toë14].

Another alternative to our moduli problem to consider relies in the deformation of only the 2-fold

dg-bimodule Γ of a dg-lift of a tensor triangulated structure. In our case of a perfect pseudo dg-tensor

structure.

In this case we consider Γ as a T bT b2,op-module. This moduli problem is considered too in [BKP18].

Here they consider for an object E P C , with C as above, the functor

ObjDefE : Algartk Ñ S

Which takes artinian k-algebras A and produces the space of objects A-module objects EA together

with an equivalence u : EA b k » E. In this case it is the object that is being parametrized as we

commented before. In this case under certain conditions it is pointed out that this moduli problem is

formal in the sense of Lurie.

A similar problem was studied in [ELO09] where for a given dg-module E over some dg-category, the

authors considered the groupoid DefhpEq for a dg-artin algebra R, of pairs pS, iq such that S is, as a

graded object isomorphic to pEbRq and i is a morphism Sbk Ñ E making the composition factored

by the restriction of scalars of pE bRq, the identity.

In it, under certain conditions they manage to define a Maurer Cartan groupoid which parametrizes the

deformations of the dg-module.

There must be some compatibility between these two functors although one has to be careful about

what is being compared exactly.

Let us now investigate the space of all tensor structures with a fixed 2-fold bimodule Γ and unit

U .

Theorem 7.3.1. Let T be a dg-category, A a k-algebra, a perfect module U and Γ a 2-fold dg-

bimodule over T bL A. Then the set TTSApΓq of perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures over T bL A

which has Γ as a 2-fold dg-bimodule and U as a unit, has a structure of a quotient of an affine scheme

by an algebraic affine scheme.

Proof. As both Γ and U are fixed, what we are looking for is simply families of morphisms α : ΓbΓ Ñ

ΓbΓ, u : ΓbU Ñ Tpe, and c : Γ Ñ Γ we use that we are under the assumption that our dg-category

T is proper and so locally perfect, which means that every complex of morphisms is bounded and of

finite dimension as k-vector spaces.

The polynomial equations that determine morphisms α, c and u together with the differentials in every

chain complex determine then an affine scheme and so do they when we restrict them by imposing the

coherence conditions.

For two such structures, Γ1, Γ2 to be equivalent, we need an invertible pseudo dg-tensor functor Φ
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from, say, b1 to b2 ( using Lemma 5.1.10 ). Meaning that we have Φ1 from b2 to b1 such that

Φ b Φ1 is isomorphic to the dg-bimodule Tpe.

As the dg-bimodule Γ is the same in both structures Γ1 and Γ2, any such pseudo dg-tensor functor is

determined by its structural morphisms

Γ Ñ Γ

and

Γ b U Ñ Γ

Just as before the complexes are bounded and finite dimensional k-vector spaces and then they determine

an affine scheme. Using composition as the group operation, taking the identity pseudo dg-tensor

functor Tpe as the identity element and noting that every pseudo dg-tensor functor has an inverse, we

get that the affine scheme of these equivalences forms an algebraic group.

We have then a quotient of the space of pseudo dg-tensor structures with 2-fold dg-bimodule Γ and

unit U by the affine group scheme of equivalences between them.

Notice however that we must use this space with care as it is not invariant under equivalence of

perfect pseudo dg-tensor structures. So this definition works for a fixed choice of Γ and more work has

to be performed to arrive to a good choice of invariant space.

We would then be heavily interested in understanding in full the tangent space of this space in terms

of deformations and be able to relate them to our Davydov-Yetter cohomology.

As it was shown in [TV07], it is possible to prove that there exists a moduli stack of perfect complexes

for a given dg-category T . In fact it is shown there that this stack MT is locally geometric and of

finite presentation.

More precisely this moduli space classifies isomorphism classes of perfect complexes on the homotopy

category of the dg-category.

As such, a strategy to follow to understand the full space of pseudo dg-tensor structures on a given

dg-category T 1 “ T bL T op b T op, would be to compare MT 1 against the space TTSApΓq above

every point Γ parametrized by Toën-Vaquié’s moduli stack.
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Chapter 8

Everything I Don’t Know About

Tensor Triangulated Categories

As a closing chapter I would like to dedicate a few pages to many of the questions that showed up

during the work on this thesis but that unfortunately there was not enough time or correct insights to

bring them to a concrete conclusion.

There are at least two different directions in which the theory might be expanded upon from the point

of view of this work.

On one hand the expansion of Balmer reconstruction results in the algebro-geometric world for spaces of

higher homotopical nature has already been successfully explored to a certain degree. By [Kri09, Hal16]

as mentioned in a previous chapter it is already known that for a nicely behaved stack the Balmer

spectrum is able to recover its associated coarse moduli space, which in itself reflect plenty of the

geometric information of such stack.

Concretely Hall presents the following theorem:

Theorem 8.0.1. Let X be a quasi-compact algebraic stack with quasi-affine and separated diagonal.

If X is tame, then there is a natural isomorphism of locally ringed spaces

p| X |,OXZarq Ñ SpcpPerfpXqq

It is then immediately pointed out that this implies that the Balmer spectrum is not able to fully

recover the space X. Indeed already for algebraic spaces it is known that this coarse moduli space

does not determine the algebraic space and so the Balmer spectrum of the coarse moduli space and the

Balmer spectrum of the algebraic space are isomorphic while the algebraic space and its coarse moduli

space are not.

This however does not imply that the information contained in the tensor triangulated structure is

143
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exhausted, we could hope perhaps for a refined spectrum construction just at this level which might

throw more information in our way.

Indeed we can recall the following well known result of Lurie in [Lur04].

Theorem 8.0.2. Suppose that pS,OSq is a ringed topos which is local for the étale topology and that

X is a geometric stack. Then the functor

f ÞÑ f˚

induces an equivalence of categories

T : HompS,Xq Ñ HombpQCX ,MOS
q.

Here MOS
denotes the category of sheaves of OS-modules and HombpQCX ,MOS

q denotes

monoidal functors between QCX and MOS
. We have also the following theorem from [FI13, Theorem

5.10].

Theorem 8.0.3. Let X be an algebraic stack which satisfies either

1. X is a noetherian scheme which has a very ample invertible sheaf

2. X is a tame separated (Deligne-Mumford) algebraic stack of the form rX{Gs where X is a finitely

generated noetherian scheme and G is a linear algebraic group acting on X. Suppose further

that the coarse moduli space is quasiprojective and X has a G-ample invertible sheaf.

Let S be a quasi-compact scheme with affine diagonal over k. Then there is a categorical equivalence

F : HomkpS,Xq Ñ Mapb
k pDb

qcohpXq, Db
qcohpSqq

which sends f : S Ñ X to f˚.

In this case Db
qcohpXq denotes an appropriately defined symmetric monoidal stable 8-category of

quasi-coherent complexes and Mapb the space of monoidal functors .

By these results it is expected that along the monoidal structures, these structures provide enough

information about the space we would like to recover under certain conditions.

It is nonetheless very interesting to have concrete models of these reconstructions at hand in the same

fashion as the Balmer spectrum in which it we can interpret these derived categories and associated

data as affine objects of the geometry. On the one hand the functor of points approach that can

be inferred from the above results has been extremely useful in algebraic geometry to get away from

concrete models when abstracting away and bypassing certain difficulties inherent to the ringed space

approach.

We insist however that having a concrete model for a space equipped with a structure sheaf should shed

some light towards which specific properties of the derived category are being reflected in the space,
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at least in the nice cases. As an illustration Thomason’s classification of tensor triangulated ideals as

parameterized by certain subsets of the space definitely provide an image that might be on principle

hard to devise directly from a purely categorical representation result.

One of the first attempts at the theory of derived spaces comes from dg-schemes, these are spaces

which Zariski locally look like commutative dg-algebras. The theory of these objects is however not

as well behaved as one would want for a theory, although it is possible to relate a given dg-scheme

to a derived stack in the sense of Toën-Vezzosi ([TV04]). Despite these limitations, the presentation

of these objects as spaces with a structure sheaf of sorts is appealing for the reconstruction theory we

have been considering:

Let us recall the notion of a dg-scheme according to Ciocan-Fonatanine-Kapranov ([CFK01]):

Definition 8.0.4. A dg-scheme is a pair pX,O˚
Xq where X is a scheme and OX is a sheaf of negatively

graded dg-algebras on X such that O0
X is isomorphic to the structure sheaf on X and such that Oi

X is

a quasi-coherent sheaf over O0
X

Morphisms between two dg-schemes X,Y are given simply by considering morphisms f : X Ñ Y

between the underlying schemes and a morphism of sheaves of dg-algebras f˚O˚
Y Ñ O˚

X .

It is clear that any scheme can be thought of as a dg-scheme by considering an appropriate OX

and so it extends the original notion. On the other direction we have a truncation to usual schemes:

π0pXq :“ SpecpH0pO˚
Xqq

One natural question is whether these spaces can be reconstructed in a similar fashion than schemes

using a Balmer spectrum construction.

Let us suppose from now on that the underlying scheme pX,O0
Xq is quasiprojective and that Oi

X is

furthermore coherent over O0
X .

As the underlying scheme is quasi-projective we know it can be recovered by Balmer’s spectrum just as

we have seen before. The question that remains is whether the structure sheaf of X as a dg-scheme

can be recovered in a similar fashion. For this we need first to define an appropriate notion of derived

categories of coherent sheaves for our dg-schemes.

Definition 8.0.5. A quasi-coherent sheaf F˚ on a dg-scheme X is a sheaf of Oi
X -dg-modules on X

such that F i is quasicoherent over O0
X . We say that F˚ is coherent if the F i are in addition coherent

and if F i is bounded above.

Let F˚, G˚ be two coherent sheaves on a dg-scheme X, a morphism ϕ˚ : F˚ Ñ G˚ is as

usual and two such morphisms ϕ˚, ψ˚ are said to be homotopically equivalent if there is a morphism
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h : F˚ Ñ G˚`1 as graded sheaves such that dG ˝ h “ h ˝ dF “ ϕ´ ψ.

As expected ϕ˚ : F˚ Ñ G˚ is a quasi-isomorphism if it induces an isomorphism in cohomology

HipF˚q Ñ HipG˚q.

Definition 8.0.6. For a dg-scheme X, the derived category of coherent dg-sheaves DpCohpXqq is the

triangulated category obtained from the category of coherent dg-shaves on X by passing to homotopy

classes of morphisms and localizing at quasi-isomorphisms.

We can realize the derived category of the underlying sheaf pX,O0
Xq as the full triangulated

subcategory spanned by those dg-sheaves quasi-isomorphic to a dg-sheaf concentrated in degree 0. Let

us denote this category by DCoh0pXq

This triangulated category comes equipped with a tensor triangulated structure given by a derived

tensor product:

Proposition 8.0.7 ([CFK01] Prop 2.3.5, 2.4.1). Let X be a dg-scheme and F˚, G˚ be two coherent

dg-sheaves on X. The derived tensor product F˚ bL
X G˚ is defined as the tensor product E˚ bG˚ of

dg-sheaves where East is a resolution of F˚ such that it is flat as a graded sheaf and bounded above.

The structure sheaf O˚
X acts as usual as the unit of this tensor structure.

If we were to proceed as in Theorem 2.0.39 we would immediately see it is not possible to recover O˚
X

from the endomorphism ring in the derived category as the grading is lost. Let us consider however the

graded endomorphism ring of Definition 2.0.42 in this situation,

EndiDCohpXqpO˚
X ,O

˚
Xq :“ HompO˚

X ,O
˚
X risq

Let us consider this problem locally as before and let tUiu be an affine cover for X as before. In this

situation an endomorphism ηi of degree i, in EndiDCohpUq
pOXpUqq induces an element of OXpUqi by

considering the image ηip1q.

One immediate problem with this approach is the failure of these homotopical spaces to be repre-

sented by locally ringed spaces. Balmer’s reconstruction as presented is inherently a process which

outputs a topological space and so the first thing to do to reconstruct, for example, a DM stack would

be to extend the construction so that the process would output in this case the étale topos and a way

to recover it as a locally ringed topos from the monoidal structure.

This is very clearly a tall order, it would require us to upgrade Thomason’s classification theorem to

this setting so that we could recover the space.

One possible approach to this would be the point of view of Balmer’s reconstruction proposed in [KP17]

in which the reconstruction is framed under the pointless philosophy focusing solely on the lattice the-

oretic aspects of the reconstruction through Hochster duality.

To be more precise the Hochster dual of spectral space consists of the topological space X generated

by those open subsets with quasi-compact complement, we denote this space by X_. Hochster duality
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establishes that X_ is again spectral and that X__ – X. Taking the coherent frame of open subsets

of this space, then the Hochster dual corresponds to the opposite frame of the frame of finite elements.

Let X be a coherent scheme, denote by Dω
qcpXq the derived category of compact objects in the derived

category of modules with quasi-coherent cohomology. If X were for example a smooth projective variety

this category is equivalent to the category of perfect complexes on X.

In [KP17] the following is the main observation applied to coherent schemes :

Theorem 8.0.8. Let X be a coherent scheme. If the collection of thick radical b-ideals in Dω
qcpXq

forms a set, then this set has a coherent frame structure ZarpPerfpXqq called the Zariski frame of

pPerfpXq,bL
Xq.

The Hochster dual of ZarpPerfpXqq is equivalent to the coherent frame of Zariski open subsets of X.

Besides the conceptual difference in this approach one of the main advantages of this point of

view is that it is possible to avoid having to rely heavily on Thomason’s results and also being able to

reduce the argument to a local situation.

We hope that the previous discussion supports the raising of the following question:

Question 8.0.1. Let X be a DM stack over k, can the derived category of X or a dg-enhancement of

it recover X as a locally ringed topos?

We have previously gone through a study of moduli functors associated to our problem. In this

regard, in [AT08] the authors remark that the functor of proper smooth geometrically connected vari-

eties over k, V argcsmprpkq is known to be a stack but it is not algebraic and that one of the ways to

turn this space into an algebraic one is by considering instead a functor which classifies varieties with

a polarization, so that on each commutative k-algebra A, PolarizedpAq is the groupoid of smooth

projective geometrically connected varieties over A, together with an invertible bundle L.

Indeed in [Sta22, Tag 0D4X] it is shown that this stack is indeed algebraic.

The purpose of this discussion however is that Anel and Toën argue that while the prestack they consider

in their work, which classifies saturated, connected dg-categories over some base k in the homotopy

category of dg-categories, is not a stack. It still has some good properties as they show, for example

they use heavily that the diagonal of this prestack is representable and this is a key part of the proof

of the main result of that article.

In this line of thinking they suggest that considering a prestack of saturated and connected dg-categories

with extra structure would allow for better behaviour, like the inclusion of a Bridgeland stability con-

dition, which consists of a heart of a bounded t-structure and a stability function satisfying certain

conditions.

The idea of such a structure is that it provides some control in the geometric behaviour of the objects

in a given derived category and allows us to treat them like coherent sheaves on a space.

As pointed out before it seems hinted that there is a strong relationship between tensor structures

and t-structures, and specifically of their hearts, thus the prestack which assigns to each commutative
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k-algebra the groupoid of saturated and connected dg-categories together with a monoidal structure

seems like a good alternative to investigate.

Question 8.0.2. Is the functorMonDGstgc
k : A ÞÑ tSaturated connected monoidal dg-categories over Au

a stack?

8.1 Recovering tensor products from other invariants

As we have seen through this work, derived categories, and triangulated categories in general, can

exhibit different behaviors and carry different invariants. In the case of derived categories of spaces one

immediate thing one could question is understanding what is the role and interaction of these invariants

with the tensor product corresponding to the space.

For example one very important aspect that has helped us in our deductions from studying tensor

triangulated category structures on DbpP1q is that we understand well the generating properties of the

category. Namely as the category possesses a full strong exceptional collection and we understand not

only its dimension but the Orlov spectrum we are able to significantly reduce the space of possible

tensor triangulated structures.

Clearly this case is likely the easiest to understand, the further away we go from spaces with ample

canonical bundles then the more unlikely are exceptional collections - of different kinds- to show up.

It is at the moment unclear to the author if it is possible to give an explicit description of all the

tensor triangulated structures which can be detected just from the existence of these collections. Even

in a more complicated setting of a derived category with a full strong exceptional collection, and the

knowledge of both the dimension and Orlov spectrum it is not possible to distinguish the space, it is

clear that the tensor product cannot be uniquely described.

It is possible however to wonder if without further knowledge of the category it is possible to construct

a freely generated tensor triangulated category we can construct just from this data.

A very close problem is treated in [Orl16] by Orlov, namely

Theorem 8.1.1. [Orl16, Theorem 5.8] Let A be a small dg-category over k such that H0pA q has a

full exceptional collection

pE1, . . . ,Enq

Then there are a smooth projective schemeX and an exceptional collection of line bundles pL1, . . . ,Lnq

such that the dg-subcategory of perfect complexes generated by the line bundles is quasi-equivalent to

A. Moreover, X is a sequence of projective bundles and has a full exceptional collection.

As described in the statement itself the way this space is constructed is by taking iterated projective

bundles over some gluing of dg-categories determined by the full exceptional collection.

Using this, Orlov considers briefly a construction of what is there called a noncommutative deformation

of the plane P2 by considering a dg-category with a exceptional collection as the one of the plane but
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giving consideration to different relations between the compositions of the morphisms. By using the

theorem above Orlov describes the smooth projective spaces for which the derived category can be used

to embed these categories and their exceptional collections.

Inside the derived category of this smooth projective space there exists a smallest tensor triangulated

subcategory containing the full exceptional collection.

Question 8.1.1. Let A be a dg-category such that its homotopy category has a full exceptional collec-

tion pE1, . . . ,Enq as in 8.1.1. Let pT ,bLq be the smallest tensor triangulated subcategory in PerfpXq

containing the exceptional objects Ei. Is the category T in any way canonical in the sense that if

pT 1,bq is any other tensor triangulated category with an exceptional collection pEi, . . . ,Enq then is

there a monoidal embedding T Ñ T 1?

Given the disparate behavior of the Balmer spectrum with respect to exotic tensor structures, it

wouldn’t be expected that a single tensor structure on a given derived category could inform us about

the generating properties of the underlying category.

On the other hand we know from [LS13] the Balmer spectrum of the vertex-wise tensor product on the

derived category of representations on a quiver is given by the number of vertices. We interpret each

of these vertices corresponding to exceptional objects and the fact that the Balmer spectrum collapses

to a finite number of points to the fact that if the tensor product is collapsing to points which then

correspond to categories equivalent to Dbpkq. Under this interpretation,

Question 8.1.2. Let pT ,bq be a tensor triangulated category such that SpcpT ,bq is isomorphic to

the Balmer spectrum of a derived category of representations of a finite quiver. Does T admit a full

exceptional collection?

Suppose b on T is as in the question above. Then SpcpT ,bq being a discrete space of n P N
points means by definition that there are only n prime b-ideals Pi and the fact that the space is discrete

means there exist n objects tEiu such that UpEiq :“ tP | Ei P Piu “ Pi are the one-point open subsets

of Spcpbq.

It is these latter objects that should then be possible to show form a full exceptional collection.

Besides properties relating to how well generated a derived category is, one classical tool we have

already mentioned is that of t-structures. To recall, the heart of a t-structure determines an abelian

category which we interpret as sitting inside of the derived category.

In general as mentioned in 1.1.63, in the presence of a functor from the derived category of the heart

to the starting derived category, there is a condition that can be checked for this functor to induce an

equivalence.

Here we seem to have a situation that parallels our situation with the different tensor structures on

a given category, as a heart of a t-structure determines, through methods like the Gabriel-Rosenberg
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reconstruction theorem, a space which in the correct setting will recover the original space.

It is natural to wonder what is the relationship between the hearts from this point of view and the tensor

products on the derived category. In the same way that coming up with the functor from the derived

category of the heart towards the original derived category is challenging, there is no obvious way of

relating the derived category of the locally ringed space Spcpbq to the original triangulated category.
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